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The Arms of the College 

HERALDIC DESCRIPTION 

On the Sinister base, on a ground Azure, a five point star, Argent, with emanating 
rays, Or. On the upper Sinister, a Cross, or; on a ground Argent. On the Dexter 
chief, the Dove of the Holy Ghost, Argent, descending rays, Or, ground Azure. 
On the Dexter base, Heart Gules; sword Proper; wreath, Or, ground Argent. 

Shield: Quarterings Or; Scroll outline Or, with ground Argent. Lettering 
Gules. Entire shield of Escutcheon Or. 

SYMBOLISM 

The Escutcheon is quartered. On the left base there is the unchangeable five point 
silver star with golden rays, symbolic of fidelity to its purpose of shedding light 
and guidance in the pursuit of Him Who enlightens every man and Who is the 
"Bright and Morning Star". (Apoc XXIl.16). 

The upper left bears the Cross, the emblem of trials and difficulties. It is in gold on 
a silver ground, symbolic of the precious outcome of trials well borne. These two 
symbols combine to produce the College motto: "Fidelitas in Arduis" (Fidelity 
in Difficulties). 

On the upper right quarter there is the Dove in silver, symbo,lic of the Holy Ghost, 
from which descend seven golden rays, the Seven Gifts of the Holy Spirit, essential 
in the practice of "Fidelitas in Arduis". 

The right base bears a red heart transfixed with a sword and encircled with golden 
roses. This is symbolic of the Holy Heart of Mary, suffering- the supreme purely 
human type of "Fidelitas in Arduis". The golden roses symbolise the reward that 
come from such fidelity . 
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Tutela Domus 
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Fo:rewo:rd 

T HIS ACCOUNT of the first 100 years of St Mary's College is intended 
primarily for present and past pupils of the College, their families 

and friends, and only secondarily for the general public who may be 
interested. And this has dictated the form which it has taken. After 
the preliminary chapters dealing with the origin and beginnings of the 
College, every chapter recounts a period of history during a particular 
Presidency, which generally covered six years, with a few exceptions. 
Anyone wishing to recall his own time in the College, has merely to 
turn to the chapter deaing with the years of the one who was President 
during his time in school. A boy who spent 9 or 10 years from Junior 2 
to 6th Year, might find his time covered by two or three Presidents. But 
no matter the period chosen, the author has endeavoured to recount the 
salient happenings of that period, the staff, physical development of the 
school, academic, cultural and sporting achievements, and the activities 
of the Past Pupils Union and its affiliated societies. 

In 1916, when the College closed for ten years, it was not thought 
that it would ever re-open. Records were lost and, regrettably, even 
burnt as of no further interest. A full chapter has been devoted to some 
of the personalities of that era, now all dea:d. A similar recounting for 
the post-closure era would have run into many volumes. An Appendix 
containing the name of every boy registered in the school from the day 
it opened more than 100 years ago, is intended to make some amends for 
this deficiency. 

William Maher, CSSp. 



Prologue 

0 N THE AFTERNOON OF September 28, 1989, the citizens of the Rathmines suburb of 
the City of Dublin were surprised at the sight of a motorcade, with Garda escort, 

sweeping across Portobello Bridge and pulling in to the forecourt of the Parish Church 
of Our Lady, Refuge of Sinners. From the flag-decked limousine stepped the President 
of the Irish Republic, His Excellency, Dr Patrick Hillery, who was met by Fr Martin 
Maiben CSSp, and led into the crowded Church, filled to capacity with students, parents, 
past students, friends and well-wishers of St Mary's College. It was the opening of the 
celebrations for the lOOth year of the school's existence. 

The President's arrival was quickly followed by that of the Lord Mayor of Dublin, 
the Honorable Sean Haughey, met by Fr Daniel Curtin CSSp, and Mrs Mary O'Rourke, 
Minister for Education, met by Fr Cyril Byrne CSSp. . 

As soon as the dignitaries were seated, the more than 100 concelebrating priests, followed 
by the Chief Celebrant, His Grace, the Archbishop of Dublin, Dr Desmond Connell, 
accompanied by Archbishop Thomas Brosnahan CSSp, proceeded from the sacristy to the 
main door of the church and up the centre aisle to the main altar which had been beautifully 
decorated by a group of parents under the direction of Mrs Carmel Condren, with banks of 
flowers, the specially woven 5' x 5' tapestry depicting the College Coat-of-Arms acting as a 
back-drop. This was the work of one of the parents, Mr J. Field, and it was commissioned 
by the Past Pupils Union. It graced all the centenary celebrations throughout the year 
and now hangs in a place of honour in the College Hall. Flanking the two archbishops 

His Excellency, Dr. Hillery, President of Ireland, being greeted by Rev. Martin Maiben, CSSp, 
on his arrival at Rathmines Parish Church for the Mass inaugurating.the Centenary celebrations. 
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The Offertory Gifts at the Centenary Mass 

Fr. H. O'Reilly, Fr. A . Burke, PP, Fr. W. Nugent, Archibishop Desmond Connell, 
Archbishop Brosnahan, Fr. B. McLaughlin, Fr. ]. Hurley. 
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at the altar were past pupil Very Rev. Brian McLaughlin, Provincial Superior, Very 
Rev. Aidan Burke, PP, Rathmines, Very Rev. Fr. Hugh O'Reilly CSSp, President of St 
Mary's, and two former Presidents of the College, Frs James Hurley CSSp and William 
Nugent CSSp. 

The opening hymn was sung by the College Choir, augumented for the occasion by 5th 
and 6th Forms from the Junior School, under the baton of Fr Peter Raftery, Fr Aloysius 
Flood accompanying on the organ. 

Archbishop Connell began the Mass with words of welcome to all present and of 
explanation of the importance of the occasion. The readings were done by Mrs Una Wall 
and Mr James Kirby, teachers in the school. The Gospel was read by Fr Jerome Godfrey 
CSSp; the homily given by Fr William Maher CSSp; the Prayers of the Faithful were read 
by students, past students, teachers and parents. 

Fr Patrick Reedy gave a commentary during the Offertory Procession on the 
significance of the gifts which were brought to the altar by students, past students, 
teachers and parents. Included were the silver casket containing the petition and 
signatures of the prestigious clergy and lay people who called for the re-opening 
of the College in 1926 after a ten-year closure; a globe to signify the worldwide 
stage of activity of the past students, as well as of the Holy Ghost Fathers; one 
of the first academic medals awarded in the school; a football trophy and violin to 
signify the extra-curricular activity in sport and the arts in the school; The Bread 
and Wine were brought by Mr and Mrs J . Barry , who have four boys in the 
school. 

After the Mass, the congregation made its way across to the College where a dais had 
been erected in the quadrangle. After light refreshments in the community parlour, the 
President, Dr Hillery, and the Lord Mayor, departed while the Archbishop and the 
Minister for Education joined the Provincial Superior, Fr Brian McLaughlin; the College 
President, Fr Hugh O'Reilly; Assistant Superior and Dean of the Junior School, Fr Sean 

Past President of the Union, D ermot Smy th, reading one of the Prayers of the Faithful, 
while students, teachers and parents await their turn . 

(xii) 



Archbishop Desmond Connell blessing the new Senior School Extension, 
accompanied by Prof MacCormac, Mr. Frank Conlon and Fr. Sean O'Shaughnessy. 

O'Shaughnessy; the College Principal, Mr Frank Conlon; Vice-Principal, P61 Uasal Mac 
Murchu; President of the Centenary Committee, Prof. Michael MacCormac; President 
of the Past Pupils Union, Mr Frank Dowling, and Mr Hugo Duffy, architect in charge 
of the Senior School extension, on the dais for the Blessing and Official Opening of 
the new extension. The Archbishop addressed the assembled guests and students as 
follows: 

Before I pronounce the blessing, I would like now again, very briefly to refer 
to the importance of this day. Everything before me speaks of the future. We 
have just given thanks for the past in our Mass and now I see the future in the 
building that I am just about to bless because it speaks to me of the expansion 
of this school. 

The young faces I see around me, speak to me of the future. How 
important is our future! The young people bear that future in their 
hands and it is our responsibility to enable them to advance to a 
glorious future for the Church and for the society which they are to 
help build up. 

I want to express my deep appreciation in the presence of Fr Provincial 
to the Holy Ghost Fathers for the great work they are doing on behalf of 
the Diocese in so many different ways. 

Only very recently another parish has been undertaken by the Holy 
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His Excellency, The Lord Mayor, Mr. S. Haughey, Fr. D. Curtin, Fr. C. Byrne, 
The H on. Mrs. O'Rourke, TD, Minister for Education, Archbishop Desmond Connell. 

Rev. B. McLaughlin, Dr. Patrick Hillery, Mr. F. Dowling (Union President), 
Mrs. O'Rourke, TD, P6l Uasal 6 Murchu, Vice-Principal. 
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Unveiling The Plaque 
Mrs. O'Rourke, TD, Minister for Education, P6l 6 Murchu, 

Frank Conlon, Principal, Fr. H. O'Reilly. 

Shane Lowry, School Vice-Captain, Mrs. M . O'Rourke, TD, 
Dr. Desmond Connell, Colman McMahon, School Captain . 
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Ghost Fathers. There is a great diversity of work in which the Holy 
Ghost Fathers are assisting me, but I value the work that they are 
doing in the schools more than any work that they are doing on my 
behalf. And I value the work that is being done by the individual 
Holy Ghost Father in the classroom. Because it is there that the 
young people will learn for the future, not just the secular subjects 
that they are being taught, but they will learn something of the spirit 
of the Church which is given to them in the catholic education that you 
offer so wonderfully here. 

As I pronounce the blessing upon their new building, I have confi
dence in the future . I look forward to what this school will contrib
ute to the work and the growth of the Catholic life of this diocese 
in the future. I look forward with confidence because I am calling 
upon this school the blessing of the Holy Spirit, and I am calling 
upon Him through the intercession of Mary who was filled with the 
Holy Spirit. 

All praise to God our Father, Lord of all creation. He has called us 
to share in the work of educating our children. With His help, we 
try to prepare them for life. We give them a share in the wisdom 
and the skills of those who have gone before us. We help them to 
see the world and their lives through the eyes of God. We want them 

. to have the mind of Christ, Who is the wisdom and knowledge of God 
.made man. 

Bless this extension which we place under the patronage of Mary, 
our Mother. 

Bless the teachers and parents and all who work here. 
Bless the students who will study here. 
May the peace and happiness of Christ accompany their efforts to be good 

citizens of our country and heirs to the Kingdom of Heaven. 
May this school always be a home of truth, of wisdom, of faith and of 

good will towards all. 
May all of us who are united in prayer for the good of this school be 

reunited in the glory of Your Kingdom. 
We ask this through Christ our Lord. Amen. 

What follows in the rest of this book is an attempt to portray in some way how St Mary's 
College has already fulfilled for one hundred years the hopes that the Archbishop of 
Dublin was holding out for it in 1990. 
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Chajpteir One 

The Holy Ghost Fathers 

I T ALL BEGAN in 1703 with a young man in Paris studying for the priesthood rather 
against his parents' wishes. He was Claude Poullart des Places, the only son of 

a well-to-do lawyer-administrator-businessman of Rennes, the provincial capital of 
Brittany. Claude had a brilliant academic career in secondary school with the Jesuits 
and at the provincial university at Nantes before going on to what his parents expected 
would be greater things in Paris. It was accepted that he would follow in his father's 
footsteps in the courts and in commerce. However, a retreat he made in Paris completely 
changed his outlook on life and lifestyle and he decided to become a priest. 

With his new outlook on life, it quickly came to his notice that there were numerous 
poverty-stricken students in Paris anxious to become priests but unable to do so because 
they could not afford the university fees. Encouraged by a few like-minded seminarians, 
Claude started a seminary dedicated to the Holy Ghost which would take as its main work 
the priestly education of these poor seminarians, who would then go to the various French 
rural dioceses whose bishops were crying out for priests. Four years later, in 1707, Claude 
himself was ordained on December 17, and less than two years after that, on October 2, 
1709, God called him home. Humanly speaking the fledgling congregation he had founded 
should have died then. That it not only survived, but grew to be the force it is today as an 
international missionary institute, is not only a tribute to the genius of its founder, but a 
sure indication that it is God's work. 

For nearly one hundred years it flourished, broadening its scope to provide clergy 
for the ever-spreading French colonies and gaining an enviable reputation for both its 
members and the priests it trained, but like all other religious orders in France, it was 
decimated by the events that followed the Revolution of 1789. It was very near to extinction 
when it merged with a young missionary society called the Society of the Holy Heart of 
Mary, founded by a convert jew, Francis Mary Paul Libermann in 1841. This Society had 
as its aim the conversion of the black race, particularly in Africa. 

Libermann had been destined by his father, the Rabbi of Saverne in Alsace, to follow 
in his footsteps, just as des Places' father had done before him, but suffered even greater 
disappointment when his son not only gave up the study of the Talmud, but became a 
Christian on Christmas Eve, 1826. We can guess the anguish of Rabbi Libermann as 
he watched his four sons, one by one, become Catholics. Francis decided to become a 
priest and entered the famous Seminary of St Sulpice in Paris. But after Minor Orders his 
studies were interrupted by epilepsy. He was allowed to stay on in St Sulpice where he 
had enormous influence over the students, and gained a reputation as a saintly spiritual 
director. Then for two years he was assistant novice master for the Eudists before going 
to Rome to obtain permission to found a missionary society to minister to the spiritual 
welfare of the 'blacks' recently freed from slavery in the various colonies. He obtained 
the permission on condition he could find a bishop willing to ordain him. The Bishop 
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c;;laude Poullart des Places Francis Mary Paul Libermann 

of Strasbourg did so on September 18, 1841. Nine days later, Libermann opened the first 
house of his new Society, a novitiate in Amiens. 

From the beginning there was no shortage of vocations to the new Society, mainly 
because of Libermann's reputation, but they were short on missionary traditions and 
standing with the civil authorities. The merger with the Holy Ghost Congregation solved 
both these problems. The Holy Ghost Congregation's standing with the French could 
not have been higher because of the work done in the colonies, while it had over one 
hundred years' experience of missionary work. What it lacked, Libermann's Society 
provided - wise, dynamic leadership and personnel. Libermann provided the leadership 
as the first Superior General of the merged societies, which was now called officially the 
Congregation of the Holy Ghost, under protection of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, but 
more commonly, the Holy Ghost Fathers. 

Not unlike Claude des Places, Libermann did not live long after the culmination of his 
work. Less than four years after the merger, and twelve years after the founding of his 
own society, he died on February 2, 1852. The Cause for his Beatification was begun in 
1868. His epilepsy was a problem, but in 1886 his writings were declared free from error 
and in 1910 he was declared Venerable. We still await the culmination of the process. 

THE HOLY GHOST FATHERS IN IRELAND 

As early as 1842, the Venerable Libermann seriously considered founding a house in 
Ireland, having in mind the English-speaking colonies of Africa. However, that year 
he met Fr John Hand who had come to France to study seminary methods before 
starting All Hallows, Dublin, his projected seminary for th~ training of young Irishmen 
for the countries to which so many of their fellow-countrymen had emigrated-America, 
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Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, etc. In deference to Fr Hand, Libermann postponed 
his own efforts in Ireland until All Hallows got underway. 

On October 28, 1859, the Holy Ghost Fathers landed in Ireland in search of vocations. 
The plan was to start a project similar to that of Fr Hand in All Hallows, where young 
men who had completed their secondary schooling would be accepted for the priesthood 
and receive training in the ecclesiastical sciences before their ordination. 

The first house acquired was in Blanchardstown, north-west of Dublin, which some 
years previously had been used as a secondary school or juniorate by Fr Joseph Dean of 
the Dublin Diocese, and more recently by the Carmelite nuns, before they transferred to 
Hampton, Drumcondra, where they still flourish. The pioneering priests were: Fr Jules 
Leman, Superior; Fr Jerome Schwindenhammer, brother of the then Superior General; 
and Fr Louis Holley, the only one with any real knowledge of English or experience of 
Ireland. The previous June he had been sent to reconnoitre and find a suitable house for 
the project. He had an introduction to Fr Bennett, O.Carm. of Whitefriar St, who kindly 
acted as guide and mentor and told him of the house in Blanchardstown which had just 
been recently vacated by the Carmelites. Fr Holley proceeded to lease the house. 

When the three landed in Kingstown, as Dun Laoghaire was then called, they were 
dressed in unaccustomed black suits, made by the seminary tailor in France who had 
never before made a suit. When Fr Holley had travelled previously, he had been dressed 
in black ankle-length cassock and a wide-brimmed shovel-hat, as were all the clergy in 
France, and found himself followed in London by jeering children. It rather turned him 
against the English for life, and he was determined it would never happen again. His black 
suit, however, was no great improvement. 

The first port-of-call was Whitefriar St to pay their respects and thank Fr Bennett for 
his kindness. They were received warmly and invited to breakfast, their first in Ireland. 
They then proceeded to Blanchardstown where they were met by the parish priest, Fr 
Dungan, and his curate, Fr Leonard, who invited them in for the inevitable cup of tea, 
and to breakfast the following morning. 

They were delighted with their reception everywhere and were pleased with the number 
of applicants who were already lined up for them. However, they were not so pleased with 
their academic quality. In fact, by December Fr Leman was writing to the Mother House in 

First Holy 
Ghost Fathers' 

residence in 
Ireland, 1859 

(S. Farragher) 
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Paris suggesting a change of plan. He had found that there was little hope of finding among 
the seminarians around the country who had completed or nearly completed their priestly 
studies, any who would be prepared to sacrifice the secure positions they had already 
obtained from bishops at home and abroad, where they would be working mainly with 
their own people in their own language, for an uncertain future on the missions, where 
they would be working with an alien people in an alien tongue. To instil such a missionary 
spirit in young men, they would have to be taken in at an earlier age, particularly when 
their families looked to them to improve their economic circumstances in the wake of the 
devastating series of famines. 

They also found that the academic standard of those who had completed their classical 
or secondary studies was below par. Consequently, he argued, they would be more 
usefully employed in training the young aspirants as the nucleus of a secondary school 
they would establish elsewhere the following year. Neither the buildings nor the grounds 
at Blanchardstown were suitable for a boarding school. 

On receiving the green light from Paris, the search for a suitable premises began. Castle 
Dawson, a sizeable mansion in Williamstown, south county Dublin, on the road to 
Blackrock, which had been used previously as a boys' and a girls' school successively, 
was chosen and on July 6, 1860, Blackrock College (known for years afterwards as the 
French College, because of its origins) was founded. 

Four years later, Rockwell College, Cashel, Co Tipperary, was founded. Like 
Blackrock, it comprised a boarding school and a juniorate for those aspiring to become 
Holy Ghost Fathers. And like Blackrock, it also quickly gained a reputation for both 
scholarship and games. In 1890, the Holy Ghost Fathers opened their first day-school in 
Ireland, St Mary's College, Rathmines, the subject of this book. In 1911, Kimmage Manor 
was bought as a Novitiate, and subsequently built upon as a senior scholasticate. It was 

Fr] ules Leman, CS Sp Archbishop William Walsh 
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not until 1944 that the next school was founded, St Michael's, Ailesbury Road, Dublin, 
to be followed in 1966 by Templeogue College, another day-school, also in Dublin. 

WHY ANOTHER SCHOOL? 

Just who it was who had the bright idea of founding a private secondary school in 
the Rathmines area of south Dublin is not quite clear. It was something that interested 
the parish priest, Canon Fricker, very much. He had built a boys' primary school and 
a girls' primary school. The Loreto Sisters had opened a girls' secondary school in 4-5 
Kenilworth Square. A secondary school for boys would crown his efforts to make the 
parish educationally self-sufficient. 

It may have been the new archbishop, Dr William Walsh, who was appointed to succeed 
Cardinal McCabe in 1885. He went to Rome for his Consecration and interrupted his 
return journey with a visit to the Mother House of the Holy Ghost Fathers in Paris, where 
he sang his first Episcopal High Mass. It may have been at this visit that the notion was 
first aired. 

The Holy Ghost Fathers themselves were thinking of establishing a day-school in the 
south Dublin area 

Thinking that this enterprise could become a sort of nursery . . . for 
vocations. The Archbishop has been most favourably disposed towards 
the project. He saw it as a most useful work, which would benefit the 
Catholic population. Consequently, the General Council [of the Holy 
Ghost Fathers], in a decision dated 25 July 1887, gave its approval for 
the establishment of this work. However, the implementation of this 
decision was delayed by two factors - the lack of available personnel and 
the difficulty in obtaining a suitable site. 

Bulletin General, 1890 

Thus ran a report published in the General Bulletin of the Holy Ghost Fathers in Paris 
in 1890. The lack of personnel mentioned in it arose largely from the fact that a college 
had been started in Ballarat, Australia in 1887, as well as parochial and apostolic works, 
and these had absorbed many English-speaking members who might otherwise have been 
chosen for the school in Dublin. 

The decision of the General Council was coloured by the fact that a secondary school 
run by Fr John Egan of the Dublin Diocese and staffed largely by ex-prefects from 
Blackrock College, had just closed down after a short existence. The aforementioned 
report adds: 

However, it soon became imperative to make a start. A former secondary 
school, operated by secular priests of the diocese, had closed. It was feared 
that another might open soon which would have a detrimental effect on 
our foundation at Blackrock. The Mother House resolved, therefore, 
by a decision of April 11, 1890, to initiate the proposed foundation 
without delay. 

The secondary school in question was St Gall's Catholic University Day-school, 
established in 1879 in one of the houses belonging to the Catholic University, St 
Stephen's Green, South, by the Archbishop of Dublin, Cardinal McCabe. The school 
lasted for about seven years and then went put of existence for some unrecorded reason. 

The authorities at Blackrock would appear to have felt some responsibility for this 
failure, because of the involvement of some ex-scholastics in the venture, although the 
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most likely cause of the failure may have been the lack of response from the neighbouring 
catholics, who were already well served by the Marist Fathers who had been in the area 
since 1867. Furthermore, many of the catholic families who would have been interested 
in secondary education for their sons were moving out of the city in the 1880s to the 
burgeoning suburbs of Rathmines and Rathgar. At any rate, founding a secondary school 
in the growing south city suburbs seemed to answer a number of needs - of the archbishop 
and the parish priest, of the Catholic population in the area, the consciences of the Holy 
Ghost Fathers, and of protecting Blackrock College. 

The second factor mentioned as contributing to the delay in implementing the decision 
of July 1887 was the difficulty in finding a suitable site. As events proved, this was no 
great difficulty. As soon as the Mother House took the decision in April 1890 to begin 
the project without delay, Fr Jules Botrel, the Provincial Superior in Ireland, living at 
Blackrock College, set about the search for premises. The zeal of Canon Fricker narrowed 
it down to Rathmines. 

RATHMINES p ARISH 

In 1823, the parish of St Nicholas Without the Walls, Francis St, extended south to the 
Dodder river. That was no great burden when the parish was erected in 1660, following on 
the Restoration of the Monarchy in the person of Charles II, which brought some relief 
to Cat~olics after the persecutions of Elizabeth I, James I, Charles I and Cromwell. They 
felt safe enough to spread outside the city walls of Dublin to the open spaces to the west 
and south. The population to the south of St Patrick's Cathedral was extremely sparse, at 
least until the Act of Union, 1800, when the departure of so many of the Ascendancy to the 
Parliament in London left large numbers of fine Georgian streets and squares tenantless, 
thus driving out the remaining owners to the suburbs. The growing freedom of catholics 
from the disabilities with which they had been shackled for centuries, culminating in 
Catholic Emancipation in 1829, had accelerated the appearance of a growing catholic 
middle-class desirous of getting away from the crowded conditions in the inner city to 
the area south of the canal. And as the suburbs spread outwards, the need to serve them 
spiritually called for the erection of new parishes. Thus it was that, in 1823, a new parish 
was carved out of the old St Nicholas, stretching from the South Circular Road (a largely 
unbuilt-on rural road at this time) to the Dodder. This new parish was known initially 
as the parish of St Mary and St Peter of Milltown and Harold's Cross. Chapels-of-ease 
had been built for St Nicholas in Harold's Cross (1798) and Milltown (1801), but the 
headquarters of the new parish were to be in Rathmines. The new parish priest, Canon 
William Stafford, formerly of Francis St and Lucan, rented temporary quarters, first in 
Portobello Place and then in Charlemont Mall, and said Mass there until the first church 
was built. In 1825 he leased two acres from the Earl of Meath at £30 per annum at the 
corner of Rathmines Road and Richmond Hill, and the following year, 1826, the Earl's 
son, Lord Brabazon, laid the foundation stone of the first church in Rathmines, which was 
completed in 1830 and dedicated by Archbishop Murray on August 15, the Feast of the 
Assumption. It was dedicated to Our Lady, Refuge of Sinners. The famous JKL, Bishop 
Doyle, preached. 

A boys' school was started above the sacristy and another in Harold's Cross. The 
Carmelite nuns who came to Ranelagh in 1788 from Loti'ghrea (1730) via Arran Quay, 
Dublin, had a girls' school, as had the Poor Clares in Harold's Cross, who came in 1803 
from Galway via North King St, Dublin (1717) and Dorset St (1756). A night school was 
begun in Milltown in 1840, catering for eighty to one hundred children, mainly working 
in the mills along the River Dodder. In 1843, the parochial house was completed beside 
the church, and in the following year the Carmelites came to Tranquilla Convent in Old 
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Ordnance Survey Map of Rathmines, 1843, showing where St Mary's College was to be sited 

(now Upper) Rathmines. In 1845 the Irish Sisters of Charity opened a girls' school at 
Marymount, opposite the Poor Clares in Harold's Cross. Their Generalate and Novitiate 
were also there. 

1848 was the year of the Mission preached by the great Rosminian preacher, Dr Gentili, 
in July. The crowds flocked to hear the famous preacher and we are told: Day and night 
the church is filled to repletion, and a perfect outcry was made at its inadequacy to contain 
the people. (Bishop Donnelly: Short Histories of Some Dublin Parishes). Dr Gentili threw 
himself into the plea with his usual fervour, and proposed, not just an extension of the 
building but a completely new one, on a much grander scale. When queried about the cost, 
he calmly rejoined: "The Blessed Virgin, your Patroness, has plenty of money!" He died 
a week later while conducting a mission in John's Lane, Dublin. 

However, the idea did not die with him. After a meeting of the parish priest with the 
people in September, the architect Patrick Byrne was commissioned to draw up plans for 
the enlargement of the church. The death of Canon Stafford at the age of 83 delayed 
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matters, providentially as it turned out, because his successor, Canon William Meagher, 
was a man of vision as well as energy and persuasion. He called a meeting for Pentecost 
Sunday, May 1st, 1849, and persuaded the people to back his plan for a completely new 
church. Well, almost. His plan to front the church on Richmond Hill, thus leaving the 
old one in use until the new was built, was rejected by the majority who wanted the new 
church on the site of the old and fronting on to Rathmines Road as before. And so it was 
decided. The new church was built round the old while it was still being used. On August 
15, 1850, the foundation-stone was laid, and on June 19, 1856, the completed church was 
solemnly blessed and dedicated by Archbisop Cullen, in the presence of sixteen bishops 
and over two hundred clergy. 

That same year, 1856, saw the arrival of the Passionists in Mount Argus, and in 1856 
the Irish Sisters of Charity opened the first Asylum for the Blind in Portobello House, 
which was built in 1805 as a hotel for passengers travelling on the Grand Canal. They 
moved to their present location on Merrion Road in 1867. The Jesuits came in 1859 to the 
old Rathmines parish. They bought Milltown Park from Judge George, although it was 
then called Cold Blow Demesne, and the entrance was Cold Blow Lane, now Belmont 
Avenue. 1860 saw the laying of the foundation-stone of a new church on Rathgar Road, 
the church of the Three Patrons, as a chapel-of-ease to Rathmines. In 1863, St Paul's, 
Mount Argus was opened, although the church was not completed until 1878. In the 
following year, the Sisters of Charity opened the Hospice for the Dying in Harold's 
Cross, and moved their Generalate and Novitiate to St Anne's, Milltown. 1880 saw the 
addition of the imposing portico to the front of the church in Rathmines, and the erection 
of the statue of Our Lady on the apex of the tympanum. This statue, sculpted by James 
Farrell, had first been exhibited at the Great Ex~1ibition held on Leinster Lawn in 1853 and 
bought by Fr Collier. The following year, 18 81, Dean William Meagher died in December, 
to be succeeded by the Administrator of the Pro-Cathedral, Canon Fricker, in February 
1882. At the same time, .Canon Nicholas Donnelly, Administrator of Westland Row, was 
appointed parish priest of the newly erected Parish of the Three Patrons, Rathgar. The new 
boundaries of Rathmines Parish became the canal to the north instead of the South Circular 
Road, and on the south, a line through Leinster Road West, Effra Road, Grosvenor Place, 
Grosvenor Road, Upper Rathmines Road, Church Road, Dunville Avenue, Beechwood 

Rathmines Road looking north, c.1890 
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Avenue, Annaville. The Loreto Sisters had opened their girls' school in Kenilworth Square 
as we have already mentioned. They transferred it to Charleville House in 1889, where they 
remained until they moved in 1912 to Foxrock, to be replaced by the St Louis Sisters who 
flourish there still. The coming of the Holy Ghost Fathers in 1890 with a secondary school 
for boys was the crowning of the efforts to provide Rathmines Township with every 
spiritual and educational service. 

THE TOWNSHIP OF RATHMINES 

The Rathmines area, covering roughly the districts of Rathmines, Rathgar, Ranelagh, 
Harold's Cross and Milltown, was the original extent of the Rathmines Parish. The 
area enters the annals of recorded history with a rather unsavoury incident, known 
as the Cullenswood Massacre. Cualann (Cullen in English) was the name given to the 
entire area south of the Dublin city walls and stretching into county Wicklow. It gave 
their names to such places as Bray (Brf Cualainn), Glencullen, Cullenswood, etc. In the 
13th century, the area we call Ranelagh (a comparatively recent name given after the 
opening of the Ranelagh Pleasure Gardens towards the end of the 18th century, where 
the Carmelites later had their Convent for 150 years and is now once more a public park), 
was a pleasant open area with meadows and groves. The company of Bristol traders had 
been introduced into Dublin as colonists by the Anglo-Norman invaders after 1169, and 
they had the custom of going for picnics away from the dirt and crowded conditions inside 
the city walls on feastdays, particularly in summer. The Irish clans, who had been pushed 
farther and farther back into the Dublin hills and Wicklow mountains by successive waves 
of invaders from Scandanavia and Norman England, noticed these outings and that the 
Bristolers were usually unarmed and not expecting hostilities, so they arranged an ambush 
one Whit Sunday and there was great slaughter of men, women and children. 

The next event to be recorded about Rathmines was the Battle of Rathmines, between 
Cromwell's forces under Col. Jones, and the Royalists under the Duke of Ormond, in 
1649. The Royalists occupied the castles of Rathmines, Rathgar and Rathfarnham, while 
the Roundheads held Dublin. The Royalists decided to capture Baggotrath Castle (situated 
in or around Upper Mount St) to keep Jones hemmed in. However, they were anticipated 
by Jones who sent his cavalry to take the castle in the early hours of the morning, while the 
Royalists, who had set out the night before, were led astray by treacherous guides and did 
not reach the castle until it had been secured by the enemy. With Baggotrath at his back, 
Jones pressed home an attack against the demoralised Royalists who fled in confusion 
and were cut to pieces, including those who had held Rathmines and Rathgar castles 
and surrendered to a guarantee of safety. The fighting, or slaughter, took place between 
Palmerston Road and Ranelagh Road and the area became known as The Bloody Fields. 

Rathmines sank back into the obscurity to which it was accustomed after this, and 
until the 19th century it consisted of a small village at the present junction of Rathmines 
and Rathgar Roads. The way to Rathgar and on to Roundtown (as Terenure was then 
known) was by Upper Rathmines and Highfield Road. The only other road to Rathgar 
was a laneway from Harold's Cross, which later became Rathgar Avenue. Rathgar Road 
itself was laid out in 1815 but had few houses on it until 1830. The Grand Canal, completed 
to StJames's Harbour in 1759, was not extended to Ringsend_until 1790. The great banking 
family of La Touche built the bridge which is known nowadays as Portobello Bridge, but 
was originally known as La Touche, and is still inscribed as such. This really opened 
up the south suburbs of Dublin. Portobello House was built in 1805 to accomodate 
Canal travellers, but until La Touche built his bridge, Mount Pleasant Avenue, then a 
narrow twisting lane, not more than a track, was the main route out of the City to the 
Dodder crossing at Milltown. The narrow bridge opposite Alexandra College and just 
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Rathmines Road looking south, c.1890 

west of the new bridge at Milltown, is the oldest bridge over the Dodder. But the La 
Touche Bridge and the Cavalry Barracks built along the canal in 1810 to accommodate 
the increased intake into the army during the Napoleonic Wars, with two entrances on 
Rathmines Road - one up Blackberry Lane for the ranks, and the other where Military 
Road is now - really opened up Rathmines as we know it. When the new parish leased 
its two acres from the Earl of Meath in 1825, there was just a handful of houses on the 
east side - just south of Richmond Hill, built by Mr Berry - and equally few on the west 
side: Lissenfield, between the two entrances to the barracks; Mount Anthony's; and the 
William's Park terrace of six houses. An 1840 description of Rathmines in W. T. Meyler's 
St Catherine's Bells, tells us: 

The road from Portobello Bridge to Castlewood Avenue on the left hand 
side, was then fenced by an ugly ditch, and an occasional thorn-hedge, 
about the middle of which was a sentry-box for a night watchman, whose 
crooked pole was often carried off by the wild ones for a lark on finding 
him asleep, which with him was the general rule with rare exceptions ... 
Through Castlewood A venue - then a narrow lane ... a high narrow path 
to Milltown, and returning, crossed into Cullenswood (now Oakley) Road, 
a rustic avenue with a turnstyle from the fields ... At this period, it was 
a most lawless area, especially at night. Rathmines village started opposite 
Rathgar Road. The whole district was laid out in meadows and dairy fields. 
Leinster Road, then a part of Mowld's Farm, was built to Harold's Cross in 
1840 by Frederick Jackson, about which period I became the lessee of some 
acres of building ground, pulled down the old farmhouse on the right hand 
side, and built two houses with stucco fronts. It is now all built on, as is 
nearly the entire district from the canal to the Dodder ... built on in streets, 
squares, terraces, villas ... all forming . · .. a now ' important township of 
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Rathmines, having gas, water, paving, sewering, and all the usual appliances 
of civilisation. 

With Daniel O'Connell's election as the first catholic Lord Mayor of Dublin in 1841, 
the Corporation became increasingly nationalist, a fact that stiffened the resistance of the 
Unionist-tending suburbs to their incorporation into the city local government system. 
Rathmines became Dublin's first independent Township, with its own Local Government 
Council and Town Hall, whose clock-tower still dominates the area. To the end of the 
century it attracted developers and home-makers with its very low rates. The low rates 
were reflected in the abysmally low standard of service in public amenities. Apart from 
a few wells and the Swan river, canal water was the only drinking water available until the 
Bohernabreena Waterworks were completed in 1887. Roads, drainage and street-lighting 
were the worst in Dublin. The residents had to depend for years on the Dublin Fire 
Brigade. 

Dublin's first gas-station was built in Pearse St (at that time called Gt Brunswick St) 
in 1824, and in the following year the streets were lit by gas. Electric light came in 1881, 
and in 1896 the electric trams replaced the horse-drawn variety, which had been a feature 

·1 of Rathmines Road since the middle of the century, despite the disaster that occurred at 
Portobello Bridge in 1861, when six people were drowned in the canal. The horses lost 
their footing on the icy bridge and the tram toppled into the water. The lock-keeper had 
the idea that if he let the water into the lock, the tram would float and the people be saved. 
Instead, the vehicle overturned in the rush of water, trapping the passengers underneath. 

One 'of the earliest reports from St Mary's to the Holy Ghost Mother House in Paris, 
describing the location of the college, reads: 

The college itself, situated as it is on an attractive, slightly elevated site 
opposite the Parish Church, does not go unobserved by the passers-by ... 
[It] is situated at a distance of about 130 metres from the main road, where, 
every two or three minutes, tram-cars ply between the city and suburbs. 

CHOOSING A HousE 
April 11, 1890, was the significant date on which the decision was made to begin the project 
of founding a day school in Dublin 'without delay'. That did not leave much time before 
the commencement of school in September, but fortunately, the Provincial Superior, Fr 
Botrel, a canny Breton, had not waited for the final decision before searching for a suitable 
house for the school. From the time of his appointment as Provincial the year before, he 
had been on the lookout for just such a premises in the area. He tells us in a letter dated 
February 13, 1890: 

We are still searching for a good house in order to open the day-school in 
September. We have seen one that will be perfect. Unfortunately, it has been 
leased for three years. However, as the new owner has another house, it is 
possible, with a little extra money, he may yield to us. 

This property was Larkhill, on the main Rathmines Road, opposite the Catholic 
Church. Larkhill was just one of the properties Fr Botrel had looked at in the vicinity. 
In April he wrote: 

The day-school affair drags on, but we seem to have hope of a solution. We 
first tried two houses situated in the very populous area between Rathmines, 
Ranelagh and Rathgar, but were not successful, the houses are no longer on 
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the market. There are left to us now: 1) St Bernard's, 2) Beverston, and 3) a 
property called Larkhill, opposite Rathmines Parish Church. 

Of these three, we reject Beverston as too small and having only a thirteen 
year lease. 

St Bernard's would be good as regards the grounds ... but the house is 
old and we would have to build immediately for classrooms. Besides, there 
is another difficulty. The old man, Browne, the owner (or rather the lessee) 
keeps saying that he wants to sell but will not come up with an offer ... he 
is not sure he has title to sell. In any case, time is pressing and we cannot 
wait. So now it rests with Larkhill. 

All three properties are, or were, on the west side of Rathmines Road. St Bernard's 
occupied the site of the present St Louis National School, just beyond William's Park. 
Beverston was beside the still-named Mount Anthony's (now re-built as apartments for 
the elderly), and was owned by a Miss Annesley. The site of Beverston is occupied by a 
block of flats and is, like Mount Anthony's, on Ardee Road. That road did not then exist, 
and the long front gardens of these villa-styled houses stretched down to the main road 
and had gates and gate-lodges guarding their privacy. The Barracks gate was down at the 
main road at the corner of St Mary's front field as can be seen on the photo below. When 
the gates were moved back to make room for the construction of Ardee Road, the military 
origin of the road was maintained in the name. The third property, Larkhill, is where St 
Mary's now stands. 

Photo of Sports Day on Front Field 
showing the pillars of the army barracks entrance gate on Rathmines Road 
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Chapter Two 

Larkhilili 

TRACING LAND OWNERSHIP gets very tricky, particularly when you go back to the era 
before documentation, so we will limit our search and start with the Abbey of St 

Thomas, which the Anglo-Norman, William FitzAdelm, butler to King Henry II, had 
built in the name of the king and dedicated to St Thomas a Becket, in reparation for 
Becket's murder in Canterbury Cathedral in 1177, just eight years after the arrival of 
Strongbow, Earl of Pembroke, on Irish shores. The street on which the Abbey fronted 
has been known ever since as Thomas St. The Canons Regular of St Victor were put in 
.charge of the Abbey, which was endowed with the parish of St James, whose boundaries, 
fixed by St Laurence O'Toole, extended right up to the city walls at the Cornmarket and 
l.ncluded the church of St Catherine, which at that time was a chapel-of-ease to StJames's. 
The Abbey was further endowed with lands, as Archdall recounts in his Monasticon: 

William FitzAdelm, in the presence of Laurence O'Toole, Archbishop of 
Dublin, gave, on the king's approval, to this Abbey, a carucate of land 
called Donower, now called Donore, and adjoining the city of Dublin, 
with a mill-meadow and all its appurtenances, for the health of the souls 
of Geoffrey, Earl of Anjou, father of the king, his mother the empress, and 
all his ancestors, and for the king himself and his sons. 
Witnessed: Eugene, Bishop of Clonard, who a little before his death called 
the See Meath; Nehemiah, Bishop of Kildare; and Agustin, Bishop of 
Waterford; and the following year the king granted his confirmation. 

These lands included everything south of Thomas St and west of St Patrick's Cathedral 
and Clanbrassil St, known roughly today as The Liberties; also "the manors, Lordships 
and cells of Leixlip and Kilruddery"; and the lands embracing Rathmines, Mountpleasant 
and Cullenswood (Ranelagh). 

All these lands were probably owned previously by the O'Tooles, O'Byrnes or one or 
other of the Irish families who were forced further and further south by the successive 
waves of Danish, Norse, Norman and English invaders, as were, equally probably, their 
non-Celtic predecessors, the Partholonians etc. However that may be, the lands rested 
secure in the possession of the Abbey of St Thomas until King Henry VIII discovered 
that, by making himself head of the church in England, he could more readily change 
wives and buy the loyalty of the nobles and others with lands stolen from the suppressed 
monasteries. This went so well in England that he, extended it to Ireland in 1539. Henry 
Duffe, the last Abbot, surrendered the Abbey and all its lands, "with malt mill, wood 
mill, two double mills, one carucate of land called Donower, 10 acres of meadow, 10 of 
underwood". All these were granted to William Brabazon, Vice Treasurer to the King 
in Ireland. With the wealth accruing from the possession of all these lands, William did 
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not remain just plain William. By 1543 he was Sir William and one of the Lord Justices, 
by the decree of Henry VIII, and confirmed in 1547 by King Edward VI. The Brabazon 
family continued to prosper, as well they might, down through the generations. In 1754 
we read of one of them, Lord Bessborough, being made Lord Justice. The estate in county 
Wicklow, south of Bray, on the slopes of the Little Sugarloaf, called Kilruddery, became 
the main seat of the dynasty, whose head became known as the Earl of Meath. The 
Meath Estates in more modern times became the landlords to all the tenants living on 
the lands stolen from the Abbey of St Thomas. The family name is still to be found in 
the names of many streets carved out of these lands: Ardee St, Ardee Row, Brabazon 
St, Brabazon Place, Brabazon Row, Brabazon Sq, Chamber St, Chamber Court, Meath 
St, Meath Market, Meath Sq, Meath Place, Meath Terrace (all in the Liberties); Ardee Rd 
(Rathmines ). 

Early in the 19th century, 1807 to be precise, the branch canal joining the Grand Canal 
at Rialto to the sea at Ringsend, was completed, and in 1810, to accommodate the greatly 
increased intake into the army consequent on the Napoleonic Wars, Portobello Barracks 
was built, named after a famed battle off the Panama coast where Sir Francis Drake died 
two hundred years before. As if at a social signal, it became the "in" thing to move out 
of the city south of the canal to what were considered the more salubrious districts of 
Harold's Cross, Terenure, Rathmines, Rathgar and Ranelagh. In Wright's Guide to the 
County ofWicklow (1822) we read: 

The village of Rathmines is chiefly inhabited by invalids, in consequence of 
the supposed purity and wholesome quality of its atmosphere. 

Given that they were situated among green fields with no industrial pollution around 
them, and without the cramped, crowded conditions that obtained inside in the city, they 
really were far more healthy. Not that there was a mad rush to Rathmines. It was a gradual 
movement of people, gaining momentum year by year. 

Up to 1820 there were just a few houses, as we have seen, on the right hand side of 
Rathmines Rd - Lissenfield, Mt Anthony and the Williams Park row of seven houses. 
Lissenfield covered the area between Blackberry Lane, which led to the service and 
non-commissioned gate of the Barracks, and the main entrance, which was the entrance 
to what is today Military Rd. In 1810 Major Alexander Taylor of the Irish Engineers 
leased Lissenfield from the Earl of Meath for one hundred years. Its area of 13 Irish acres 
included 2 Irish acres which later became the separate property of Larkhill. Major Taylor 
died in 1811 and the property passed eventually to his nephew, George Taylor, in 1838. 
George died shortly afterwards and left the property to his widow, Elizabeth (the family 
tomb can be seen in Mount Jerome Cemetery). On October 14, 1841, Mrs Taylor leased 
a section of Lissenfield, about two acres, to John F. Caldbeck, a barrister, who proceeded 
to build a house about a hundred metres back from the road and called it Larkhill. The 
cost was £1000. Two years later he sold the house and the lease, which he had bought from 
Mrs Taylor, to Mr William Wilson of Belfast on July 21, 1843. 

In time the property passed to Mr Wilson's youngest son, James, who decided to move 
to Frascati House, Blackrock, the former home of Lord Edward Fitz Gerald, (demolished 
in the 1980s to make way for new Shopping Centres and the Blackrock by-pass road). On 
September 24 of that year, 1883, Mr James Walker, a Quaker, with an address at 15 Crow 
St, Dublin, rented the property for £120 per annum. On June 16, 1890, Walker bought 
the lease from Mr Wilson for £700. The conditions were that £500 should be spent on 
improvements within two years, and that fire insurance to the value of £2000 should be 
taken out. At this time Fr Botrel was negotiating with Walker for the property. In his 
letter to the Mother House dated April 4, 1890, I;'r Botrel ~rites: 
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Portobello Bridge 

Air vent in College wall Williams Park 

It now remains Larkhill. Everything is better there as regards the land and 
house; it is a superb situation for a school; but naturally the price is high. The 
rent is £90, with taxes rising to about £120. Furthermore, the lessee, [Walker 
- a Quaker], is asking at least £2000 to cede his rights. I say, at least, because 
he has not given his last word. He told me that he did not wish to listen to 
any talk about the question of at least £2000. Perhaps St Joseph will help us 
to get the property for a few pence less. However, it must be considered that 
it is close to the city; that we, here in Blackrock, have paid £2000 for part of 
our present property (Larkhill comprises a greater acreage and the house is 
fine, with a courtyard and coach-house at the back just as large). 

In addition, the lease does not expire for 65 years (nearly what remains 
of the Blackrock lease) and three times the length of the Castle lease. 

The walls of the courtyard and coach-house will suffice for long enough 
for the construction of classrooms, and on that account will be a certain 
compensation for the steepness of the price of the property itself. There 
will be, perhaps, about £600 worth of building to do, instead of £8 or £900 
in any other place. 

Furthermore, the situation is really superb. The parish priest told me the 
other day that it will be magnificent if we manage to get Larkhill - there is 
nothing better - nothing even as good. 

Should we get Larkhill, we would have to spend: 

Interest on £2000 
Rent (£90 + £30) 
Interest on £600 (Construction) 

Every year after that: 

£100 
£120 
£ 25 

£245 

Further, the salaries for the lay professors will be from £500 to £600 a 
year. 

To make these expenses we would need 100 pupils at an average of £6 a 
year; now it is almost certain we will have that many and more. It seems 
probable that we can expect a minimum of 200 pupils rather than 100. 
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Here, then, Very Rev. Fr, is a general glance at the situation. The Fathers 
of the Council are all for Larkhill, as being much superior to St Bernard's. 

I cannot give you the exact figure that Mr Walker will be asking, but I 
prefer to write you about the matter as it transpires, and I ask you if, in the 
circumstances that I have outlined for you, we can conclude the purchase. 

On April 17, Fr Botrel was able to write: 

Thank you, Very Rev. Father, for your immediate and favourable reply to 
us. We are setting to work without delay, invoking the protection of St 
Joseph, and after the preliminary steps with the proprietor [Mr Walker], we 
have placed the matter in the hands of Mr Dillon, and I have sent the official 
request (dictated by Mr Dillon), yesterday evening. Old Walker insists on 
£2000, but on the other hand, on examining his papers, he has found that the 
rent is only £82.10.0 instead of £90, as his son (young Walker) had told me; 
and the taxes are £24.3.0 instead of £30. Therefore, the annual payments will 
be £106.13.0. The old man tells me that he needs to give his last word. We 
pray to St Joseph. 

Ten days later, Fr Botrel wrote: 

I received your letter and I waited before answering until I had something 
definite to tell you on the subject of the day-school. Now, although the 
eight days asked for by old Mr Walker have passed, we have heard nothing 
positive yet. Meanwhile, he told Bro. Francis that he by no means implies 
that any difficulty can suddenly arise, but only that he needs to make some 
arrangements elsewhere before giving his last word. There is, therefore, 
great hope. 

But almost a month later, on May 10, Fr Botrel was writing [a little wearily?] 

Rathmines: We have not yet concluded the agreement. Mr Walker assures us 
that there is no difficulty about the rent, of that we can be sure. It is a matter 
of a delay of a few days, for an arrangement he is making with other people. 
The day before yesterday, he said that the titles would be at our disposal at 
the beginning of next week. 

We hope it will turn out well. As it is, it is very annoying not to be able to 
busy oneself immediately with the plans for the building of the classrooms 
that are necessary for the beginning of term. 

A week later Fr Botrel has still no progress to report. He calls Mr Walker un vieux 
brouillon. 

An old blunderer who does not wish to give himself the trouble of going 
into details, and has no wish to facilitate the transfer of the titles. He told 
Mr Dillon that he had full confidence in him and that was enough, and that 
he wanted to take out his £2000 intact. It is a pity that the matter drags on 
like this. 

But drag on it did. By June 13 he was writing that they had not yet taken possession of 
the property . Further details have to be studied and the lawyers move slowly. However, 
Mr Walker has returned from London and Fr Botrel expects that they will sign at the 
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St Mary's College, 1890. 

Note driveway down 

from front door. 

beginning of the following week. Ten days later he writes that Walker wants a few more 
d;iys to choose his new residence! However, in the meantime, while waiting to hand over 
the property he has permitted them to do any ·building or make any changes they wish. 
On July 7, Fr Botrel was able to report that the work on the changes and adaptations had 
begun and goes on to describe and cost them. There is no more mention of Mr Walker. 
The problem of borrowing the £2000 and the money to build the classrooms becomes more 
immediate. Finally, on July 27, 1890, Fr Botrel is able to write with evident relief: 

We shall take possession of Larkhill the day after tomorrow at midday. 

THE HousE 
What was Bought and Who Paid 

The Bulletin General of the Holy Ghost Fathers, published in Paris in 1892, tells us 
what was bought from Mr Walker. 

... the old mansion comprises two fine parlours, a very spacious din
ing-room, a suitable kitchen, a small library, four bedrooms and a fine 
green-house. 

The College is situated at about 130 metres from the main road, where 
every two or three minutes, tramcars ply between the city and the suburbs. 
The College is linked with this main road by a beautiful, long winding 
avenue. In the middle of a charming little flower-bed in the front of the 
house is a beautiful statue of our Patroness, the Blessed Virgin Mary. 
Alongside the entrance avenue there is a field of sufficient size to permit 
the playing of "football" and "cricket" - games that are much in favour 
with our students; On feastdays and other significant occasions, the green 
flag of Erin waves. over the little hill on which the College is built. Behind the 
building is another fine field ... Beside this field is a garden, from which our 
year-round supply of fresh vegetables comes. At the end of this garden is a 
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stable and a farm-yard, which provides shelter for two good cows and about 
60 hens - and two fearsome dogs! Such is St Mary's College, Rathmines. 

As we have seen, the asking price for Larkhill was £2000. That may not seem much to a 
generation accustomed to £1,000,000 prizes in the National Lottery or the football pools, 
but in 1890 it probably represented a sum in excess of £50,000, and the Irish Holy Ghost 
Fathers did not have that kind of money lying around. In addition, what was bought was 
simply a private family house, and much had to be done before it could be used as a school, 
even a small school. And that cost money. Fr Botrel estimated that it would take £600 to 
convert the coach-house in the back into classrooms, adapt some of the rooms in the house 
to classrooms and build a toilet block. 

The only way to get this money was by taking out a loan. The going bank rate in 1890, 
according to a letter of Fr Botrel, was 5 % . It was already agreed by the Mother House that 
the title deeds of the other Holy Ghost properties in Ireland could be used as collateral, if 
necessary, although it was hoped that the deeds of Larkhill itself would suffice. On April 
26, Fr Botrel wrote that their solicitor, Mr V. Blake Dillon, had an offer of 41/2% but that 
the titles of Blackrock College would have to be used; that those of Larkhill would not 
suffice. [Valentine Blake Dillon, born in Ballina in 1843 and educated in Castleknock 
College, was admitted to the Bar in 1870. He acted for Parnell on the Times Commission 

'1 and became Lord Mayor of Dublin 1894 and 1895. He died in 1903]. 

On the other hand, said Fr Botrel with his dry Breton humour, We can 
hardly ask the bank to lend us on the deeds of Larkhill before it can be truly 
said to have been bought by us. Someone has said that it is not prudent to 
sell the bear's skin before you have shot the beast! 

The loan that Dillon actually secured for the purchase of Larkhill came from a Mrs Mary 
Kennedy, widow of Mr J.P. Kennedy of Firgrove, Ballybrack; and Dr Joseph Kenny, MP 

The College in 1890. Note trees dotting the f ront field. 
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St Mary's College with field levelled, trees removed and avenue changed, c.1898. 

of 15 Rutland Sq. Dublin. They were both friends of the Blackrock Community. The 
loan was for £3000 against the deeds of Castle Dawson, the main house of the Blackrock 
complex. The mortgagers were: Fr Botrel, Provincial Superior and President of Blackrock 
College; Fr Limbour, First Assistant and President of Rockwell College; Fr Ebenrecht, 
Provincial Assistant and Bursar in Blackrock College. 

That loan covered the cost of buying Larkhill (£2000) and adapting it (£1000) for the first 
intake of students on September 8. It was also the foundation of the debt that was to grow 
and eventually help to bring about the premature closure of the school for a decade. A 
further loan was taken out a little later, this time for £500, from Mrs Kennedy, who had 
re-married in the meantime and was now Mrs William J. Corbett, MP, of Springfarm, 
Delgany. Four years later, a third mortgage, for £2000, was taken out from Mrs Corbett 
and Joseph Kenny. Nine years on, in 1904, a further mortgage, this time for £2000, was taken 
out. This time the mortgagees were Mrs Corbett and Willie Redmond MP, brother of the 
Leader of the Nationalist Party at Westminster. All the mortgages were repaid before the 
next one was taken out and the last one was repaid in 1911. 

But money problems were still in the future. With the aid of the loan, the deal with Mr 
Walker was sealed, and on August 1, 1890, Fr Botrel took possession of the property, 

We have seen what he bought, a fine family dwelling house, with suitably extensive 
grounds, but that was hardly sufficient for a school, as he well knew. On July 7 he had 
been able to write to Paris that the work had begun on the conversion. That work was 
summarised by him in a letter of July 27: 

The alterations at Larkhill are well advanced. For £500 we have transformed 
the stable and coach-house into two fine cla;srooms; we have changed 
the court-yard into a magificent assemby hall with a glass roof (65 x 16 
high). This will be the centrepiece of future buildings. The £500 includes 
the building of an office and ten toilets. 
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St Mary's College c.1900 

COMMUTING TO SCHOOL 

In spite of the alterations and the building, Larkhill House was still not large enough to 
house the Community as well as the school. It became necessary to find accommodation 
as near as possible to the College until such time as they could extend the house. Towards 
the end of June 1890, Fr Botrel wrote to say that he was looking for a house to serve as a 
residence for the Community, "The choice is between two houses, of which one is fine 
on the outside, but a little small, and a little expensive because it is furnished; the other 
is 5 or 6 minutes away and is very grand, not so expensive (unfurnished), a little removed 
from the busy main road, and, consequently, more suitable for community living. The 
proximity of the first is a big factor, and I think we will take this. He is asking £100, we 
are offering £80." 

The house in question was 13 Leinster Square, the last house on the right as you enter the 
square from Rathmines Road, opposite the Swan Centre. The house which occupies the 
site today is not the same house, but a more recently built house on the same site. Here the 
small community of four Fathers, tw o Brothers and two Prefects, lived for nearly a year, 
commuting to school every morning in time for class and returning every evening when 
the boys had left after games. A third Brother slept in the College as caretaker/ supervisor, 
all three Brothers taking it in turn to do so. It was by no means an ideal arrangement -
extremely tiring to be dragging back and forth, and time-consuming, even if it was only 
fi ve minutes away. And it was expensive to be running twb establishments instead of one. 
But, fo r nearly a year, that was the way of life of the community . 

In July, Fr Botrcl wrote that he had leased the house: "It will cost £68 all inclusive. nine 
mum s, b L·druu m s and other rooms, and a very spacious basement. Its situation is secluded 



and peaceful." A week later he writes to say he has signed the contract for the lease. "It 
is £68 inclusive. However, we have to pay the proprietor ten shillings at the end of the 
year when leaving. Do you know what for? - for sweeping the chimneys and cleaning the 
garbage pit! What a jew! Nevertheless, he is called a good landlord. Anyway, it is over. If 
Rathmines goes bankrupt, it will not be because of these ten shillings." 

Fr Jules Botrel 
The name of Fr Jules Botrel has been mentioned 
frequently enough already as Provincial Superior 
of the Holy Ghost Fathers in Ireland, and since 
he remained in that position until the end of 
the century, he :figures prominently in the early 
history of St Mary's, so, perhaps we should write 
a few words about him. 

He was born in Ploeren (Cote du Nord) in 
Brittany on November 12, 1844, and entered 
the Holy Ghost Juniorate in 1857. It is said that 
during his studies he was cured miraculously of 
a paralysis of the jaw while praying before the 
statue of Our Lady in the famous Shrine of 
Our Lady of Victories in Paris, a shrine dear 
to the hearts of all the sons of Claude Poullart 

'. des Places and the Venerable Libermann because 
it had :figured prominently in directing them in 
the accomplishment of their destinies. Fr Botrel, 
with his accustomed reticence, would say little 
about the event, but the sudden cure followed Fr Jules Botrel, CSSp 

months of agony during which he could scarcely 
eat, and numerous consultations and remedies 
failed to bring any relief. At any rate, the cure was permanent and in the following year, 
1862, just three years after the :first Holy Ghost Fathers had landed in Ireland, young Jules 
was appointed to go there as a Prefect and teach drawing and music, at both of which he 
was extremely accomplished. He spent :five years teaching in Blackrock before returning 
to France, where he studied art under Flandrin at the Louvre, and music at the Paris 
Conservatoire. At the same time he was doing his studies for the priesthood. In 1870 he 
returned to Ireland to teach and study before his Ordination in France in 1872. He did 
his novitiate after that and was professed as a Holy Ghost Father in 1873, and returned 
to Ireland where he was to spend the rest of his life - 55 years. 

He spent seven years as Dean of Discipline in Blackrock and then seven more as director 
of the Junior Scholasticate there. In 1889 he became Superior of Blackrock and president 
of the college, until 1900 and, later in the same year, he was appointed Provincial Superior, 
a position he held for another seven years until 1896. 

Fr Botrel did not waste his talents. Several portraits by him, including those of 
Archbishop Croke of Cashel, Fr Jules Leman of Blackrock, and of the parish priest 
of New Inn, near Rockwell, are considered to be works of outstanding merit. Three of 
his pictures were hung in the Dublin Exhibition of 1882. 

He had a thorough knowledge of music - plain chant, classical, secular and ecclesiastical 
modern music. More than a competent compose~, he wrote and published a booklet 
Notes on Harmony and Harmony Analysis, which was favourably received by musical 
authorities, particularly by the Conservatories of Oxford and Cambridge. Dr Walsh, the 
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Archbishop of Dublin, constantly had recourse to him on all matters dealing with sacred 
music in the diocese, while he was continually in demand for his advice when the priests of 
the diocese, and outside, contemplated installing church organs. He was an accomplished 
organist himself and composed many hymns and canticles, especially in honour of the 
Blessed Sacrament. 

Few people enough have the privilege of seeing the full fruits of their labour. Fr Botrel 
came early to the task of developing the Irish Province of the Holy Ghost Fathers, but 
he had the joy of seeing it solidly established, its projects prospering, its sons ready to 
disperse across the width of Africa in answer to their Master's call. He spent only one year 
in St Mary's. That was in 1898-99, while he was chaplain to the Sisters of St Joseph of Cluny 
in Mount Sackville. The following year he was Superior in Clareville in Blackrock, where 
the Mission Band had been established, and there he spent the rest of his days, for most 
of which he was Provincial Assistant, at the heart of the decision-making and planning in 
the Irish Province. He died in 1928 at the age of 83. 

.. 

St Mary's College c.1900 
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Cha piteir Three 

The Pioneering Staff 

President/Superior 
Very Rev. Fr Thomas Fogarty 

ACADEMIC 

Rev. Fr Maximilian De Waubert - Vice-President 
Rev. Fr Hugh Murray Gunn Evans - Dean of Discipline 
Rev. Fr John Norris - Bursar 
Rev. Mr Tuohy - Prefect 
Rev. Mr Caysac - Prefect 

DOMESTIC 

Rev. Bro. Albert Cody - Gardener 
Rev. Bro. Cyprian - Maintenance 
Rev. Bro Palemon Le Page - Cook/Hall Porter 

Fr Thomas Fogarty (1856-1910) 

THE FIRST SUPERIOR of the Community and first President of St Mary's College, was 
Fr Thomas Fogarty, who was also Dean of Studies. He was the son of Edward and 

Ellen (nee Branigan) Fogarty, and was born in Ballyouskill, county Kilkenny, in 1856. 
He went to the Junior Scholasticate in Blackrock in 1870 after his primary schooling 
locally. He spent six years in Blackrock completing his classical studies and then spent 
two years prefecting there before he went to France for his priestly studies, and was 
ordained in 1882. His first appointment after ordination was to the staff of Rockwell 
College where he was Director of the Junior Schofasticate until 1887. Next came the 
unexpected and testing appointment, when he was sent to South Africa (Bechuanaland) 
to take over a mission territory from the famous Holy Ghost explorer/missionary, Fr 
Duparquet, who had explored and surveyed vast territories from the Cape to the Congo. 
Fr Fogarty had been invested with the powers of a Vice-Prefect Apostolic in Cimbabasie, 
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the early name for Bechuanaland. The Prefecture of Cimbabasie had been divided between 
the Oblate Fathers of Mary Immaculate and the Holy Ghost Fathers, but the division had 
been found to be unworkable, so Fr Fogarty's real function was to close down the Holy 
Ghost involvement and hand over the entire Prefecture to the Oblates. The affair was 
amicably concluded in 1889 and Fr Fogarty returned to Rockwell. 

The following August, he was appointed first President of the newly opened St Mary's 
College, a position he was to hold for ten years. In 1900 he joined what was known 
as the Mission Band - a group based in Clareville House, Cross Avenue, Blackrock, 
bought for the purpose, and engaged in giving Retreats, Missions, lectures, lantern slide 
shows throughout the country in order to arouse interest in the foreign missions and 
attract vocations and funds to the work. Fr Fogarty successfully immersed himself in 
this work for seven years until called in 1907 to become President of Blackrock College. 
Ill-health forced him to resign in 1910, and he died that November at the age of 54 from 
a heart attack. 

Fr Maximilian de Waubert (1859-1935) 
The Assistant Superior was Fr Max de Waubert, who was also the professor of Latin and 
French. He remained only one year before being recalled to France to teach English in 
the secondary school in Castelnaudary. He was born in the Department of the Somme in 
1859 and went to school with the Jesuits in Amiens, where he became acquainted with Fr 
Limbour, Director of Holy Ghost apostolic school at Beauvais. He completed his studies 
with ~he Holy Ghost Fathers at Cellule, obtaining his bacchalaureate. He was ordained 
in 188'3 and after his novitiate was sent to Ireland in 1884 to teach, first in Rockwell, and 
then as we have seen for one year in St Mary's. 

His subsequent career is quite interesting. He spent six years at Castelnaudary before 
going as a missionary to Mauritius in the Indian Ocean where he spent fourteen years. 
He returned to France in 1911 because he was in danger of losing his sight. He was sent 
to Monaco, where, since the expulsion of the Jesuits from France in 1904, the Holy Ghost 
Fathers had held various chaplaincies, which were given to returned missionaries in need 
of a rest but still capable of light ministry. He was made Superior of the house and quickly 
became quite popular for his amiability, devotion and zeal. He was made Chancellor of 
the Diocese, organised the annual diocesan pilgrimage to Lourdes, the St Vincent de 
Paul Society, the Christian Mothers; he re-vitalised the diocesan Bulletin Religieux; was 
chaplain to the Prince, and to the Orphanage; and throughout his life never refused a 
request to preach a retreat or mission, or help in parish or youth work. When he died in 
1935, he was given a state funeral for his services to the people of Monaco. 

Fr Hugh Murray Gunn Evans (1860-1943) 
The first Dean of Discipline was Fr Hugh Evans, who was also professor of Drawing and 
Music. It was he who was responsible for many of the fine concerts and plays performed 
during the first eight years of the school's existence. It was largely he who began and 
developed the tradition the school has maintained in the field of music and drama right 
up to the present day. We are fortunate to have the scrapbook which Fr Evans kept of 
all the performances given during those years. 

He was the son of William Evans and Kathleen Murray of Newcastlewest, county 
Limerick, and was born in 1860. He went to Blackrock College from 1875 to 1880, and 
then was a prefect there for two years before going on to- France for his priestly studies. 
In 1885 he went to Rockwell as a prefect for two years before returning to France for his 
final studies and ordination in 1889. Then followed his one year of novitiate and after his 
profession in 1890 he received his first appointment as a Holy Ghost Father to St Mary's. 

He spent eight fruitful years in St Mary's before transferring to Rockwell as Bursar for 



. Maximilian de Waubert, CSSp H. M. G. Evans, CSSp john Norris, CSSp 

two years, Director of Junior Scholastics for three years, and then four years with the 
Mission Band in Clareville. In 1907 he became Bursar in Blackrock for five years, and 
then President of Rockwell for four years. In 1911, it was decided to establish a novitiate 
in Ireland and Kimmage Manor was bought to house it. Fr Evans became Novice Master 
from 1917 until 1933, and a whole generation of Holy Ghost Fathers owed their spiritual 
and religious formation largely to him. When he retired as Novice Master, he became 
the first Superior of the new Novitiate in Kilshane, county Tipperary. In 1938 he retired 
completely and came to live in St Mary's, his first love, where he died in 1943 at the 
age of 83. 

Fr john Norris (1860-1893) 
Fr John Norris, whose career was shortlived, was Bursar and in charge of the Brothers. 
He was born on August 23, 1860, in Clonmel, county Tipperary, and entered the Junior 
Scholasticate in Rockwell at the age of fifteen. At the end of his secondary studies in 1879, 
he became a prefect in Rockwell for four years, and then entered the Holy Ghost Senior 
House of Studies in Chevilly, Paris, in 1883 for his theological course. But after only six 
months he had to return to Ireland with a chest infection, and remained in Rockwell as an 
assistant to Fr Goepfort in editing the St Joseph's Messenger. In December he was sent 
to Braga in Portugal, to teach English in the Holy Ghost College there, in the hope that 
the climate would be more congenial to his constitution. These hopes were realised to the 
extent that he was recommended by his Portuguese superiors, who looked on him as a 
model religious, for advancement to sacred orders. He was duly ordained in 1889 and did 
his novitiate, taking his vows in 1890. His first appointment was to St Mary's as a founding 
member. 

His gentle manner and amiable character won hi~ friends and esteem everywhere, but 
the tuberculosis was steadily sapping his strength. After just sixteen months in St Mary's 
he began to fail rapidly and on January 3, 1893, he died. The chapel of the school was too 
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small to hold the funeral service, so the remains were taken to Blackrock College, where 
the Provincial, Fr Botrel, met them, accompanied by sixteen priests, at the gate of the 
college and conveyed them in solemn procession to the college chapel where Fr Fogarty 
sang the Solemn Requiem Mass, assisted by Fr O'Toole and Fr Pembroke. Among those 
present were Canons Fricker and Lee, from the neighbouring parishes of Rathmines and 
Rathgar, and numerous other clergy and religious. (Bulletin General, Paris, April 1893). 
Fr Norris was the first member of the staff of St Mary's to die. 

THE BROTHERS 

The three Brothers who pioneered the foundation were: Bro. Albert Cody, who was 
the gardener and responsible for supplies; Bro. Cyprien, who was the caretaker of the 
property and responsible for its maintenance; and Bro. Palemon Le Page, who was the 
cook and hall-porter. Bro. Cyprien was a novice-brother from France who did not 

'THE· IRISH TIMES.' TUESDAY 
. . ' SEPTE'MBER 9, 1890. 

. . 
OPENING OF S'f. ~ .%.R~S 

RATHMl~ES; . 
CX?LLEGE, 

' 
Yes~rday momintc the new College of St. Mary's, 

which fa branch of the l<~euch College at Blackrock, 
wa.11 opened in Ra.thmines under most favourable 
auspices. This latest addition to the educational 
establishments of Dublin is-situate nearly opposite.the 
Church of Our Lady of Refuge, and occupies a fine 
position in its· own extensive ground'!, being sufficiently 
secludetl from the din or"a busy t.11orou&hfare to enable 
the stuC:ents to pursue their studies under the most 
favourable circuinstances. The spacious house was 
formerly the 2·esidence of Mr. Walker,, and 
itll gre.'l.t extent renders it peculiarly fitted 
for the purposes to which it will in 
futnre be devoted. Tile gronnC:s . are extensive, 
containing about four acres; which enable ample pro
vi5ion to be made for athletic and other exercises, now 
coniiidercd a necessary part of the edu..:ation of the 
young; and in addition to the accommodation for stu. 
den~ provided in the colle:e itself, new and spacious 
class-rooms are in a forward state of constru,ction close 
along~ide and in immediate conne~tion with it, and 
these \VBen t'on.plete.1 wiU..all:Ql!d all t~!!a,iv~µienees 
uesirabfo for a large number of pupil~- Mr. Toole, 
of Dol'lie t l!tree1., hll.S t-he ·coiiiracf for the cla.~s rooms. 
St. Mou·y'~ has been established unJcr the patronage of 
bis Grace the Most Rev. Archbishop Walsh, wit.h the 
view of affording pa.rents in the Ra.thn:iines Township 
;ind district au opportunity of 1!CC.uting for their chil
dren at their own doors the advantage of hij.!;her 
C:\~lic · education, the · training to be given 
to bo)'K . -ill:_ the ·new institution being precisely 
similar to thi't~par~e<l at :'the well-known French 
College in· Blackro1'1'., ... A short time since we gave a 
summary of the gene~'ll.l &,~ of studies to be pursued 
at St. Mary's, and it may be u~f>al't<l. repeat ·that this 
course will include l<:nglish. Greek, :r,a~nd modem 
language.~ ; histo1:y, goography, mathemli.tiCs;-~ical 
and na tural sciences, ·elocutfon, music, dra.wini:, -·and 
the various other branches of a liberal education. 
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Bein<tei!th.ese bra.nche:i there will be a special commer
cial course to prepare students for bank!i, tuercantile 
pursuits, &c., a.nd preparatory cl_asses will also be pro
vided. The President of St .• Mary's is an accomplished 
echolar, the Rev. T. J. Foguty, who was for many 
years a professor In Rockwell College. Cashel, which is 
also affiliated to the '.Frencll .CC>llege at Blackrock. 

About 50 pupils, ranging from nine to seventeen years 
of 3«e, were present at the opening of the College 
yest1:rJay. The lads were accompanied by their parents, 
who. took great interest in inspecting the · arrange. 
men ts ruade for , the ~tudie.s of U1e· boys, · :iiid 
appeared to be well pleased with the comforta.ble 
equipment of the class -rooms. . Among the clergy pre
sent were-Rev. T. J. ] 'ogarty, President St. Mary's ; 
Very Rev. Canon Fricker, P .P., Ra.thmines ; Rev. 
Father Breen, C.C. ; Rev. Father Botrel, President of 
the French College, Blackro~k i lte'v. Fathet O'T<_:>~ 
Rector of University College, Bla.ckrock ; Re-.:--Yathir 
&vans, Rev. Fat~er De Wa.ubert, a.nd Rev. Fatbi\r 
Norris, with Mr. M'Kean, lay master. · .. 
. &¥, ~~si.u.f.r~sk~t :~ME'~ . ~ . iPw .remarks to th~ 

boys, encouraging tht:m to do gem1in~ work. · He~ 
eincerely hoped that when the Intermediate results· 
came out next year St. Mary's, R;itbmines, would b.e 
.well in the trout, and woulcl take a high position among 
t.be ' successful colleges. '!'.he opening of this new 
oollege was a. source of great Sati~faction to himself, and 
new that they had masters of~ch1!minence and repute, 
he-.was R~d to kn9w tba.~ Citbolic boys need no longer 
go ~t of the parish or district for the highest class. of 
education. (lie:i.r, hear.) ' , . .-. · 

The boys were afterwards present~· J;ith a couple of 
supetior footballs, one by Canon Fricker; and the other 
by libe Rev. President, for. which t~ey e~ressea their 
thanks. · 

In the a.fternoon classes were formed, and earnest 
work will begin in the college to-day. 



First week's intake, September 1890 - 53 boys with staff The staff members in front-row are from left: 
Rev.]. Norris; M. de Waubert; T. Fogarty; H. G. Evans; Rev. Mr]. Caysac. 

persevere. His subsequent career is not known. Bro. Palemon was also French and he 
died of cancer in Langonnet, France, in 1913 at the age of 61. Bro. Albert Cody came to 
St Mary's from Blackrock College where he had made his Religious Profession the year 
before. He transferred back to Blackrock after a couple of years and served with distinction 
for many years as the Refectorian in the students' dining-hall. He died in 1942. 

PREFECTS 

Last, but certainly not least in terms of work done and contact with the pupils were the . 
two prefects, Mr Tuohy and Mr Caysac. These were the first of a long line of Prefects 
who gave sterling service to the college down through the generations until about ten 
or fifteen years ago, when shortage of numbers as well as a change in policy, saw the 
students going on the missions rather than to the colleges at home for this very necessary 
and fruitful part of their formation. The programme of formation in those days saw the 
young men who aspired to become Holy Ghost Fathers, first finish their classical or 
secondary education, either in the Junior Scholasticates in Blackrock and Rockwell, or 
elsewhere, and then begin their philosophical course for three years or do a few years 
prefecting in one of the colleges before starting their philosophy course. After prefecting, 
or the philosophy course, whichever came second, they did their theological course of 
four years, with ordination at the end of the third year, and then made their one-year 
novitiate before taking their vows as Holy Ghost Fathers. In 1896, there was a change 
in this programme and it was decided, by Rome, that students should do their novitiate 
and make their profession at some stage before their ordination to the priesthood. Even 
today, there is flexibility as regards the stage at w4ich novitiate and profession are made, 
although it is always before the priesthood. ' 

Mr Tuohy remained just a couple of years and then disappeared from our annals, having 
decided his future lay elsewhere. He and his brother Jeremiah, were at school in Rockwell 
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and both joined the Holy Ghost Fathers. Jeremiah persevered and was ordained and went 
to Sierra Leone where he died tragically young in 1899 at the age of 33. Joseph Caysac not 
only persevered but returned to St Mary's after his ordination and was on the staff almost 
to the end of the century. He was prefect for just one year and then returned to France 
for his theological studies and was ordained in 1895. His first appointment in 1896 was to 
St Mary's where he stayed until he went on the missions to Zanzibar in 1899. He had a 
most fruitful mission among the Kikuyus of Kenya for the next twenty-seven years, and 
for some time was Religious Superior of Zanzibar. He returned to Europe in 1926 and was 
appointed Superior of Castlehead in England. While there he wrote and had published by 
Burns, Oates & Washbourne a novel entitled, A Mission Boy, a novel of New Africa. Its 
theme was the pernicious effect of Protestantism on the primitive mind. Hardly a plus for 
ecumenism. He died in 1941 at the age of seventy. 

THE GRAND OPENING 

With the building programme and adaptations well underway at the College, with the 
Community chosen and a temporary home found for them, all was set for the Grand 
Opening on September 8, 1890, the Feast of the Birthday of the Blessed Virgin, the 
Patroness of the College. And grand it was, as we can see from the full coverage given 
to it in the national newspapers. 

In a letter to the Mother House on September 27, Fr Fogarty described the inauguration 
and the:College's first steps: -.... , 

Although the new buildings were not yet completed (and still remain 
incomplete), the opening of the College took place on September 8, the 
Feast of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Let us hope that our 
good Mother will watch over us and bless our work. The leading national 
newspapers spoke in laudatory terms of the beginning of our project. Fr 
Provincial, our parish priest, Canon Fricker, and many other priests, lent 
added dignity to the ceremony by their presence. 

On opening day, our students numbered 34. Since then, we have increased 
steadily and the figure now stands at 51. We hope to have about ten more 
before Christmas. 

On November 10, he could write: 

Our hopes have not disappointed us. Parents seem eminently satisfied with 
the progress of their children, and sympathy in our favour is increasing 
daily. When I last wrote, the number of our pupils was 51. Today we have 
65. We hope to reach 80 by the beginning of the New Year. 

STARTING A SCHOOL 

Starting a school from scratch with a Principal who was appointed only a week or two 
before the opening day, with pupils ranging in age from ten or eleven to seventeen or 
eighteen, with varying standards of education and enrollii~g in dribs and drabs, was no 
easy task. So, it is no surprise that we have no roll book for the month of September 1890. It 
is even surprising that we have one for October. The bane of any historian's life is the lack 
of written records, and in the case of St Mary's this covers the years from the beginning up 
to the temporary closure in 1916. At that time, it was seriously believed that the school 
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The first school roll, October 1890 

would not be revived, so little was done to conserve school registers, photographs etc. In a 
school which remains open, old registers are put aside in presses and simply not interfered 
with rather than actively preserved. When a school closes, other uses are found for presses 
and their contents become lost in transit from one spot to another even if not purposely 
jettisoned. In the context of a ten-year closure, I suppose we are fortunate to have as much 
as we do. 

Every week brought more and more boys to the school. The local clergy were eloquent 
propagandists in its favour, particularly Canon Fricker, who never lost an opportunity of 
singing the praises of the Holy Ghost Fathers, and of recommending to parents that they 
send their children to the college. 34 boys appeared that opening day, 64 by the middle 
of October, as we can see from the facsimile of the pages of the School Register for that 
month. By the time the school re-opened after the Christmas holidays, the roll had grown 
to 104. By the end of the first school year in June 1891, it had reached 115. 

A glance at the addresses of the boys shows that the majority were local with Rathmines, 
Rathgar, Ranelagh, Mount Pleasant, Terenure, Kenilworth, Leinster Rd, South Circular, 
Grosvenor, and Palmerston, figuring prominently. It is a far cry from today with scarcely 
a boy from the nearer places to be found in the school. It is symptomatic of the radical 
change that has taken place in the area, turning what were once family homes into 
bed-sitters and flats, to accomodate the flood of young, mainly unmarried people working 
in the city. 
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GALA CHRISTMAS CONCERT 

The numbers may have been small, but it is amazing what the staff was able to do with 
them. Within three months of the opening of the College, they were able to present an 
entertainment which won plaudits from the national newspapers. Fr Botrel wrote to the 
Superior General before Christmas: 

On Monday, December 17, 1890, the first ever musical and dramatic evening 
was given at the Rathmines College. The new hall was packed. There must 
have been 300 people there. A good number of the clergy also attended - all 
those working in the Parish - and some Fathers from Blackrock College. 
Everything went very well and praise came from all sides. The College 
seems to be well and truly launched, thanks, no doubt, to the protection 
of the Blessed Virgin. Canon Fricker, our Parish Priest, could not be 
~ore fa~o~rably disposed towards the College, and displays a most lively 
mterest m 1t. 

There are 72 pupils in the school. We expect more by Christmas. 

Such praise must have been music to the ears of those who had been involved in the 
College from its incipient days, through all the vicissitudes of its conception, and its birth 
as a reality on September 8, 1890. 

EXPANSION 

Having weathered the first term and crowned it with such a resounding closing display, 
the Principal now turned his attention to the many inadequacies which had shown up in the 
day-to-day running of the school, and to plan for the expansion that would be necessary 
in the coming years of expected increase in numbers. There was, too, the question of the 
accomodation of the Community within the College premises. From the very outset, the 
arrangement in Leinster Square was considered temporary. This was pointed out by Fr 
Fogarty as early as September 1890, when he wrote: 

We are very put out by having to maintain two houses separate from each 
other. Fortunately, this is only a temporary arrangement. Next year we are 
hoping to build on the land attached to the College ... 

Thus, it is no surprise to find him testing the water in a letter in February, 1891: 

Our student numbers now stand at 110. If the number continues to increase, 
we will be hard put to know where to put them, because lack of space 
limits us to 130 ... Archbishop Walshe and Canon Fricker, speaking of 
our present numbers and of their certain increase, told me: 'You will do 
well to begin building in February, in order to have everything ready by 
August, because otherwise you are going to spoil a magnificent re-opening'. 
Fr Provincial and all the Fathers here ... are all of the same mind. 

Indeed, a month earlier, Fr Botrel had written in much the same vein to Paris: 

The system of a double house, or rather, of two distinct houses, should not 
continue. Classrooms must be built in such a way as to leave the main house 
free for the Community. The foundation of this new College is too fine for 
us to hesitate. 
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He followed up this letter with another in February, endorsing Fr Fogarty's, and 
adding: 

The inconvenience of the present situation for the Community is very 
serious. I support the request of the Rathmines Community. 

The Superior General, Fr Emonet, wrote on February 20, giving the necessary 
permission to go ahead with the required expansion. By the end of March the contract 
had been signed. £1900 was the amount estimated to complete the plan. The work began 
in April, and before the end of June, Fr Fogarty could write that: 

the Community will transfer from Leinster Square to St Mary's in the first 
week of August. The new buildings will be finished by that time, though 
the interiors will have to be arranged and many things still to be done. 

On July 7 he wrote: 
Our buildings ... have risen as if by magic. Everybody is amazed at 
the speed. 

Finally, we read: 
The buildings have been completed. The Community transferred its 
residence from Leinster Sq. to St Mary's in the first week of August. 

The new college buildings were joined to the original house. They comprised a very 
spacious hall, measuring 70ft by 25ft, instead of the covered-over courtyard at the back 
of the house which had served as assembly hall and concert hall till then. A new wing had 
been added to the north, giving on the ground floor eight classrooms, all 20ft by 20ft, four 
on either side of a wide corridor. This is the older part of the present Junior school. Above 
on the first floor, a chapel ran the full length of the west side of the building, large enough 
to accomodate 200, and on the other side of the wide corridor were three good bedrooms. 
At the end of the corridor was a small but well-furnished sacristy. 

On the south side of the assembly hall there were two large rooms with movable 
partitions, for use for the assembly of the students, and above them four more bedrooms 
for the Community. On the north side of the hall there were two classrooms with nothing 
above them. 

With just minor alterations and additions, that was essentially the extent of the College 
buildings for the next fifty years. It is a tribute to the foresight of Fr Fogarty. The hall, 
the classrooms and the chapel were all centrally heated by hot pipes. 

A LITTLE STABLE FOR THE Cow 
With the benefit of hindsight we can see how far-seeing Fr Fogarty had been, but 

for those responsible for balancing the account books and providing enough cash for 
day-to-day living, it was merely extravagance. When Fr Fogarty asked for permission 
to borrow another £500 on top of the £2000 he had already received, Fr Botrel suggested 
to the Mother house that he be asked to give a detailed account of how he had spent the 
first sum before being given the second. This detailed account was given in a letter dated 
5 December 1891, and it gives us a vivid picture of what was done with the house: 

A great deal of unforeseen and unexpected e{Ctra works had to be done 
without delay, as the doing of them was demanded by the sanitary 
authorities, or in other cases, getting them done now while the works 
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were in progress, would save double or even treble the expense later on. 
It was only when we came to live here that we found we could not manage 
without such appliances as: 

1. A regular supply of gas in the house, classrooms and chapel; 

2. A regu.lar system of water-pipes which had to be. laid from the nearest 
water mam; 

3. Heating in the halls, classrooms, chapel, etc. with hot water pipes; 

4. A new toilet block for the increased numbers; a bicycle shed, as most 
· boys come on bicycles, and, as it rains so much, they must be protected; 

5. The old kitchen, which was good enough for a private house, had to be 
re-fitted; a scullery, pantry, etc. arranged; the rooms of the house which had 
been adapted as classrooms had to be boarded, papered or painted; 

6. Chapel furniture, a second altar with a second set of requisites for Mass; 
Benediction service; and pews to seat 150 to 180 boys to be provided. 

Fr Fogarty himself had no doubt whatever of the school's ability to fund itself. He ends 
the same letter with the words: 

There is no danger of us. As far as I can conclude from an examination of 
the accounts, we were able last year to pay our ordinary expenses. Now we 
have double the number of boys we had then. The present number is 125 and 
fifteen more are arranged for. We are half-promised another chaplaincy, in 
Rathgar (Mass on Sunday only) ... everything, thank God, is bright. 

Fr Fogarty may have considered everything bright, but those with the financial 
responsibility for the Congregation were not too happy. One of the arguments for 
founding the day-school was that it would be a paying proposition, and come to the 
financial help of the junior scholasticates in Blackrock and Rockwell in particular, as they 
were in very many cases giving free education to the young aspirants to the Congregation. 
Finding the day-school to be a growing burden, viewed admittedly in the short term, was 
anything but reassuring to the powers that were. And, in the event, they were proved right 
even in the longer term, because money was to be one of the main factors which brought 
about the closure of the school after only 26 years of existence. But all that was still some 
way in the future in 1891. 

Almost every letter which passed either way between Paris and Rathmines during 1891 
was about money - where to borrow it; for how much; caution from the Mother House 
and Fr Provincial; supreme and incorrigible optimism from Fr Fogarty. July 7, 1891: 

Daily we are obliged to procure almost indispensable things, e.g. a 
coal-shed, a hay-shed(!), a little stable for the cow, to buy and plant 
trees, raise the property walls, level the field a little as a playing field, 
buy gear for physical culture etc. etc. We are also obliged to buy another 
piano, open another road to the property by the side of the garden . . . But 
even this year we will be easily able to pay our way, if we do not have such 
extraordinary expenses. Next year looks very promising. (Ed.'s emphasis). 

The idea that a hay-shed and a little stable for the cow were indispensable may strike us 
as odd, but in the days before the cheap bottled milk, a cow of your own was a handy thing 
to have, if you could feed it. There were 500 dairies in the city of Dublin at the time and 
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most of them had cows in their back yards, fed on hay. There was also a chicken-run with 
60 hens. If Blackrock and Rockwell had their farms, why not St Mary's a kitchen-garden, 
hens and a cow? 

When the time came for Fr Fogarty to give an account of his stewardship for the first 
two years of the school, he could proudly say: 

As you will see from the following pages, our expenses have been enormous, 
but we have something truly fine, solid and complete, for our money. Our 
school now has room for 200 or 250 children, of a kind that, from here on for a 
long time, we will have no building to construct, no installations to make. 

THE ARCHBISHOP'S VISIT 

"A good corner of the grounds has been transformed into a garden, and 
provides us with potatoes and fresh vegetables of every variety. We have 
arranged a fine flower-bed in front of the house, planted laurels along the 
walls which separate our property from the military; and planted a little 
grove of trees near the house, where, later, the Fathers will be able to 
promenade in privacy. It is no wonder that the Archbishop pronounced 
as 'truly enchanting and marvellous' what we have been able to accomplish 
in such a short space of time. On the day of his visit, he came a quarter 
of an hour before lunch to look over the house. He visited particularly the 
chapel, the classrooms, recreation halls, bedrooms, etc., and gave us great 
praise, publicly and privately". (Letter: March 8, 1892) 

Whatever praise the Archbishop gave was certainly merited. It had truly been a 
herculean task to start from absolute scratch, without a single penny of capital, buy 
a private family residence and within eighteen months turn it into a flourishing school, 
capable of accomodating 250 pupils, furnishing it completely with everything necessary 
for a successful academic institution. Perhaps only an incurable optimist like Fr Fogarty 
could have done it. We have seen flashes of that optimism in the letters quoted. The ending 
of the above letter of March 8, 1892, sums up his general attitude: 

... our present debt is in the region of £1500 - an amount we will have to 
borrow somewhere .. . all goes well. At Easter we hope to have an increase 
of pupils, and if you can give us one or two good Fathers next year, we 
will quickly lessen, with the help of the good God, this debt which, at the 
moment, hangs over us. 

So far, we have reviewed the College buildings and grounds up to the end of the 
academic year of 1890-91, and we have seen that there was little alteration in them for the 
next fifty years. Perhaps the most noteworthy, because the most visible to the outsider, 
was the change in the front field and avenue. The earliest description of the property 
speaks of the house being linked to the main Rathmines Road by 'a beautiful, winding 
avenue'. Beautiful it may have been to look at but it cut into the field and constricted its 
use as a football field. The field was also dotted with trees, many of them lining the Swan 
River, which, having risen (according to C. Sweeney in his book The Rivers of Dublin) on 
the south-east corner of the Kimmage Manor property, flowed between Parkmore Drive 
and Lavarna Grove, across Terenure Road West, through Hazelbrook Estate, through 
the grounds of the former Carmelite Convent of Mount Tallant, crossing Harold's Cross 
Road just south of Leinster Road. It flowed eastwards through the grounds of St Louis 
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Fr. M. de Waubert with First Communion Group, c.1890 

.. 
Convent before turning abruptly north again behind the Stella Cinema, and continued 
down by the side of Ardee Road to cross the Military Road and enter the front field 
of St Mary's where the boundary wall rises to a peak to accommodate an air vent, the 
grating of which is still to be seen. Ten or fifteen yards into the field, the river, marked 
on maps as Swan Water, turns abruptly east once more and crosses under the Rathmines 
Road opposite Richmond Hill. The place where it crosses is marked by another air vent, 
this time in the shape of a headless lamp standard, again topped by a grating. The river, 
which gives its name to a number of roads and a shopping centre, flows down underneath 
Richmond Hill, across Mount Pleasant Square and Ranelagh Road, through the former 
grounds of the Carmelite Convent, where it forms a pond in a public park, down across 
Leeson Street, parallel to Clyde Road, across Shelbourne and Lansdowne roads, and enters 
the River Dodder just south of London Bridge. 

The river had already been covered over by 1890, and, in fact, had been incorporated into 
the city's drainage system, of which it still forms a part, but the trees that flourished beside 
it as it ran through the grounds of Larkhill, were still there until removed by the college to 
permit the safe playing of football. More new trees were planted than old ones removed, 
environmentalists will be pleased to learn. There are hints in surviving documents that 
football was played even before all the trees were removed, and rival schools were not 
at all enamoured of the perilous nature of an away game with St Mary's. The school 
has never since, I imagine, instilled fear into the hearts of football rivals - respect, yes, 
but hardly fear! 
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Chapter Four 

1890~1900 

President 
Rev. Fr Thomas Fogarty 

REVEREND FATHERS 

Maximilian de Waubert (1859-1935) Cornelius O'Shea (1855-1922) 
- Vice-President William Corcoran (1865-19?)-left CSSp 

Hugh M. G. Evans (1860-1943) Joseph Caysac (1871-1941) 
-Dean-Discipline Jules Botrel (1844-1928) 

John Norris (1860-1893)-Bursar John Stephens (1839-1916) 
Laurence Healy (1856-1938) Patrick A. Walsh (1876-1946) 
John O 'Hart (1868-1934) Michael Kelly (1866-1923) 
Thomas Pembroke (1865-1919) l}ichard Dooley (1869-1909) 

REVEREND BROTHERS 

Albert Cody (1857-1942) 
Cyprien (Novice) - left 
Palemon Le Page (1851-1913) 
Gall Walsh ( 1851-1941) 
Dunstan Dunne (1851-1905) 

Joseph Caysac (1871 -1941) 
John Tuohy-left 
Richard Dooley (1869-1909) 
Auer- left 
M. Buchheidt - left 
James O'Neill (1873-1948) 
John J. O'Reilly (1871-1957) 
David O'Brien (1876-1932) 

J. Stein (1890-1892) Music 
J. McKean (1890-1891) 
D. Fitzgerald (1890-1892) 
Keane (1891-1892) 
W. Reid (1891-1893) 
J. McNaughton (1891-1893) Drill 
F. Manly (1892-1895) Piano 
J. Munro (1892-1894) Music 

Epiphanius O'Leary (1848-1925) 
Honorius Mc Geever (1846-1928) 
Otteran (Novice) - left 
Canute Heerey (1839-1916) 

REVEREND PREFECTS 

Thomas Maher - left 
John Byrne (1872-1953) 
William English (1878-1910) 
John Meehan (1871-1954) 
Charles Meyer (1882-1955) 
Edward O'Shea (1878-1967) 
Michael Branigan (1866-1917) 

LAY PROFESSORS 

J. Mulchinock (Capt.) (1893-1894) Drill 
G. Merriman (1896-1 897) 
P. Lores (1897-1898) 
Conway (1897-1898) 
T. McDonnell (1898 Sept/Nov) 
M. McMahon (1898-1900) 
H. Norton (1898-1899) Shorthand 
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St Mary's College Staff and Community, 1898 

. At rere: H. Norton; M. McMahon. 
Standi~g: D . O'Brien; W. English; ]. Caysac; W. Corcoran; ] . Byrne; ]. Meehan; Bro. H onorius. 

Seated: ]. O'Hart; H . M. G. Evans; T. Fogarty; C. O'Shea; T. Pembroke. 

It will not be possible to give even a thumb-nail biography of every member of the 
college staff over the one hundred years with which we are dealing. It is in the nature of 
any history that the vast majority of the actors on any particular stage are anonymous. 
Individuals will be singled out, not because they are more important, but because they are 
different, through what they did or what happened to them. Dozens of staff members, 
clerical and lay, down through the century have given inestimable service to the college 
and its students, by word and example, but must be largely unsung in these pages through 
lack of space. It is hoped that the recording of their names as having been on the staff of 
St Mary's will be cachet enough to the cognoscenti. 

Of the clerical members of the staff during the first ten years, one, Fr Botrel, was the 
ex-Provincial Superior; two, Fr Laurence Healy and Fr Con O'Shea, were later to fill that 
office. Fr Michael Kelly became in 1911 the first-ever Irish Novice Master, at Kimmage 
Manor. Joseph Caysac had the distinction of figuring twice on the staff list, once as a 
prefect in 1890-91 and as a priest in 1896-99. It has occurred frequently since but he was 
the first, followed by J. J. O'Reilly, William English, Richard Dooley, Michael Kelly and 
James O'Neill, all of whom returned after ordination. Dates of birth and death are missing 
for some of the brothers and prefects because they did not remain in the Congregation and 
their subsequent careers were not followed up in the records. Fr Corcoran left and became 
a diocesan priest in the USA. 

Dearth of records leaves us with little information about most of the lay staff of the 
time, and indeed, right up to the closure in 1916. At that time no one thought that the 
school would ~pen again, so invaluable records were consjgned to flames. I suppose we 
must be grateful for what has been rescued. The names we have are culled largely from 
a few old account books and other non-academic material. Their accuracy is certainly not 
vouched for. Joseph Stein was a well-known figure in the musical circles of the time and 
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an accomplished violinist and composer. He was largely responsible for the first concerts 
presented by the school and was himself a soloist at them, as well as the composer of 
the Welcome Song which opened the first-ever concert in December 1890. An interesting 
item occurs at the end of the staff list, where Mr H .A.Norton is named as the teacher of 
shorthand, a rather surprising subject for those days. Matthew McMahon left the staff in 
1900 to become a clerical student in Clonliff e College and was ordained priest in 1906, rising 
to become President of Clonliffe and an Archdeacon in the Dublin Archdiocese. 

WHAT KIND OF EDUCATION? 

Perhaps, from the very outset we should try to give at least a glance at what was the primary 
purpose of St Mary's, namely, the moral and intellectual education of boys from the ages 
of 12 to 18, with due attention to their physical wellbeing. For the moment we confine 
ourselves to the first decade of its history. 

In a report to Paris on this aspect of school life, Fr Fogarty stated that for the first 
two years: 

Our boys have not been strong enough to compete in the ' Intermediates' 
against those from schools with a much longer history and a formidable 
reputation. Our expectations up to now could not be too high. However, it 
is a cause for consolation and encouragement to be able to state that this year 
we have taken a giant step forward, not only with the number of distinctions 
obtained, but also in regard to their quality . . . Thus, the sum of money 
which the College received from the .government because of these successes, 
has increased every year. This year (1893) it amounted to more than 3000Frs. 
Moreover, we are only now beginning to have students formed completely 
by ourselves, and we have every reason to hope that in a very short time 
they will do us proud. At present we have 130 students. They are all good 

Children of Mary Sodality, c.1895 
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boys and very attached to the College. But since they have to go home every 
evening, and only stay in school for five hours of class time, they have to deal 
with a whole host of distractions, which makes any kind of serious study 
very difficult, if not impossible. It is these endless distractions which, in 
the view of our Archbishop, Dr Walsh, constitute the biggest difficulty 
which day-schools in Dublin have to face. The programme of studies is 
that prescribed for the 'Intermediate Examinations'. This year (1894) for 
the first time we have all the classes except for the Senior Grade. Some 
students are also being prepared for the Matriculation Examination for the 
Royal University, and for the entry examinations to the professions. 

In his report to the Mother House, Fr Fogarty did not neglect to mention the efforts 
made for the spiritual welfare of the students: 

Needless to say, our efforts are, above all else, devoted to forming our 
students in the Christian life. To this end, as well as attendance at Mass 
and the Sacraments, the different monthly devotions and confraternities, 

'1 we procure for the students the advantage of the spiritual exercise of a 
Retreat ... Twice a year we have the happiness of admitting a good number 
of our younger boys to their First Holy Communion in our own chapel, in 
the presence of their parents, with all possible ceremony. Bishop Donnelly 
(Auxiliary to Archbishop Walsh, and parish priest of Rathgar) has kindly 
consented to administer the Sacrament of Confirmation specially to our 
students. May Mary, our good Mother, continue to favour this work, so 
auspiciously begun under her patronage. 

A couple of years later, Fr Fogarty could report much in the same vein: 

On the spiritual side, we are happy to be able to report, as in the past, 
excellent dispositions in our pupils, which we have striven to develop in 
them by solid instruction, the work of the confraternities, the devotions 
recommended for May and October etc. On Wednesday they assist at 
Holy Mass and on Saturday at Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. 
Every year Fr Pembroke prepares a large number for First Communion 
and for Confirmation, and we profit by these solemn occasions to renew 
good dispositions in all. For the same reason we ask them to do some days 
of Retreat, which we are confident are not without fruit. Moreover, we have 
the consolation of seeing our efforts for the spiritual advancement of their 
sons greatly facilitated by the sincerely Catholic parents, who wish at heart 
to see them as good Christians, and see to it that they carry out their duties. 
The good God has been pleased to bless these efforts already by picking 
out some chosen ones. Several of these have now entered, or are about to 
enter the Diocesan Seminary at Clonliff e or that of Maynooth or Religious 
Houses. 

As can be seen, it is not in vain that we have placed our confidence in 
Mary, to whose patronage our work has been confided. May we continue 
to merit always her maternal protection. ' 

It may be interesting to see the roll-book at the beginning of that third year of the 
school's history, 1892-1893. 
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Black, Percy 
Leonard, Edmond 
O'Reilly, Arthur 
Corless, Thomas 
McAsey, Michael 
Powell, Charles 
Davison, Walter 
Miley, Felix 
Rafter, John 
Duignan, Arthur 
Murphy, Martin 
Garland, Nicholas 
Hastings, Philip 
O'Connor, Arthur 
Kenney, Hugh 

Arigho, George H. 
O'Connor Charlie 
Butler, Maurice 
Langan, Joseph 
O'Neill, John 
Curran, Stafford A. 
McEnanem, Frank 
Peake, Sydney 
Dodd, Joseph 
Murphy, William 
Purcell, Michael 
Farrell, Joseph 
O'Brennan, Harry 

SCHOOL ATTE NDANCE REGISTER 

1892-1893 

Division I 

Lahiff, Frederick 
O'Hare, Willie 
Cantwell, John 
Martin, John 
Perry, John 
Davison, Harry 
McGill, Henry 
Quinn, John 
Dowling, John 
Murphy, Aubrey 
Swan, Charles 
Hastings, Charles 
Nicholls, Arthur 
Plant, Anthony 
O'Donnell, John 

O'Hare, George 
Burke, Louis 
Martin, Arthur 
Pakenham, John 
Dodd, John 
McCabe, Patrick 
Purcell, Michael 
Dooley, Michael 
Morris, Austin 
Slattery, Leo 
Gower, David 
Murtagh, Frederick 
Plant, James 
Kelly, Thomas 

Division II 

O'Connor, Arthur 
Butler, John 
Kelly, Gerard 
O'Neill, James 
Curran, Frank A. 
McCabe, Charlie 
O'Reilly, Malachy 
Digges, John D. 
Murphy, John 
Powell, Charlie 
Dwyer, Michael 
Nicholls, Joseph 
Gaynor, George 

Black, Bertie 
Kinahan, Robert 
O'Donnell, John 
Curran Willie A. 
McAsey, John 
O'Reilly, John 
Devine, Frank 
Moloney, Dan 
Plunkett, John 
Dwyer, Joseph 
Neville, Harry 
Swan, Willie 

ACADEMIC SUCCESS 

Britten, Joseph 
Little, Ray 
O'T oole, Charles 
Devine, Arthur 
McCarthy, John 
Powell, William 
Davison, Arthur 
Moloney, Harry 
Ryan, William 
Duignan, John 
Murtagh, Christie 
Meade, Joseph 
Heneberry, John 
O'Connell, Patrick 

Kennedy, Michael 
O 'Connor, John 
Campbell, James 
Lea, Bernard 
O 'Reilly, Jam es 
Delahunty, Thomas 
McNerney, Walter 
Perry, Val 
Dodd, Reuben 
Moore, Joseph 
Swan, Andrew 
Flanagan, Joseph 

By the year 1894, the academic distinctions that had eluded the school in its earlier years, 
were beginning to come to them fast and thick, as we read in the report to the Mother 
House covering the years 1894-1896: 

The rapid progress we were happy to report in our last bulletin has again 
been very marked in the examinations of the past two years. In 1894, in the 
Intermediate Examination, 18 of our pupils were successful, two of them 
gaining the Grand Prize (or SOOF r Prize), a11;d three other prizes of lesser 
value. But what has given us most reason to be proud is that , of the 5000 
students that presented themselves for examination in the Preparatory 
Grade, one of ours was awarded the first place. The press did not on that 
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occasion fail to signal such a remarkable success. The Freeman's Journal 
expressed itself in these words: 

"We are happy to report that the highest distinction of the Preparatory 
Grade has been won by the College, so recently founded but already so 
flourishing, of St Mary's, Rathmines. We congratulate the President and 
the Fathers of that establishment for having succeeded, in so short a space 
of time, in reaching the first rank among the educational houses of the 
country." 

In 1895, 29 of the 34 students (85%) that we presented were successful, 
a very remarkable success when you consider that, of the total number 
presented for the examination, only 60% were successful. Of the 29, three 
were awarded the Grand Prize or 'Exhibition' , and two were awarded 
lesser prizes. What is not to be disdained is that these successes have 
enhanced the College by the handsome sum of 150 pounds sterling, or 
3750Frs, in 1894, and in 1895 by £300, or 7500Frs. Our successes in the 
first examination of the Royal University have been just as satisfying; all 
those presented were accepted. This year we intend to present for the 

'1 Intermediate Examination 60 students, that is, almost double the number 
of last year. 

The report for the years 1896-1899 has another lament that the distractions besetting day 
boys in a city school makes real study very difficult: 

Our students, we must confess, are not yet perfect! It cannot be said that 
they show an excessive enthusiasm for study! Besides, they have to do 
their work at home in the midst of a thousand distractions. Because of 
that, their homework is not normally well done, nor their lessons well 
learnt. It is this that makes our task so difficult, much more so than among 
boarders. 

And yet, in spite of everything, we managed to succeed in the 
examinations at the end of the year. Otherwise, our pupils would have 
gone elsewhere! We are constrained to go to much trouble, but thanks be 
to God, our efforts have not been without success. In the last examinations, 
the establishment of St Mary's was at the head of all the catholic day 
schools in the capital. Two of our students were awarded 'Exhibitions' 
of 500Frs, and one other, a prize of 750Frs, not to speak of other awards 
of lesser value. 

In 1896, these results won for the school the fine sum of 8750Frs. 

GOVERNMENT GRANTS 

It must be understood that in Ireland, every year, a public examination is 
held for all the schools, Catholic and Protestant, engaged in secondary 
teaching. The number of pupils taking part is usually about 8 or 9000. The 
government distributes important prizes to those who have the best results. 
The Grand Prizes, called Exhibitions, are worth from £25 to £50; others, 
which are simply called Distinctions, are worth from £1.15.0 to £2.0.0. The 
schools themselves receive bonuses in accordance with the success of their 
pupils . . . (Freeman's Journal: 5 July 1900) 
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This success story continued to the end of the decade, as is clear from the following 
reports: 

1898 
The number of our pupils is 150 at the moment. We hope to reach 200 soon, because 
Rathmines increases in population every year and the trust of our families has been 
gained. 

The results of the last examinations have been excellent .. . gaining for us a bonus of 
8000Frs, and it must be said that a very great number of our children are really too young to 
compete. But they have gained for themselves 3000Frs, including a silver medal for Greek 
composition. A national newspaper says on the subject: 

"St Mary's keeps its distinguished rank, and finds itself once more at the head of the 
day-schools in Dublin". 

The editor was constrained to add: 

... just as the two boarding schools directed by the Fathers of the same 
Congregation are at the head of all the boarding Colleges of Ireland. 

Bulletin General 

1899 
According to the 1899 results of the General Examinations in Ireland, Rathmines, with 16 
Distinctions, holds first place among the day-schools in Dublin. 

"The Holy Ghost Fathers have every reason to be proud", says The Freeman's journal, 
·"Because, of the 754 Distinctions gained by all the colleges of Ireland, their three schools, 
by themselves, have gained 160, which is more than one fifth of the whole; it is truly a 
phenomenal success! 

1900 
The actual number of pupils is 142. St Mary's College came out first, without any 

opposition, in the last Examination, held in June 1900, among all the day-schools of Ireland. 
The allocation of nearly 11000Frs which we gained, surpassed that of the previous years. It 
is a good augury for the future, especially now that Rathmines has received a baptism of 
trials that have failed to sink it. 

View of the College from 
the playing field, c.1900 
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't 
School play The Athenian Captive 1898 

All in all, therefore, St Mary's could look back on its first decade with pride, and look 
forward ~o the future with more than just hope, with that solid academic success behind 
it. But stu.dies were not the only aspect of school life to give satisfaction during those ten 
years, nor to claim all the headlines and space in the newspapers. From the very beginning, 
the college showed musical and histrionic talent which was to characterise it throughout 
the one hundred years of its existence. 

DRAMA AND Music 
When one considers that the lease for the Larkhill property which became St Mary's 
College was not signed until July 29, and that the first Superior of the Community and 
President of the College, Fr Tom Fogarty, was appointed at the end of August only; and 
when you consider the work that had to be done in transforming a family residence into 
a secondary school, complete with chapel, classrooms and assembly hall, you have to 
marvel that the school opened on September 8, and that the parents and visitors were 
delighted with what they found. And when you consider how small the numbers were, 
even towards the end of the first term, it is absolutely astounding that, on December 15, 
1890, a 'Theatrical and Musical Entertainment' could be presented in the college, winning 
fulsome praise in the national newspapers. 

We have already seen extracts from the newspapers on that event, and the reports sent to 
the Mother House by Fr Botrel and Fr Fogarty. That first presentation, undertaken under 
such adverse conditions, and yet, so successful, set the tone and standard in dramatic and 
musical performance that was to be a hallmark of the school for the next hundred years, 
and was to be as much a part of the school's 'excellence' as its academic and sporting 
achievements. 

With a full six months to prepare for it, the next concert was every bit as successful. It 
took place on June 30 1891, on the occasion of the first Distribution of Prizes, to mark 
the ending of that first and historic year of the school's existence. Fr Fogarty described 
the event briefly to Paris: 

The first Distribution of Prizes attracted not only the parents, brothers 
and sisters of the prize-winners, but also friends of the college and students. 
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The success of the musical and dramatic items presented on the occasion 
surpassed all our hopes. Our visitors departed truly delighted with the 
talent of the youthful musicians and actors. Bishop Donnelly presided at 
this prize-giving ceremony, during which he gave an eloquent speech, full 
of praise, of thanks and of encouragement. 

(Letter: 7 July 1891) 

These sentiments of the President were fully endorsed by the national newspapers which 
gave full coverage to the event. 

ARCHBISHOP'S FIRST OFFICIAL VISIT 

The first official visit of the Archbishop of Dublin, Dr Walsh, who, as much as anyone can 
be called an instigator, if not a founder, of the college, took place on February 25, 1892, 
when he was presented with an address, illuminated by a Mr McConnell of O'Connell 
St. The texts, both of the address and His Grace's reply, were printed verbatim in the 
National Press on Thursday, February 25, and in The Freeman's journal on Saturday, 
February 27. 

Naturally, a theatrical and musical performance was given on the occasion, eliciting the, 
by now, customary encomia. 

From time to time our students have given musical and theatrical 
performances - events that were enhanced by the presence of their 
parents and friends of the Community. The archbishop was present at 
two of these performances and good enough tO speak of our work in 
the most commendatory terms. Bishop Donnelly, Auxiliary of Dublin, 
and parish priest of Rathgar, Canon Fricker, our parish priest, and other 
Canons of the Diocese, as well as distinguished people of the locality, have 
also honoured us by their presence. Without exception, all were charmed 
by the evident talent of our students. The Press was unanimous in praising 
us, and devoted considerable space in its columns. We have taken advantage 
of these performances to hold our prize-giving ceremonies. Among the 
prizes, we must make mention of four medals - one of gold, offered by 
Canon Fricker, and three of silver, offered by Fr Provincial, Fr Superior 
of St Mary's, and Fr James Hickey, one of the most loyal friends of the 
Congregation in Ireland. 

(General Bulletin: March 1894) 

The following year, 1895, the annual musical and dramatic entert~inment on the occasion 
of the Distribution of Prizes, took place at Easter, and that was the pattern until the 
closure of the school in 1916. The archbishop was present on that occasion too. Two 
other performances deserve mention, if for no other reason than the blanket coverage they 
received in the national press. The first was in April 1897, and this time the entertainment 
was the culmination of a bazaar held to raise funds for the transformation of the front 
field into a proper playing field. This entailed the removal of the remaining trees, apart 
from those round the boundary wall, the levelling of the field, and the building of the 
embankment in front of the house. This necessitated the changing of the front avenue, 
whose graceful sweep had considerably reduced the actual area of play. Instead of coming 
straight down from the front door for a considerable distance into the field and then 
sweeping round in a curve to the front gate, the new avenue ran straight across the front 
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of the house as it does today, before turning down along by the boundary wall to the gate. 
In the days before JCBs and bulldozers, it was a labour-intensive job, involving men and 
time, and consequently quite expensive. Hence the recourse to fund-raising projects. 

BAZAAR 

The bazaar was held largely in the assembly hall, with stalls 'manned' by volunteer 
ladies from among the parents and friends of the school, and with the usual raffles, 
wheels-of-fortune, roulette, shooting galleries, and other painless methods of extracting 
money from the charitable and well disposed. 

One intriguing item, novel to modern readers, was the cafe chantant, a refreshment 
room where "audiences were entertained with vocal and instrumental music by a number 
of clever young artistes, under the direction of Mrs Sutherland. The conductors were 
Messrs R. Dwyer and F. C. Jackson". 

The second notable performance was in the following year, 1898. This time it was the 
Lord Mayor of Dublin, the Honourable D. Tallon, who was the guest of honour, and 
made the presentations. The play was The Athenian Captive by T. N. Telford, and new 
ground was broken by the players with an invitation to stage the play in the Catholic 
Boys' Brigade Hall in Church St. It is of added interest that the Boys' Brigade was one 
of the forerunners of the Catholic Boy Scouts, an organisation founded in 1927 by two 
past students of St Mary's, the brothers Fr Tom and Fr Ernest Farrell, both of the Dublin 
diocese, and both active and generous supporters of the college and the Past Pupil's Union 
all their lives, whose work for the college is commemorated every year in the gold medals 

·.awarded for Religious Studies and Good Conduct. 

GAMES 

Odd as it may sound to some who have the idea that rugby is the main item on the menu 
at St Mary's, there is very little on record for that decade. This may be explained to some 
extent by the fact that it was not until 1898 that the last of the trees were removed from the 
front field, leaving enough space for a proper football pitch. The earliest description of the 
property already quoted, speaks of the house being sited on a hill, and there is still today 
a considerable slope from the house to the road, as many a visiting football team found 
to their cost, as they def ended the Rathmines Road end and found themselves trying in 
vain to claw their way out of the corner. Well-placed touch kicks could keep them penned 
into the lower corner for an entire half. And many a hundred yard sprinter on sports day 
wondered why he had a problem keeping up his momentum to the tape placed at the house 
end. That slope was even more pronounced before Fr Pembroke levelled the field, cutting 
into the slope and building the embankment we know today in front of the house, giving 
spectators a natural viewing point and providing the fill with which to raise the lower part 
of the field. So, you could say that for the first eight years, St Mary's had no proper place 
on which to play organised football, although there is no doubt that they did play rugby 
and did play against other schools. 

The small numbers in the beginning, and, in fact, for the next sixty years, were also a 
factor in trying to field fifteen-man teams, especially in a game where size was a decided 
advantage, as in all body-contact sports. As late as 1940, there were only 14 boys in 6th 
Year, and half of those were ineligible as being non-sport-oriented. It was not until the 
late 'SOs when the College became a two-stream school, giving greater depth of choice, 
that St Mary's began to compete successfully in th~ later stages of the inter-schools cup 
competitions against the much bigger schools like Blackrock with its quadruple streams. 
Day schools had the added disadvantage of comprising weedy, city-types, as against the 
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The St Mary's Cricket 
_Club, 1898, which 

contains a couple 
of prefects. 

Back Row: T. O'Donnell, 
P. Evans, Fr O' Byrne, 

Fr W. English, N. Garland 
Seated: Unknown, 

Fr. D. O'Brien, B. Kinahan, 
T. Farrell, T. Little 

Front Row: S. O'Hare, 
W. O'Hare 
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Senior Boys c.1894. 
Cycling was a popular sport 
at that time. 

St Mary's SCT, 1898. 
Entered for Leinster 
Schools Senior Cup 
for the first time. 

Back Row: T. Farrell, 
P. Byrne, 
X. McCabe, 
B. O'Donnell, 
M. Murphy, 
M. Kennedy, 
T. O 'Donnell 
Seated: B. Hogan, 
B. O 'Brien, 
]. Brennan, capt., 
]. D odd, B. Kinahan 
Front:]. Rooney, 
N. Garland, T. Little 



beefier boarders from a rural environment. Thankfully, increased affluence and access to 
a better diet in the cities, have eliminated that imbalance over the past thirty years or so, 
with the result that the number of schools that can hope to compete at the top level has 
increased enormously, and with it, the competitiveness of the competitions. 

However, rugby was not the only game played. Early photos show that gymnastics, at 
which the school was later to excel, would appear to have been practised from the earliest 
days. In a letter as early as July 7, 1891, Fr Fogarty listed "the gear for physical culture" 
among the items for which he needed to borrow money. 

Cricket is also mentioned from the earliest descriptions: " ... Alongside the avenue, 
there is a field of sufficient size to allow the playing of 'football' and 'cricket'." 

Brief biographies of some of the boys who were in the college in that decade, mention 
that they were proficient in rugby or cricket. We do have a newspaper account of a junior 
cricket match with Blackrock in the middle of the decade. The match was played at St 
Mary's and resulted in a win for St Mary's, 72-45. Notable in St Mary's team was John 
Dudley Digges who went on to become one of the founding players of the Abbey Theatre 
and carved out a niche for himself as a character actor on the New York stage and in 
Hollywood films. Also on the team were Dan Molony and Joseph Dwyer who were 
ordained for the Dublin diocese, and George Arigho whose grandnephew became a Holy 
Ghost Father and his nephew a stalwart of St Mary's RFC . 

. ST MARY'S COLLEGE;- R 'ATHl'dINERr,.rt7NIOR XI 
.f·· BLACKROCK -. CO'I..LEGE . JUNIOR XV-This 
match wa.s played-.mt tile grounds of St· 1\fa~s, a.na re· 
·suited in ~·win for RathmineB ry 27 rulls. { Score""" · '. 

. ST M«RV's; ·· 
G Arigho b E Ryan • . . . ... . 9 
J, ll'U.na.g:i.n c Halpin b Ry:..n . 2 
A Harrison c Kerr b M'N;'. r~e& ·a 
·:& MoJloj' b M'Namee · · ; · ··;;', · ·,.. ... · 5 . 
.J .Dltke• b M'*liiei >': ... .. . ... 29 ·, 
. E Sla.ttery.o,Rya.n . ... ;· . : ... . ... c ; 
·.t Kelly b t!.ya.u ·-.: ... · " ... 0 
DMoloay; no~out'; · · .. . :. : .; : · . ii; 5 
,W Cnn&:n ·b ;3.y&ti. . · .... .. · '. .. . . .' ~.·. ·. ·: 

3
2 

L Mollo)' b Ryllil .. ... .. ; . .. ,-. . ... · . 
J 'Dwyer c M'Gulnn!~ 11 M'Namee . · 2 
:: 1;,~. Ett'rill. , ,: .'.,: ' .' ··:: ·.1. "'.: . <., ... . ?· ' . ,. s 1'oti1r .: .. .. ...... -"'... ,. , .. ... ... ••• 12 

'/ ' .. "·· , •:. • ... ~-- . :llL.lCKltMKo· • . . . 
':( :Brt•~cl&'b ttlLtT!Son . · , :: . · • .;: : · : '· ~ • .' . ilf : 
'.LKerrblllmison '' ',!.: . :·""· .. ;· ·, '_ .... . 5 , .. 
J .Oa.hln b L ·Molloy . . ..... 1 .. ··" •·• · : •• 1 4 .. . 

· Ji'·Jty:i.nc Digces b Ha.rl-isoil . .... ... , '°"' · o ' 
p ~l'N:imee b .l:la.rrison " .. " .: .: . ••• · . . ; .... . 11 .· 
;r l1:.'0uinness b Molloy " · ...... :· , , , . . ··• . 2 · 

:~ ~t:i'~~~;;:~.l!~':;~?~.:.·? ·~. ".:·:::·H .. / ;;:. J. 
if'Y.N40n~n, run out . .. .:... ·. . .. ... :·· .·• ·,1. ~ 
. J:··rhtonUon l.l H&rruon- <'·'·' . "· ··.-~· .. ;·.- !. 5 ., 
\F ·Cliil'r ti· Harrison .; · ,., ·· i: ...... '. · ' ,.,. ·. o · 

' ... J!:ittt'8 .. :. • • . ... •: . . . ... . 6 

";'· ·: '.l'~:taJ ::;_.: .-~·;--:·.~ ·-~.1- ;.~.· ~-~---~:.: • ·f:;· .;.: .... . ·,: ~:~··.AS" . 

That same description just quoted also says: " ... Behind the buildings is another field, 
surrounded by a circular cycle-track." 

Since the invention of the pneumatic tyre in 1889 by John Boyd Dunlop, who lived on 
Ailesbury Road, and its manufacture in the world's first tyre factory in Upr Stephen's 
St, Dublin (a plaque marks the building today. Ed.) cycling had become one of the most 
popular sports in the country, even more popular than it is today, despite the exploits of 
Sean Kelly, Stephen Roche, Martin Earley and others. It was catered for in St Mary's by 
this cycle track which covered half the back field (which was under grass until 1953 when 
it was tarmacadammed). The track can clearly be seen in Ordnance Survey maps. 

A short paragaph in the report to the Mother House on the first two years of the College 
reads: "Our recreation field allows us to give athletic pursuits the place which is their due, 
and our students rival the best in other educational establishments in these activities." 

CRISIS 

As early as 1895, we find the first hint at the possibility of closing down St Mary's for lack of 
staff. It would appear that the President, Fr Fogarty, had written to the Superior General, 
Very Rev. Fr Emonet, in almost ultimatum terms, demanding more men and declaring that 
they could not afford to pay any more lay teachers, although, at the time, they had only 
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one, with six Fathers and four Prefects. In his letter, Fr Fogarty enumerated the number 
of hours every member of the staff spent teaching, which was 41/2 or 5. Even the President 
had 4 hours, and the two Deans, 41;2 each. 

In a reply to the Irish Provincial, the Secretary to the Superior General, Fr Huvetys, a 
former President of Blackrock College (1880-1889), declared: 

Spirits seem to be very roused at Rathmines . . . They are literally 
overwhelmed according to the time-table they sent ... They declare it 
is impossible to pay another lay teacher ... We must examine if there is 
not a case for the suppression of Rathmines next year, for want of staff. But 
it will be good to find the means to keep things going until then. 

(Letter: 21 October 1895) 

The situation was compounded within weeks by the deterioration in health of Fr Con 
O'Rourke, threatened with TB. Two doctors said that he should not spend another winter 
in Ireland. The Mother House was worried about the general health of the community 
because of overwork. Fr Huvetys wrote: "The Superior General to be elected next May 
will have to occupy himself with the reduction of establishments in Ireland. For lack of 
staff, to our regret, a radical decision will have to be made. But right now we have to fill 
the needs of the present year. We cannot think of abandoning the day school hie et nunc. 
That would be a disgraceful collapse ... " 

J'HE p AST STUDENTS ORGANISE 

Past Pupils Union 
The first hint of organisation among the past pupils is given in the General Bulletin of the 
Holy Ghost Fathers published in Paris in May 1899 and containing a report of the College 
activities from February 1898. The last paragraph of the report states: 

To preserve the bonds that unite our past students with one another and 
with the College, a Union has been formed among them which will 
contribute much, it is hoped, to the prosperity of the work. 

The precise date of the foundation of the Union is not given, nor have we any details 
regarding the officers or the rules. All that we can say with any certainty is that it was 
formed after February 1898 and before May 1899. 

The Rugby Club 
The following year saw the formation of the Past Students Rugby Football Club. We have 
an eye-witness account of this from the first captain of the club, Jim Brennan, who wrote 
an account of his schooldays and early career for the College Annual of 1963. He told us 
that the club was formed on October 1, 1900, with the help of the new President of the 
College, Dr Edward Crehan, who had replaced Fr Fogarty a few months previously. Dr 
Crehan refereed the first match the club, christened Old St Mary's, ever played, in that 
same October 1900 in the college front field. All of which makes the club as old as the 
century, if not a century old. The club immediately affiliated with the Leinster Branch, 
IRFU, and entered for the Junior competitions, and until 1911, practised and played all 
home matches on the College field. The subsequent history of the club will be told as it 
unfolded. Just now we are interested in the first decade, up to 1900. 
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St Mary's Past Pupils RFC, 1894. 
Probably taken before a Past v Present match, hence the Blackrock jerseys. 

Standing:]. McGurk (prefect), M. Buckheidt (prefect), ]. Joyce,].]. O 'Reilly (prefect), Unknown, 
L. Mooney,]. Martin, C. McGlade. 

Seated: Unknown, R. Molloy,]. O 'Brien, ]. Mooney, L. Molloy, ]. O 'Neill (prefect), D. Swan. 

The Cricket Club 
In that 'same account of the early days of the college and its past students, Jim Brennan 
states that for a few years prior to the foundation of the rugby club, a Past Students Cricket 
Club had been in existence, fielding a number of teams, with which he himself played. 
Unfortunately, no record of this club has come to light. We know it did not reach senior 
status, because outstanding old boy cricketers like Bob Kinahan, a contemporary of Jim 
Brennan and captain of the School XI, had to join other clubs to gain senior competition. 
Bob himself was a regular on the Leinster Cricket Club senior team. 

THE FRUITS 

So far in our history of St Mary's in that eventful first ten years, we have dwelt on the 
material development of the property, and of the intellectual development of the students. 
A word about their spiritual development, and the means used to effect it, may not be out 
of place, particularly when we discover that it produced such excellent vocations to the 
priesthood for the diocese of Dublin. 

From the very outset, before there was room for the community to live at the college, 
a chapel was provided in one of the scarce rooms. A larger and more permanent chapel 
was incorporated into the plans for 1891. It was situated on the first floor of the new east 
wing, above the classrooms which faced onto the back field, and ran the whole length of 
the wing. This served as the college chapel until the magnificent new chapel was completed 
in 1954, which so handsomely balances the old frontage of the school. Today, that space, 
once filled by the old chapel, contains three bedrooms and a store, but for almost sixty 
years it was the centre of spiritual activity for generations of Mary's boys, who crowded 
in on Saturday mornings for Benediction and confessions, and a talk by one of the Fathers. 
It was the scene of the ordination to the priesthood of the late Archbishop of Dublin, 
John Charles McQuaid, and of Fr Joe Gilmore, first Dean of the Junior School and later 
President of the College; and of the first Mass of at least one newly ordained past pupil, 
whose bed stands today where the altar rail once was. 

The fo llowing are the students of that decade who went on to the pries thood: 
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Name At School Ordained Career 
Francis Molony (1890-94) 1900 Dublin Diocese 
Joseph Dwyer (1890-94) 1901 Dublin Diocese 
Daniel Molony (1890-96) 1902 Dublin Diocese 
Michael Dwyer (1890-96) 1903 Dublin Diocese 
Thomas Molony (1890-98) 1904 Leeds Diocese 
Percy McGough (1893-96) 1905 Dublin Diocese 
Thomas Farrell (1892-98) 1907 Dublin Diocese 
Michael Murphy (1894-99) 1907 Dublin Diocese 
Paul Rafter (1899-04) 1911 Dublin Diocese 

Daniel Molony 
The honour of being the first pupil to enrol in St Mary's the first day it opened has 
traditionally been accorded to Daniel Molony, the son of Mr and Mrs Thomas Molony 
of 10 Castlewood Park, Rathmines. With him were his three brothers, Frank, Tom and 
Harry. It is quite remarkable that three of them became priests. Daniel and Frank joined 
the Dublin diocese, while Tom went to Sheffield in England. Frank became a doctor of 
divinity in Rome, but died tragically young in the great 'flu epidemic of 1918. Dan went 
to Clonliffe College on leaving St Mary's in 1896, and, after two years' philosophy, went 
to Maynooth, where he was ordained in 1902. He was chaplain in Warrenmount Convent 
and curate successively in Bray and Howth, until his appointment to Donnybrook in 1907 
where he remained as curate and later parish priest for the rest of his life. 

· In his schooldays, Dan had been a keen rugby player and cricketer, and that same energy 
· characterised his pastoral work. He was charged with the organisation and direction of the 
Eucharistic Congress in 1932, which was Ireland's greatest manifestation of the ancestral 
faith in her entire history, and has been equalled since only by the visit of Pope John 

V. Rev. Canon D. Molony, P.P. V. R ev. Joseph Dwyer, P.P. 
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Paul II in 1979. The resounding success of the Congress which is one of the focal points 
of Irish history, like Clontarf, Kinsale, the Boyne, the Famine, is a lasting monument to 
the organisational ability and the imagination of Monsignor Canon Molony. He became 
Administrator of Donnybrook in 1932 and parish priest two years later. He became a 
member of the Metropolitan Chapter in 1935, and its Treasurer in 1947. He died on June 
21, 1950 at the age of 74. 

Thomas Molony 
The second brother, Thomas, went to the diocese of Leeds and became a parish priest in 
Sheffield until he retired to the Mercy Convent, Button Hill, where he died in 1968. 

Joseph Dwyer 
Joseph Dwyer and his brother Michael, sons of Mr and Mrs Joseph Dwyer, 2 Rathgar 
Road, also came to St Mary's on opening day. Joseph, the elder, stayed four years before 
going to Clonliffe College, where he remained till 1898, taking a B.A. Hons in Mental 
and Moral Philosophy from the Royal University , before going on to the Irish College 
in Rome, where he was ordained in 1901 in St John's Lateran by Cardinal Respighi. He 
returned to Ireland to be made dean of Clonliff e for three years and then, successively, 
curate in Haddington Road, the Pro-Cathedral, Dalkey, University Church, and finally, 
parish priest in Glasnevin. His eight years in the Pro Cathedral had undermined his health 
somewhat, but the four years in the more salubrious surroundings of Dalkey restored him 
and he spent sixteen years in University Church until 1932. In Glasnevin he was given the 
task of building a new church on Griffith Avenue (which had been laid out by another 
past pupil, Rory O'Connor) at the then colossal cost of £62,000, and three schools in 
the burgeoning suburb of Larkhill, at a cost of £115,000. His brilliant success in all these 
endeavours was the measure of the man. He became a Canon in 1941 and died on March 
18, 1953. 

Michael Dwyer 
Joseph's brother, Michael, younger by two years, arrived at the gates of St Mary's at the 
same time but stayed two years longer. He went to Clonliffe and was ordained in 1903 in 
the Pro Cathedral by Archbishop Walsh. After a few months in Greystones, he spent seven 
years in Fairview before becoming chaplain to the archbishop for nine years and secretary, 
first to Archbishop Walsh for two years and then to Archbishop Byrne for one year before 
his appointment as curate in Haddington Road for eleven years. He was then made parish 
priest of Seville Place for five years and finally parish priest in Beechwood Avenue in 1938 
until his death in 1940. 

Thomas Farrell 
Tom Farrell was the son of Mr and Mrs Farrell of Richmond House, Mt Pleasant Avenue, 
and came to St Mary's in 1892. He did not have far to travel. The Irish proverb maintains 
that the nearer to the church, the further from God, but the home of Tom Farrell could not 
have been closer to St Mary's than the heart of Tom all through his life. With his younger 
brother, Ernest, he epitomises the ideal past pupil - not merely interested in everything 
that goes on in the college and around it; not merely interested in the activities of the 
past students, but prepared at all times to do anything asked of him in time, money or 
work, to advance those interests. He always maintained that at school he was just one of 
the 'vulgus', as he called the general mob, but we know from the prize list in his final year 
that he was a prize-winner; and he was also one the foremost actors in the school, taking a 
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V. Rev. Thomas Farrell, P.P. V. Rev . Percy McGough, P.P. 

leading role and earning special commendation for The Athenian Captive, the first school 
play to go 'on tour'! He was a member of the first ever SCT to play in the Leinster Schools 
Senior Cup in 1898. He left that year to go to Clonliffe, where he was ordained in 1907 and 
appointed to Arklow where he stayed a year before going to Meath St for twelve years and 
then to the Pro Cathedral for nineteen years. He was made administrator of the Pro in 
1939, but just months later was transferred to Dolphin's Barn. While he was in Meath St he 
founded Our Lady's Hostel for Working Girls, and it was during his stint in Marlborough 
St that he founded, with the help of his brother, Fr Ernest, the Catholic Boy Scouts of 
Ireland in 1927, of which he remained National Chaplain until his death in 1940. 

Percy M cGough 
Percy Mc Gough, son of Mr and Mrs R. McGough, of 5 Belgrave Square, Rathmines, 
arrived as a thirteen-year old in the third year of the school's existence, and left three 
years later for Clonliffe, where he did a three-year course in philosophy before going to 
the Irish College at Rome, where he obtained his B.D. from Propaganda College, and 
was ordained by Msgr Ceppetelli in 1905. On his return to Ireland he was chaplain to 
St Michael's Hospital, Kingstown, for two years and then nine years in Celbridge until 
his appointment to Haddington Road in 1916. He remained there as curate for nineteen 
years until sent as parish priest to Harold's Cross in 1935. Here he was responsible for 
building the parish schools in Clareville Road and the magnificent Church of Our Lady 
of the Rosary at the top of Leinster Road. He became a Canon in 1950 and died in 1954. 

Michael Murphy 
Michael Murphy came to St Mary's in 1894 as a thirteen-year old and remained until 1899, 
when he went to Clonliffe College and obtained his B.A. from the Royal University. He 
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did his theology in Maynooth and was ordained in 1907 by Archbishop Walsh. A short 
spell in Celbridge was followed by three years in Greenane, county Wicklow, before a 
transfer to nearby Ashford where he spent another three years, and thence to Skerries for 
two years before ending up in the Pro Cathedral for twenty years as curate and three as 
administrator, where for most of the time he had with him his fellow-student, Fr Tom 
Farrell. In 1939 he was transferred to Iona Road as parish priest, where he died in 1945. 
He is remembered as outstanding in the classroom and a powerful forward in the school 
rugby team. 

Paul Rafter 
Paul Rafter was born in 1886 and came to St Mary's at the age of eleven in 1897. He 
passed his Preparatory Grade in 1900 and his Junior Grade with Honours in 1902, and 
his Middle Grade, also with honours in 1903. As frequently happened in those days, he 
did not wait on to do his Senior Grade but was admitted to Clonliffe College in 1904 and 
ordained in the Pro Cathedral by Archbishop Walsh in 1911. His first appointments were 
to Coolock, then a rural village in north county Dublin in 1912, and Greystones in 1915. 
In February 1915 he became an army chaplain and served in the Great War, returning 
in 1919 to Greystones once more as a curate until his transfer to Westland Row in 1924, 
where he became administrator in 1943 for two years and then parish priest Dalkey in 
1945. He was appointed to the Metropolitan Chapter and made a Canon in 1960. He died 
in August 1967. 

Nine vocations to the priesthood in ten years, eight of them to the Dublin diocese, would 
seem a satisfactory harvest for a school that had only just started, even if none of these 
vocations was for the religious congregation in charge of the school. The Holy Ghost 
Fathers received only two vocations from St Mary's in the twenty-five years before the 
temporary closure, as against eleven for the diocesan clergy and six for other religious 
orders. But when the school re-opened in 1926, four of the first six vocations were for 
the Congregation of the Holy Ghost, as against two for the Dublin diocese, showing, 
perhaps that the Fathers were known now, not just as priests in general, but as priests 
belonging to a specific order, w ith a specific life-style and life-work. The preponderance 
of Holy Ghost vocations in the succe~ding years tends to bear this out, because there has 
never been any change in the 'soft-sell' approach to the nurturing of vocations that has 
always characterised the school. 

David O'Brien, CSSp, 
with Junior boys, 

1897. 
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Ch.apter Five 

1900~1904 

President 
Dr Edward Crehan 

REVEREND FATHERS 

John Kingston (1870-1939)-Professor Richard Dooley (1869-1909) - Professor 
Thomas O'Hanlon (1862-1939) - Professor John O'Hart (1868-1934) - Professor 
Martin Moloney (1876-1930) - Professor Michael Kelly (1866-1922) - Professor 
John]. O'Reilly (1871 -1957) - Professor Patrick Walsh (1876-1946)-Professor 
John Stephens (1839-1916) - Professor 

R EVEREND BROTHERS 

Epiphanius O'Leary (1848-1925) 
Honorius McGeever (1846-1928) 
Canute Heerey (1839-1916) 
Dunstan Dunne ( 1851-1905) 

Agricolus Kennedy (1849-1926) 
Gontran Meehan (1850-1919) 
Austin Tobin (1880-1940) 

R EVEREND PREFECTS 

Edward O'Shea (1878-1967) 
William English (1878-1910) 
James Dowling (1881 -1946) 
John Foley (1878-1927) 

Michael Cremin (1880-1954) 
Michael McGrath (1882-1961) 
Denis Fahey (1884-1954) 

LAY STAFF 

Robert F . Walsh (1900-1911) - Drawing 
Robert O'Duffy (1901) - Irish 
McHardy Flint (1901) - Drama, Elocution 
Michael O'Connor 
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H. L. Hart (1902-1911) - Drill 
James 'Clandillon (1901-1902) - Irish 
Robert O'Dwyer (1901-1910) - Singing 



Members of the College Community, 1903 
Stal\ding: j ohn Foley; Bro. H onorius; Patrick Walsh; Michael McGrath; Michael Cremin 

Seated: john O'Hart; john Kingston; Dr Edward Crehan; j ohn j. O'Reilly; Martin Moloney 

Rev. Dr Edward Crehan 

E dward Crehan was born in Clonmel, county Tipperary, in 1862, the son of John 
Crehan and Margaret Dwyer. He went to Blackrock College as a junior scholastic 

and obtained his Senior Grade in 1879, winning an Exhibition. He was an excellent 
sportsman, excelling in gymnastics in particular, but a footballer too, winning his place on 
an Irish Youths XV. He.was a prefect in the Castle, Blackrock, for four years, 1880-1884, 
while continuing his studies. H e matriculated in 1881, winning an Exhibition, as also in 
First and Second Arts. He graduated in 1884 from the Royal University and went to France 
to pursue his philosophical studies. The following year he was transferred to Rome where 
he obtained his Ph.D. and D .D., winning the gold medal for scripture. He was ordained 
in 1889 and following his novitiate year, was professed as a Holy Ghost Father in 1890 and 
sent to Rockwell where he combined the posts of Dean of Studies and Discipline, while 
at the same time teaching full-time classes in mathematics and Italian. 

He was a most dynamic personality, as many are who are short in stature. But he was 
very strongly built, which earned him the nickname of 'Busty' among the boys. A kindly 
man at heart, he could, and did, inspire awe among the boys, particularly on Monday 
mornings when it came to 'Notes'. Many a delinquent student quaked in his shoes awaiting 
the summons: "Stand up, you wretched boy !". 

He was interested in all athletic pursuits, but gymnastics was his first love, and it was 
no coincidence that during his presidency St Mary's laid the foundation of a tradition in 
gymnastics which lasted down the years, from the time they .won the Gymnastic Shield 
six times in a row (1903-1909) until the sport died out in the 1930s, leaving St Mary's the 
holders of the magnificent shield which still graces the parlour. Dr Crehan did not begin 
the sport in St Mary's. We have already seen that it was practised from the earliest days, 
but it was his enthusiasm and encouragement that brought it to such a peak. 
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He was President of St Mary's for four years until 'demoted' to President of Blackrock 
in 1904. He was Provincial Superior of Ireland from 1907 till 1910 and then President of St 
Mary's, Trinidad, until 1920. A spell as General Counsellor in the Mother House saw him 
in Paris until 1925 when he returned to Rockwell as President. His nine years in Rockwell 
were marked by an extensive building project, including a new wing which was christened 
the Crehan Memorial Building. In 1934 he went to Blackrock and taught class until his 
retirement through illness. He died in January, 1939. 

Among the new names on the staff list was that of Fr Tom O'Hanlon who spent from 
1891 to 1903 teaching in Blackrock College. After just one year in St Mary's he was 
appointed president in place of Dr Crehan who became President of Blackrock. James 
Dowling and Denis Fahey were prefects who later returned to St Mary's after ordination, 
but not immediately. We shall encounter both of them later, Denis as Assistant Director 
Philosophers, 1917-192 4, when St Mary's was the House of Philosophy for the Holy Ghost 
Fathers, and Fr Dowling in many capacities after the re-opening in 1926. Michael Cremin 
of Valentia Island, county Kerry, was a prefect from 1902 to 1906, when he decided that he 
had no vocation to the priesthood. He transferred to Rockwell where he spent the rest 
of his career until his death in 1954 as a successful teacher of music and botany. Michael 
McGrath was another prefect who decided that he did not have a vocation for the Holy 
Ghost Fathers and left. However, he felt he still had a vocation to the priesthood. He was 
from Kilkenny and did his secondary studies in Rockwell. On leaving St Mary's he went 

, to St John's Seminary in Waterford where he was ordained in 1908 for Clifton Diocese, 
·Wales. In 1919 he made one more attempt to join the Holy Ghost Fathers and went to the 
noviciate in Kimmage where Fr Hugh Evans was novice master, but again decided against 
it. He returned to Wales where he spent eleven years in Clifton, Flint, Aberysthweth and 
Bangor. He was appointed Bishop of Menevia in 1935 and five years later was translated 
to Cardiff as archbishop, where he remained until his death in 1961 at the age of 79. 

Among the lay staff of whom we have information, Seamus Clandillon was one of the 

Irish Schools' 
Gymnastics Champions, 

1904 

Standing: B. Scanlon; 
]. Farrell;]. Coffey; 

H. L. Harte (Instructor); 
T. O' Loughlin; 

F. Flanagan; F. Jules. 
Seated:]. Byrne; 

N. Davisson; 
I. Magennis; M. Scanlon. 

Front: G. Becker; 
A. Ingoldsby. 
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many fine teachers and speakers of Irish who were engaged during the early years of the 
school. We shall come across him again when we come to speak of the college's link 
with the fledgling Irish broadcasting service. Seamus was the first director when Ireland 
started broadcasting in 1926, followed by two St Mary's past students, Tom Kiernan and 
Jim Brennan. The McHardy-Flints were a husband-and-wife team of theatrical managers 
who taught elocution in the city's schools during the Winter months and took their fit-up 
touring company to the towns and villages round the country, presenting Shakespeare and 
the classical dramas as well as farce and melodrama, as Anew McMaster and others did 
subsequently. Robert O'Dwyer was an accomplished musician who went on to lecture 
in the music department in UCD, where he produced an opera of his own composition, 
which was later published, as well as other works. 

The new century began with a new president of the college. In August 1900, Fr Crehan 
replaced Fr Fogarty, who went to Clareville House, Blackrock, to join the propaganda 
team in publicising the missions and raising funds for them. It was an awkward time 
for anyone to take over a secondary school in Ireland, because from 1901 until 1903, the 
Department of Education was reorganising the Intermediate syllabus and instituting a new 
system of inspection. However, it does not seem to have hampered his efforts to any great 
extent, to judge by the report made by the new president to the Mother House a few years 

·after his appointment: 

The changes in secondary teaching in operation in 1902 did not favour us 
initially. Besides, our classes were not particularly strong at that time. 
However, the results of the last examinations have been published, and, 
to our great joy, for us they have been better than the previous year. 
In 1902 sixteen pupils succeeded in the examinations, of whom two were 
Senior Grade. This year it was 28, of whom 11 were Senior Grade. We 
had, besides, First Place in Science, an Exhibition in Senior Grade and two 
in Middle Grade. Besides, and this is very important for our finances, our 
Results Fees will be at least double. 

The rivalry between schools seems to have been intense in those days, not just between 
Catholic and Protestant schools, but between the various Catholic schools too. Every year 
the official report published the allocations given to the various schools the previous year. 
Since these were in proportion to the results in the examinations, they were an accurate 
barometer of that success. The following list was sent to the Mother House to show just 
how successful the Holy Ghost colleges had been in 1903. 

Boarding Schools 

Blackrock College (C.S.Sp.) 
Rockwell College (C.S.Sp.) 
Clongowes Wood (S.J.) 
Castleknock Coll. (C.M.) 

Day Schools 

St Mary's College (C.S.Sp.) 
Belvedere College (S.J.) 

Amount 

35,235frs 
30,415frs 
30,230frs 
16,965frs 

9,828frs 
9,606frs 

The following year, 1904, out of about 9,000 pupils who sat the Intermediates in all four 
grades throughout the country, about 5,400 were successful, i.e. about 60%. St Mary's 
presented 46 for examination and 25 were successful, or 54 % . The following table shows 
the success rate for the college from 1896 onwards. 
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First Communion Group, 1903 
john G. Gogan, 3rd from the right, standing 

Tom Kiernan, 1st from the left, seated 

Confirmation Class, 1903 
Back Row:]. McGuinness; F. Kennedy; P. Hayden; F. Flanagan; D. Page; Connolly; 

Unknown; G. Ennis; Connolly. 
Middle Row: P. Foley; E. R. Farrell; T. Gogan; H. Evans; Aylward; Callaghan;]. Cassidy . 

Seated: Aylward; Unknown; N. Davison; Michael Cremin, CSSp; F. Kenny; 
T. Maloney; O'Carroll; W. O'Reilly. 
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Year Presented Passed Average Prizes 
1896 56 33 58% 
1897 50 27 54% 4 Exhibitions 

2 Prizes 
1898 47 30 63% 5 Exhibitions 

3 Prizes 
1899 41 33 80% 1 Exhibition 

10 Prizes 
1900 47 34 70% 2 Exhibitions 

9 Prizes 
1901 47 27 57% 1 Exhibition 

2 Prizes 
1902 43 18 41% 5 Exhibitions 

1 medal: 1st Place 
1903 41 28 68% 1 Exhibition 

3 Prizes 
1904 46 25 54% 2 Exhibitions 

3 Prizes 
1905 52 37 74% 1 Exhibition 

1 Prize 
1906 46 31 67% 3 Prizes 
1907 50 31 62% 2 Exhibitions 

10 Prizes 
1908 42 29 69% 9 Prizes 
1909 37 26 70% 2 Exhibitions 

3 Prizes 
1910 45 31 68% 2 Exhibitions 

2 medals: 5 Prizes 
1911 51 29 56% 2 Exhibitions 

2 Prizes 
1912 51 30 58% 3 Exhibitions 

1 Medal: 7 Prizes 
1913 39 11 28% 

1914 47 23 48% 2 Exhibition 
2 Medal: 3 Prizes 
1 1st Place 

1915 37 15 40% 
1916 36 18 50% 3 Exhibitions 

1 Medal: 3 Prizes 
1 scholarship 

SCHOOL DRAMATICS 

We saw earlier on how that first decade of the existence of St Mary's was adorned by 
the quality of the dramatic displays presented by the students. The tradition, born in 
the 1890s, was nurtured and grew in the following years, and remained a feature of the 
college until the closure in 1916. It is mentioned with pride in every report to the Mother 
House. 
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Senior Boys, 
1903 

junior Boys, 1903. 
Back Row: Unknown; 

P. Black;]. Gogan; 
Hyde Curran; Unknown; 

Unknown. 
Middle Row: F. Byrne; 
Ml. Lynch; Unknown; 
Unknown; Unknown; 

Unknown; 
Jos. Faulkner; 

W. Nolan; Unknown. 
Seated: M. Becker; 

P. Greeney; Wl. O'Kelly; 
Moloney; Unknown; 

A. Hill. 
Front: F. Brickell; 

Unknown; E. Healy; 
Unknown; G. Ennis. 
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Junior Boys, 1903. 
Back Row: H. O'Keefe; 
]. Butler; Unknown; 
F. Jules; B. Russell; 
P. Nolan; Gaynor; 
Unknown. 
Middle Row: 
M. Scanlon; Unknown; 
W. O'Reilly; P. O'Neill; 
F. C. Kenny; 
]. Musgrave; L. Russell; 
H. O'Neill; Fitzpatrick. 
Seated: W. Tierney; 
B. Farrell; Unknown; 
C. Farrell; Unknown; 
Unknown. 
Front: C. Moore; 
Unknown; K. O'Kelly; 
Unknown; D. Ryan. 



School Play The Merchant of Venice, 1903 

1903 
we continue to give to our theatrical presentations the greatest perfection possible, as 
much for the good effect they produce on the public as for the good that they do for 
the students themselves. They presented, this year, Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice, in 
a way that drew the admiration of a numerous and distinguished audience. 

GAMES 

1900-1904 
When speaking of Dr Crehan, who was president from 1900 to 1904, mention was made of 
his interest particularly in gymnastics, at which he himself was reputedly proficient. He 
did not introduce the sport to St Mary's; we have already seen in the early photographs, 
gymnastic equipment on the ground, and the itemising by Fr Fogarty of gymnastic 
equipment as contributing to the rising debt on the school. But Dr Crehan certainly 
gave the sport an impetus that quickly bore fruit in competition. His own report to the 
Mother House tells the story vividly: 

Our students are proud of a magnificent victory they gained this year over 
Belvedere in the Gymnastic Competition. This competition was established 
six years ago by the Gymnastic Society of Ireland to encourage in the 
schools what is called physical culture. Every school is represented by 
twelve pupils, who must not be over fifteen years o.f age. Until now, the 
Jesuit day school, Belvedere, has always carried off the first prize, which has 
acquired for them a very great name in the city as the school where physical 
education receives the attention it merits. 
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Last year, our boys entered for the first time; and did well enough to 
obtain second place, covering themselves with glory for their proficiency 
in the various exercises. This year an intense struggle was expected between 
the two colleges; it was said that this would be the decisive combat. It took 
place in the Gymnastic Hall of the City, before a large gathering of parents 
and friends of the students. After a two-hour session, the judges announced 
the result: 

St Mary's 295V4 pts Belvedere 2931/2 pts 

The supporters of St Mary's College, Rathmines, burst out with great 
hurrahs, which were energetically renewed when the young victors came 
to the President to receive their fine silver medals and the trophy, a very 
fine shield, which will remain in the college. 

Bulletin General: Nov . 1903 

RUGBY 

After their initial appearance in the Leinster Schools Senior Cup for the first time in 1899, 
St Mary's did not field a team again until 1906, so there is nothing to report from that front 
at this time. 

CRICKET 

. Cricket continued to be played but was not reported in the newspapers to the same extent 
:as rugby. There are no extant papers in the school on the sport. 
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j unior School Sports, 
c.1904 
Stephen Brown can be 
seen on extreme right 
in front group 



t 

John O'Hart (1868-1934) 
John Kingston (1870-1939) 
Martin Moloney (1876-1930) 
Peter Meagher (1875-1954) 
John Stafford (1870-1937) 
J. J. O'Reilly (1871-1957) 
Edward Cleary (1874-1950) 
Patrick Walsh (1876-1946) 
William English (1878-1910) 

Honorius McGeever (1846-1928) 
Francis]. Carey (1840-1919) 

Cornelius Mulcahy (1886-1941) 
Daniel O'Sullivan (1883-1934) 
Michael Franklin 
John Foley 

Ch.apter Six 

President 
Rev. Fr Thomas P. O'Hanlon 

REVEREND FATHERS 

James Murphy (1879-1952) 
Richard Harnett (1879-1959) 
Patrick Coffey (1867-1953) 
Neptune Lynch (1880-1933) 
Daniel Leen (1883-1941) 
Laurence Healy (1856-1938) 
Thomas O'Brien (1871-1928) 
Joseph Butler (1883-1956) 
Martin O'Mahony (1878-1944) 

REVEREND BROTHERS 

Gall Walsh (1851-1941) 
Canice Butler (1885-1957) 

REVEREND PREFECTS 

Jam es Moynihan 
Cusack 
Loughlin 
Muleady 

LAY PROFESSORS 

Robert F. Walsh (1900-1911)-Drawing 
M. O'Connor (1901-1911) 

Robert O'Dwyer (1901-1910) - Singing 
Eamonn de Valera (1906-1910)- Maths 
J. Burke (1910 Nov/Dec) - Maths H. L. Hart (1902-1911) - Drill 
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Fr Thomas P. O'Hanlon CS.Sp. 

T homas P. O'Hanlon was born on St Patrick's Day, 1862, so there are no prizes for 
guessing what his second name was. He went to the Junior Scholasticate in Rockwell, 

where he was invested with the religious habit in 1879, and remained on in the College 
as a prefect at the conclusion of his secondary studies. He then proceeded to France for 
his studies for the priesthood and was ordained priest in Paris in 1890, the year St Mary's 
opened. Then followed his novitiate at the end of which he was professed as a Holy Ghost 
Father and sent to Rockwell to teach. After two years he was transferred to Blackrock 
where he taught until 1903, holding the post of Dean of Studies from 1896-1899. In 1903 he 
was appointed to St Mary's where he taught for one year before replacing Dr Crehan as 
president in 1904. Dr Crehan was transferred to Blackrock as president and Fr O'Hanlon 
became the third president of St Mary's College, a post he filled admirably for twelve years 
until the school closed in 1916. He then returned to Blackrock where he taught until his 
death on October 22, 1939. 

THE STAFF 

The name of Richard Harnett appears on the Staff list for the first but not for the last 
time. He later became Provincial Superior and was in the forefront of the move to have 
the school re-opened in 1926 as we shall see. Fr Dan Leen, the brother of two other 
famous Holy Ghost Fathers, Archbishop James of Mauritius, and Dr Edward Leen, 
noted spiritual author and director, returned after the re-opening as the first Dean of 

First Holy Com munion Group, 1911. 
Standing: Unknown; E. H ughes; H. Rossiter; ]. Butler; Sheils; ]. Sheils; F. Brickell; G. Cussen. 

Seated: Becker; Unknown; E. Kilduff; Rev. Tom Farrell; G. H ughes; E. Moore; Unknown. 
Front:]. Brickell; R . Browne; D . Dallaghan. 
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Prize Winners, 1914 

Discipline, while Tom O'Brien was back during the closure as editor of The Missionary 
Annals during the 1920s and '30s. Martin O'Mahony was an Irish teacher and scholar 
who had great influence on at least two future students of the language, Dr Tom 
Kiernan and Prof Colm O'Lochlainn. Fr Kingston, brother-in-law to Cathal Brugha, 
1916 Proclamation signatory, was an outstanding teacher of English Literature, who 
edited The I deal Book of Poetry, which gave sterling service in the secondary schools 
throughout Ireland for many years. Fr Stafford became Provincial Bursar and lived in 
St Mary's for many years when the Provincial Administration was located there. He was 
the last member of the Administration to move to Kimmage Manor in 1937. Fr William 
English died tragically. He went swimming at White Rock on the Vico Rd with a number 
of confreres during the summer holidays, got into difficulties and drowned. Among the 
lay staff, the name of Eamon de Valera stands out, naturally. It was a time when the newly 
married young man was cycling about the city from school to school, eking out a living 
teaching mathematics in various boys and girls schools. St Mary's must share the honour 
of having him on the staff with any number of other schools. 

ACADEMICS 

The number of our pupils has been the same for the past few years, varying 
from 130 to 150. For the most part they are still too young to present 
themselves for examination, but in proportion to the numbers that do 
present themselves, St Mary's yields to no day-school nor boarding school 
in Ireland, from the point of view of success. 

Bulletin General: 1910 

The year 1911-12 saw the largest number of pupils in the College to that date - 170. 
And it was optimistically thought that that number would be"maintained if not surpassed 
because there was a boom in house building in the Rathmines/T erenure area at the time. 
That optimism was misplaced. From 1910 until 1913 the roll remained at 160 or more, but 
slumped badly from the beginning of the 1914 war to about 120, rising in the final year 
before the closure to 140. 
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Our College retains its posmon at the head of the day schools in the 
country. The students who have finished their secondary studies with us, 
have distinguished themselves in the university examinations; three of them 
have risen to important professorships in the new National University. At 
the last examinations, our students won four Grand Prizes - Exhibitions -
which is more than any other college in Ireland. 

Bulletin General: 1912 

The three past students who had had become professors in the new National University 
which opened in 1908 were, Robert Joyce of St Cecilia's Medical School, Pierce Purcell, 
UCD School of Engineering, and Joseph O'Reilly, Professor of Biology, UCC. These 
results were obtained in spite of inroads made into the teaching staff by demands from 
other quarters. In his 1913- 14 report, Fr Tom O'Hanlon lays on the irony with a trowel: 

Since our last bulletin our staff has been considerably modified. 
Blackrock needed a new director for the junior scholasticate, our Fr 
James Murphy was sent to fill the gap. Afterwards, founding a new mission 
in England was talked about; it was to Fr Coffey and Fr Harnett, both of 
St Mary's, to whom this foundation was confided. Again, Canada needed a 
professor of English for senior classes, Fr Lynch, of our community, set out 
for the New World. Here is the new Irish Novitiate; at its very beginnings it 
must have the choicest subjects. Another blow! It is we who must furnish 
them. Mr O'Brien and Mr O'Sullivan, two of our precious prefects and 
worthy teachers, are detached from St Mary's. Finally, at Blackrock, where 
it must be said there are a score or more of brothers, one of them dies. They 
think of filling the vacancy. Our one and only brother, Canice Butler, quite 
indispensable, a true jack-of-all-trades, was sent for and took the train to 
Blackrock! 

In spite of everything, Providence watches over us. 

Our success in public and local examinations has been very satisfactory. 
This year, three of our pupils have gained degrees with distinctions at the 
university. Three others have gained scholarships in medicine. Two First 
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Class Exhibitions have been won by two of our past pupils; one First 
Place in the Mechanical Science degree, and a bourse worth 3750Frs per 
year for four years, which permits him to continue his studies in different 
universities in Europe. Three First Class bourses, two in the university 
and one in the College of Science, have again come to our students; while 
in t.h~ department of commerce, six of our students obtained lucrative 
positions. 

These are results that constitute a roll of honour, I do not say equal to, 
but very much superior to anything that can be asserted of any day school 
or college in Ireland. 

Bulletin General: 1914 

GAMES 

The 1904 victory in the gymnastics competition was no flash-in-the-pan-. In 1906 we read: 

Physical exercises find in St Mary's the important place which is their 
due. The magnificent trophy which is competed for every year by all the 
colleges of Ireland in gymnastics, has been won three times in succession 
by our pupils. Last year they battled with Blackrock for this coveted prize; 
Rathmines gained a brilliant victory. It proves, in fact, that Blackrock do 
not monopolise all the trophies of this kind. 

Three years later, in 1909 we read: 

We continue to encourage physical education at the same time as the 
intellectual, as is evidenced by the presence in our parlour of two 
magnificent trophies, one holding its place of honour now for six 
years ... 

The Gymnastic Shield would appear to have been susceptible to multiple wins, because, 
following on Belvedere's five-in-a-row, came St Mary's six-in-a-row, and then Mountjoy 
School's five-in-a-row until 1914 when the competition lapsed because of the Great War 
until its revival in 1936, when, once again, St Mary's were the winners. Once more the 
competition lapsed and St Mary's still holds the trophy. 
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Annual Sports Day, 1912 

Athletics, at the end of every academic year, are the occasion of a great and 
interesting re-union of families. The invitations, sent out by the hundred 
to the friends of St Mary's, as well as the parents of the pupils, are eagerly 
received and, thanks to the energetic and intelligent organisation of the Dean 
of Discipline, Sportsday is really a day that marks an era in the life of the 
college. 

Bulletin: 1910 

It is hardly necessary to review at length the question of games and physical 
development, nor all that gives to college life the stamp of family life -
gymnastics, cricket matches, tennis, football, and everything else coming 
in its proper season and place, which provides the necessary relaxation to 
develop the physical and intellectual energies. 

Moreover, all this is accomplished by frequent competition between the 
different schools in the city and suburbs, but mostly in the famous "Sports" 
at the end of the academic year. This takes place at St Mary's before up to 
two thousand spectators - parents and friends of the pupils, who are usually 
joined by a large group of the clergy of the city. 

On these occasions it is the Lord Mayor, or one of the Vicars General of the 
Archdiocese, who distributes to the winners the prizes and trophies which 
are generally presented by the best friends of the college. 

Bulletin: 1912 

Studies and examinations do not absorb us to the point of neglect of physical 
formation, to which we give free play. A specialist comes every week to 
conduct various exercises which are followed by all the pupils. The playing 
fields are considered within comfortable reach of the boys' homes, and they 
love to come here to play football, cricket and tennis, in numbers. The 
college parlour is always adorned with some shield, cup or other trophy 
won in various games in public competitions. 
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These brilliant results are due in part at least to the solemnity displayed at 
the Distribution of Prizes, when more than a thousand invitees are present. 
The Lord Mayor of the City of Dublin, or some ecclesiastical dignitary, 
presides for the occasion. Other members of the clergy offer the greater 
number of the prizes. 

There is also a laudable spirit of emulation among the pupils, and they 
maintain with equal fidelity, love of their religion and of their Alma Mater. 

General Bulletin: 1914 

CRICKET 

Cricket continued to be the number one summer sport, although tennis was also played, 
and the school continued to produce excellent individuals at the game without coming 
up with a sufficiently strong team to wrest the trophies from the Protestant schools in 
Leinster who ruled the cricket roost. That is, until 1916, the final year of the school's first 
existence. That year it all came together just right and St Mary's won their first ever cricket 
trophy, the Leinster Schools Senior Cup. They had entered the Leinster Schools Cricket 
League and Cup in 1905 only. In April of that year the Committee of the Leinster Cricket 
Union "decided to admit St Mary's College, Rathmines, and Belvedere College, to the Cup 
competition for the season". Both Colleges were to produce excellent cricketers down the 
years and memorable battles on the field, with each other and with other schools. That 
1916 Cricket XI, captained by Bobby Donovan, contained three Inter Pro players, R. L. 
Donovan, who captained Leinster too, Gabriel Cussen, and Arthur R. Rose. They met St 
·<::olumba's in the final. The Irish Times describes the match: 

Low scoring marked the closing stage of this match which ended yesterday 
at Rathmines with a win for St Mary's College by four wickets. Overnight, 
St Mary's led on the first innings by just one run, and with eight of the 
opposing side dismissed in their second innings for sixteen, an easy victory 
for St Mary's was predicted, but the last two batsmen doubled that score, 
and ultimately the venture yielded 33 runs. Donovan and Rose again bowled 
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finely, the former taking 5 for 11, and Rose 4 for 21. St Mary's then needed 
only 32 to win, but with six wickets down for only 5 runs, they did not look 
like attaining them. Donovan, however, with a fine innings of 33 (7 fours) 
saved the situation. Indeed, he was the only batsman of the eight who went 
on to score, the other runs being from a wide! King, bowling magnificently, 
took four wickets for 2 runs, G.Symes 2 for 28. 

Bobby Donovan was the son of Professor Robert Donovan, of UCD, and himself 
became a Lecturer in English at the University; Gerald Cussen joined the Dominicans 
and became Provincial Superior in 1940; Ken O'Dea was a brother of comedian Jimmy 
O'Dea; Cahal O'Hogan was a son of one of the Founders of the Gaelic League. 

ST CoLUMBA's VERSUS ST MARY'S 

St Columba's 1st Innings St Mary's 
Deane lbw b Rose 4 Rose b Dean 5 
Huggard b Donovan 2 Cussen run out 2 
King b Rose 5 Kilduff b King 2 
Symes, G. b Donovan 5 Donovan lbw b King 4 
Stanton run out 1 Armstrong b King 0 
Hughes not out 11 Browne b King 0 
Davis c Donovan b Rose 0 Tierney b Symes 16 
Symes, L. run out 2 O'Dea run out 3 
Jones b Donovan 4 Lynch b Deane 1 
Barcroft b Donovan 0 Foster not out 0 
McKenny c Lynch b Donovan 3 O'Hogan b Symes 0 
Extras 11 Extras 6 

Total 48 Total 49 

2nd Innings 

Deane c Cussen b Donovan 2 Rose lbw b King 0 
Huggard c O'Dea b Donovan 3 Cussen c McKenny b Symes 0 
King run out 0 Kilduff c Huggard b Symes 0 
Symes, G. b Donovan 0 Donovan not out 33 
Stanton b Rose 0 Armstrong b King 0 
Hughes c Tierney b Rose 3 Browne b King 0 
Davis b Donovan 11 Tierney b King 0 
Symes, L. b Donovan 0 O'Dea not out 0 
Jones c Lynch b Donovan 2 Barcroft b Rose 0 
McKenny not out 4 
Extras 1 Extra 1 

Total 33 Total ( 6 wickets) 34 

It is always satisfactory to end an era on a winning note. 

SCHOOL RUGBY I 900- I 9 I 6 
We have already seen how St Mary's were admitted to the Leinster Schools Senior Cup in 
the 1898-99 season, when Rathmines School, which occupied No. 24 Lr Rathmines Road, 
ceased to exist and bowed out of the competition. The proximity of the two schools has 
caused considerable confusion among historians and readers. St Mary's may possibly have 
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E. R. Farrell (Capt) 
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Senior Cup Team, 1905. 

Back Row: B. Condell; 
H. Ryan; A . O'Connor; 
T. Ready; G. McGann; 
Bolger. 
Middle Row: P. Gaffney; 
M. Bolger; Quinn; 
]. Nash; E. Farrell; 
Reidy; Unknown. 
Front: T. McGann; 
L. Allen. 

Senior Cup Team, 1907. 

Standing: G. Dobbin; 
A. O'Connor;]. Cregan; 
W. Blunden;]. Moriarty; 
B. Clancy. 
Seated:]. Scully; 
P. McGrath; W. Connell; 
T. Doyle; B. Farrell; 
]. O'Keeffe,]. Clarke. 
Front: N. Power; 
W. Nolan. 



Senior Cup Team, 
1909 

Senior Cup Team, 1910. 

Standing: £. Farrell; 
W. M cClintock; 

M. Clarke;]. Byrne; 
F. Culhane; C. Smith; 

P. McGrath; P. O'Grady. 
Seated: M. Byrne; 

A. Ryan; W. O'Reilly; 
M. Lynch; 

W. O' Loughlin; 
P. Nolan; D. Clarke. 

Front: A. Brown; 
A. Spadaccini. 
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Junior Cup Team, 1909 
junior Schools Cup 
inaugurated 1908-09 

Standing: £ . Donnelly; 
]. Beatty; T. Christopher; 
M. Lynch; C. Smith; 
]. Butler; john Clarke. 
Seated:]. Quinn; 
]. Doyle; P. Mooney; 
P. E. B. Brown (Capt.); 
P. Butler; H. Bulger; 
A. Spadaccini. 
Front: D. Ryan; 
Joe Clarke. 



basked in the reflected glory of the Leinster Cup won by the Rathmines School in 1891 
and the three finals contested by them in 1888, 1892 and 1893. The school was established 
in 1858 (ante-dating Blackrock by two years) by the Rev. Benson (1836-1919) for the 
education of sons of the Church of Ireland clergy. The Rev. Benson lived at Elm Park, 
Nutley Lane, before it became a golf course. The school occupied the house to the city side 
of Rathmines Catholic Church, which is now occupied by the Parish Ancillary Services. 
The school ground was behind the house and comprised the land now used by the church 
car-park, the old parochial schools and the old Bernadette Hall, as well as the site of the 
present Blackberry Fair. It was a rugby pitch in winter and a cricket pitch in summer 
and is clearly marked on the Ordnance Survey maps of the time. The school's record in 
cricket was just as impressive as that in rugby. :fiowever, like so many private schools 
which depend on the zeal and vision of one man, it ceased after his retirement in 1898. 

1898-99 
St Mary's met St Columba's, Rathfarnham, in the first round of the Leinster Cup in their 
first season, and despite the presence of a few excellent individuals like Jim Brennan, 
Bob Kinahan and Tom Farrell, they were decisively beaten. We are fortunate in having 
a photograph of that historic team, which is noteworthy also for the six-pointed star on 
the jerseys. In the absence of any earlier photo of the football gear worn, we have to accept 
that this was the emblem in use until then. All later photos show a five-pointed star as is 
usual today. That first essay into competitive football showed that St Mary's did not have 
the sort of numbers to permit the production of a team capable of competing at senior 

.. level and it was not until 1906-07 that they appeared again in the competition. 

1906-07 
The numbers were not all that different from eight years previously, 160 instead of 140, but 
obviously the material found in them was different, or the balance between the very young 
and the more mature had improved, because the 1907 team reached the semi-final only to be 
beaten by the eventual winners, Blackrock. From then until the closure in 1916, St Mary's 
appeared every year in the competition, reaching the semi-final again in 1909 when they 
were beaten by St Andrew's 11-6. 

1908-09 
On February 18, 1909, St Mary's played St Stephen's Green School in the 1st Round of the 
Senior Schools Cup and won by the colossal score of five goals and six tries to nil.(This 
school was short-lived). The scorers were Doyle (3), Spadaccini (3), Bolger (2) and John 
Clarke (1). Doyle kicked the conversions and penalties. They met St Andrew's in the 
semi-final and were beaten 11-6. The team was: Clarke, Bolger, Butler, Spadaccini, Smith, 
Doyle, Brown, Lynch, Christopher, Donnelly, Quinn, Butler, Beatty, Ryan, Mooney. 
Blackrock were held to a draw by Mountjoy in the Final but won the replay 7-0. That 
year the St Mary's scrum-half, Joseph Clarke (not to be confused with the Joseph B. 
Clarke capped seven times for Ireland 1922-24 and also a past student) was capped for 
Leinster against Ulster as St Mary's continued to produce outstanding individual players 
even from their small numbers. 

1910-ll 
In the 1910-11 season St Mary's were defeated by Mountjoy, one of that year's finalists, in 
the 2nd round. St Andrew's were the cup-winners that year. 
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Senior Cup Team, 1911. 

Standing:]. Clarke; 
C. Culhane; M. Clarke; 

K. Joyce; Unknown; 
A Spadaccini; Unknown. 

Seated: G. Cussen; 
] . Butler; F. Culhane; 

A. Culhane; Unknown; 
S. Boland; F. O'Carroll. 
Front: Casey; D. Ryan; 

M. Richardson. 

j unior Cup Team, 
1912 
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1911-12 

The 1911/12 season saw Blackrock back again with a winning team. St Mary's defeated 
High School 6-3 and played a scoreless draw against St Columba's just before the cup 
campaign. They also produced two Leinster players for the two interprovincials against 
Ulster and Munster. These were Barry Brown at scrum-half and Frank Culhane at No 8 
(or Lock in those days). But the presence of two interpros in the St Mary's team did not 
stem the tide as Blackrock ran up forty points against them in the cup. 

The team was: 
P. F. Smith, S. J. Boland, A. J. Culhane (Capt.), P. J. Roddy, N . Murray, B. P. Browne, 
C. P. Culhane, F. K. Culhane, K. Joyce, G. R. Cussen, W. Pemberton, J.P. Clarke, T. J. 
Kiernan, L. Reilly, C. O'Dowd. 

1912-13 

That they were continually at a disadvantage because of their limited pick is shown in the 
report of their second round match in the Senior Cup against Wesley College on March 
3, 1913, which they lost 3-8. 

Wesley, much the bigger and heavier side, were expected to win easily, but St Mary's 
put up a surprisingly good show and half-time arrived with no score. The only good bit 
of back play took place, Tierney picking up beyond the halfway, sent out to Culhane 
who made a splendid opening before parting to Roddy, and the latter, running up to 
Mills, sent O'Grady over for a splendid try, Roddy failing to convert. The St Mary's 
team, who looked more like an U nder-15 side than a senior schools team, gave a splendid 
display of tackling, backs and forwards. O'Grady, full back, Culhane and Roddy, centres, 
Tierney, half-back, were the best of the backs; Richardson, Gogan, Pemberton, O'Shea 
and McLaughlin all showing up well in the forwards. 

A week later, Paddy Roddy and Charlie Culhane were on the Leinster Schools team to 
play Munster, at full-back and scrum-half. Paddy was to go on and play in the centre for 
Ireland as well as for Leinster as a senior interprovincial. Charlie Culhane would also play 
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for Leinster, as a centre, but did not gain an international. John McLaughlin was the uncle 
of the present Provincial Superior of the Irish Holy Ghost Fathers Fr Bria_n McLaughlin, 
while John Gogan was the father of Fr Gerald Gogan, CSSp and uncle of Fr Brian Gogan, 
CSSp. Charlie Culhane was the uncle of Fr Frank Culhane CSSp, also a past pupil. This 
season is noteworthy for the first ever mention of an Under-13 match in the newspapers. 
In the Sporting Diary for February 4 Sport mentions an U-13 match between St Mary's 
and Earlsfort House School (another short-lived private school). But, unfortunately, there 
is no follow-up with an account of the match or even a result. 

1913-14 
In 1914 Charlie Culhane was once more capped as scrum-half and W. P. Murphy in the 
forwards. When one considers the tremendous advantage that players on cup-winning 
teams have in displaying their talent, and how much easier it is to look good when 
served by good team-mates, it was quite an achievement for six St Mary's men to have 
won their interprovincial spurs while playing with teams of modest talents. St Mary's 
were beaten in the cup that year 17-0 by Mountjoy who went on to beat Wesley, 3-0, 
in the Final. 

The draw for the last Leinster Schools Senior Cup to be contested before World War I 
put an end to competitive football for four years was: 

Senior Cup Team, 1914. 
Standing: Unknown; Unknown; G. K. Cussen; Unknown; I White; E. Kilduff 

Seated:]. F. O'Grady; ]. Gogan; W. Murphy; C. Culhane; W. McLaughlin; Murphy; O'Shea. 
Front:]. Tierney; P. Tierney. 
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Schools Cup Draw - 1914 

A. Blackrock v Belvedere 
B. St Andrew's v Knockbeg College 
C. Mountjoy v St Mary's 
D. St Columba's v A 
E. B v Castleknock 
F. Wesley v High School 

The "outsider" in that list is obviously Knockbeg College, better known nowadays as a 
famed Gaelic Football nursery for county Laois but in those days a rugby school. Not 
many know that! 

1915-1916 
Schools rugby was very nearly the only rugby played during the 1914-18 war years, and 
to provide a little more spectator interest in the game in these barren years, the Leinster 
Branch started a Schools Senior League to fill in the months before the annual cup matches. 
The only result we have for the year 1915-16 is a 6-9 loss to St Andrew's on December 8. 
Further variety is lent to the wartime rugby scene by an Under-17 game with Blackrock 
which 'Rock duly won. 

LEINSTER ScHooLs JuNIOR CuP 

Fr J. J. O'Reilly, CSSp had campaigned for some years for the introduction of a Cup 
Competition for Under-15 schoolboys. While a prefect in St Mary's in the 1890s, J. J. had 
played senior rugby for Bective Rangers. The Old St Mary's Club had not yet been started 
and Blackrock were still just a Junior Club. This activity as a player was no handicap to 
him when he began to campaign for the Junior Cup, and the friends he had made in Bective 
Rangers and other clubs, as well as his acquaintance with many of the senior administrators 
of the game in Leinster, helped him considerably. In 1908 the go-ahead was given and in 
December of that year, the draw for the first competition was published. 

LEINSTER ScaooLs JuNIOR CHALLENGE CuP 1908-09 

FIRST ROUND 

A. St Stephen's Green v Masonic 
B. The High School v Belvedere 
C. C U S v Mountjoy 
D. Blackrock v Wesley 
E. St Andrew's v Rathmines School 
F. King's Hospital v Clarinda Park 
G. Terenure v Pres. Bray 
H. St Mary's Rathmines a bye 

St Mary's, having received a bye into the 2nd Round, were beaten by Masonic, who had 
accounted for Stephen's Green School in the 1st Round. St Andrew's defeated Belvedere 
in the final of that first Junior Cup campaign. lt was to be another quarter of a century 
before St Mary's were to win the cup for the first time. 
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Junior Cup Team, 
1913 

Early in 1913 St Mary's JCT beat Wesley 13-0, but when faced with St Joseph's, 
Clondalkin, a Carmelite (Discalced) School which closed down some years later, they 
succumbed 9-3. St Joseph's went on to the final where they were narrowly beaten by 
Belvedere, 3-0. 

1914-15 
The absence of club football because of the Great War was probably the reason why Junior 
Schools football came to be reported in the 1915 papers. There can be no other explanation 
for the following report on a 1st Round Junior Cup match in the weekly Sport: 

The initial round of the Junior Schools Cup was completed on Monday last, 
when at Gorey, St Mary's defeated Mount St Benedict's by three tries to 
nil. The winners were a bit lucky as, till the last quarter of an hour, they 
were generally on the defensive. The Gorey boys started at a great pace, 
and in the first few minutes Comerford dodged over for a try which Power 
converted. Though the home lot continued to hold the upper hand, the 
visitors managed to reduce the lead, Hampton getting an unconverted try 
in a forward rush. The visitors' pack outstayed their opponents and in the 
last 15 mins, Kilduff sent to Phillips who scored, while Dermot Mc Carthy 
also scored in a scramble, neither try being converted. 

Kilduff, Phillips, Purcell, Browne (backs) and Donal McCarthy, Gogan, 
McN eill and Hampton played best. 

St Mary's met King's Hospital in the semi-final on March 17, of which Sport gives the 
following account: 

At Lansdowne Road on Wednesday last, King's Hospital, by defeating St 
Mary's, qualified for the final of the Junior Schools Cup. It was only by the 
narrow margin of a placed goal (Spts) to a try (3pts) .~hat the Hospital boys 
won, .and <;m the general run of the play they were decidedly lucky to come 
out v1ctonous. 
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Playing against the wind in the opening half, the Rathmines students 
had the better of matters, and Rogan and Purcell had dashes for the line 
but were held up. The interval arrived without a score being registered, 
but early in the second moiety, a hot attack by King's Hospital ended 
with Bowden scoring, with Hamilton converting. St Mary's played up 
splendidly after this reverse and Kilduff was almost over. A minute later 
the same player broke across for a clever try in a favourable position. The 
kick was disallowed, however, owing to Kilduff, who was taking the kick, 
having touched the ball after a "no charge" had been ordered. St Mary's 
attacked to the end but failed to add to their score. 

For St Mary's, Foster, Purcell, Kilduff, Tierney, Gogan, Hampton and 
Rogan were most conspicuous. 

Castleknock were the Junior Cup winners that year, defeating Blackrock in the Final. 

1915-16 
This was St Mary's last season in Junior Schools football for over ten years. Before 
Christmas they had drawn with Belvedere 6-6, and beaten Blackrock 3-0, so they were 
a reasonably good side. 

' DRAMATICS 

'Dramatic presentations continued to be a feature of college activity as the following reports 
to the Mother House show: 

1906 
Every year our young students present one or other of the great plays of 
Shakespeare in the college theatre. They have acquired such a reputation 
for their wonderful dramatic talent that they always draw an audience that 
is as numerous as it is distinguished. For the past two y ears, the Archbishop 
of Dublin has pleased to honour them with his presence. 

Last year, at the request of the Society of St Vincent de Paul, Macbeth 
was performed in the Rathmines Town Hall, which brought a nice round 
sum to the secretary of this worthy charity. It was the turn of the Merchant 
of Venice this year. It was presented on three consecutive days before a 
gathering of about 500 every evening. 

1909 
Since our last bulletin, the pupils of St Mary's have performed, with great 
success, one of the most difficult of Shakespeare's comedies, Taming of the 
Shrew. Our hall can hold about 600 spectators only, so it was necessary 
to repeat the performance on three consecutive nights. The Archbishop 
of Dublin, the Vicars General, and a great number of priests honour us 
with their presence on these occasions, and the newspapers are always full 
of praise for our pupils. ' 
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1912 

Successes in examinations were not obtained at the expense of education 
in the higher and broader sense of a liberal study of literature and the 
fine arts. 

Almost every year our students make their mark in the interpretation 
of one or other of Shakespeare's great works. Last year they chose the 
immortal Hamlet. Because of the smallness of the hall, it had to be given 
three times. Then, for a fourth time, our young actors appeared before 
an audience of 1600 people in the Town Hall, in a performance in aid of 
the poor. 

THREAT OF CLOSURE 

The crisis of 1898 which threatened to close the College was averted by the visit of the new 
Superior General, Archbishop Le Roy, who was convinced by his on-the-spot inspection 
and interviews with the Fathers of the viability of the project, and nothing is heard of 
financial problems in any of the reports submitted to the Mother House right up to the 
closure. 

At the same time, the debt at the time of the Superior General's visit continued to 
increase simply by not being paid off. As there is no evidence of any outcry either from 
the Mother House or the College, we can only assume that the College was succeeding in 
maintaining its head above water in the matter of the day-to-day expenses, without being 
able to make any headway in reducing the debt. The number of pupils never reached the 
figure where the running of the school became a profitable exercise. The figure of 200 was 
aimed at by Fr Fogarty from early on, but the nearest approach to that magical number was 
the 170 on the roll in 1913, which was not maintained, dropping to as low as 140 later. And 
we know that there were no major capital works attempted during those years. About the 
only items of expenditure mentioned are the railings on the top of the wall along Rathmines 
Road and a few items of furniture for the chapel. 

We can well understand how the presidents kept a very low financial profile in their 
reports to the Mother House, but correspondence from Paris shows that the debt was 
not forgotten, and the Irish Provincial was continually being exhorted to do something 
about Rathmines. Early in 1906 they ask: Can Rathmines not be abandoned? And later 
that same year, Do you still intend to keep Rathmines? By 1911 they are suggesting that 
it can be turned into a university hostel; in 1912 a scholasticate. In 1913 they are reminded 
that the debt continues to mount, and later that year, that it cannot be allowed to go on. 
From 1914 to the actual close, there are at least fifteen letters urging the closure of the 
College. 

Vol. XXVIII of the General Bulletin sums it up: 

. .. the debt from the beginning has steadily increased, and any profits 
gained absorbed by the payment of the interest and the discharging of 
the liabilities which weighed on the community, without being able to 
dream of redeeming the capital pledged to the work. Finally, the external 
ministry accepted by the Fathers, and from which they could not dispense 
themselves, became too great a burden. 

For these reasons, a formal decision of the General Council Quly 1916) 
closed the college of St Mary's, Rathmines, after an existence of about 
twenty-five years. 
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EVENING CLASSES 

About the year 1905, St Mary's began a project that was unique in the schools of the 
time, and indeed, in her own history, and that was a commercial course with evening . 
classes, and preparation of students for matriculation and the first year of university. 
Unfortunately, there are no records surviving tu tell us how many availed of these 
classes, what subjects were taught, what results were obtained, and even precisely when 
the project began and ended, and why, if indeed it did end before the school closed 
in 1916. 

The first mention of the project is found in the General Bulletin published in Paris 
in May, 1906: "The pupils of our commerce course have also obtained by their success 
honourable and lucrative positions." 

Three years later, the Bulletin of January 1909 elaborates on that first cryptic remark: 

The supplementary evening classes of which we made mention in the last 
report, are already giving most satisfactory results, and give us hope for 
considerable development in this direction. Some pupils have been prepared 
in the evening classes for the first university examinations, while others have 
completed their university education and have obtained their degrees. 

Apart from the obvious advantage that these classes offer the pupils 
themselves, they are also a certain source of revenue, while at the same time 
adding to the renown of the College. There is no doubt that it involves an 
increase in the work for the teachers, but the good of the students and the 
honour of the establishment are at stake ... 

It is clear from this report that not only were these evening classes catering for those 
students who wished to pursue a commercial career or prepare themselves for university 
entrance, but they were also undertaking the work that the Castle in Blackrock and the 
Jesuit College on St Stephen's Green had been doing since 1880 - they were tutoring 
students for the degree examinations of the Royal University. The Royal was not a 
residential university, nor yet a teaching university. It was simply an Examining Board, 
which set out a syllabus, a course of study, set examinations on those courses, and 
granted degrees on the results of the examinations. Somewhat on the lines, say, of the 
Open University. In view of this, it is quite an understatement for Fr Tom O'Hanlon, 
the president, to say that it entailed "an increase in the work for the teachers". To teach 
secondary subjects for four or five hours during the day, and then turn round and teach 
commercial and even university subjects in the evenings for another two or three hours, 
beggars belief. The mind flies to the bible: Gigantes erant in diebus illis. They truly were 
giants in those days! 

The Royal University became defunct as soon as the National University of Ireland Act 
established our own university with its constituent colleges in Dublin, Cork and Galway, 
in 1908, and this also ended the evening university classes in St Mary's. But it was not the 
end of the evening classes. These continued at least until 1914 for the commercial course, 
as is clear from the Bulletin published in June of that year. In it Fr O'Hanlon speaks of the 
academic successes which came to the College, and adds: " ... while in the department of 
commerce, six of our students obtained lucrative positions". 

It is very likely that these evening classes continued until the college closed in 1916. The 
final mention of them comes in a Bulletin published in 1920, which contains an overview of 
the 1914-1918 war years and their immediate afterma'th. In it the reasons forthe suppression 
of the College are given, prominent being the difficulty in furnishing personnel for all three 
colleges in Ireland. 
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... the Province ... with its two colleges of Blackrock and Rockwell, 
together with their two junior scholasticates, provides with difficulty the 
personnel for St Mary's, almost equal to the other two houses, because of 
the preparatory classes for examinations which they also maintain ... 

The Evening Classes Project obviously filled a need in the city at the time; otherwise 
it would hardly have survived for nine years. It was an imaginative and courageous 
undertaking, when one considers the difficulty in providing staff and the enormous 
strain it must have placed on the shoulders of the community, with classes going on 
from early morning till late at night. One would wish that greater information regarding 
it were available. 

HARVEST FOR THE CHURCH 

Thirteen past students of St Mary's, to the best of our knowledge, went on for the Church 
on leaving school between 1901 and 1916, when the school closed down temporarily. 
Whereas, of the nine who had done so in the previous decade, all but one had joined 
the diocese of Dublin, and, indeed, that one had become a diocesan priest in Leeds, in the 
second decade only three of the thirteen became diocesan priests, the rest joining religious 

't orders. 

Herbert Farrell 
The first St Mary's man to become a Holy Ghost Father was Herbert Farrell, who 
came to the school in 1902 and left after a distinguished academic career in 1908 to 
join the Holy Ghost Congregation. He was ordained in 1918 and for three years 
taught theology in Kimmage Manor before his appointment as director of the junior 
scholasticate in Blackrock from 1921 to 1931. He fulfilled his life's ambition when he 
went to Kenya as a missionary. In 1939 he returned to Ireland and began what was 
to be his life's work, lecturing, giving retreats, spiritual counselling, writing, and with 
a widespread psycho-therapy practice, in which he was a pioneer. He died in 1973 at 
the age of 81. Two of his nephews, Frs Myles and Des Kenny, became Holy Ghost 
Fathers too. 

john McGlade 
The second past student to become a Holy Ghost Father was John McGlade, who attended 
St Mary's from 1907 to 1909 before going to France to do his novitiate and philosophical 
studies. He was a prefect in Blackrock for two years and then went to the United States for 
his theology course, where he was ordained in 1917. From 1918 until 1945 he laboured in 
the State of Louisiana in various black parishes, and then became Director of a House for 
Homeless Boys in Philadelphia until he retired in 1968. He died in 1974 at the age of 83. 

Laurence Furlong 
The three students from that time who joined the diocese of Dublin were Laurence J. 
Furlong, John McLaughlin and Ernest Farrell. Laurence Furlong came to St Mary's in 1904 
and left for Maynooth in 1909 after Middle Grade. He was ordained in 1917 and immediately 
volunteered for chaplaincy work in the Great War, and found himself almost at once in the 
maelstrom that was the Ypres salient. He survived it and entered Germany in December 
1918 after the end of the war. Here he volunteered for the Expedition being formed to go 
to Russia to fight the Bolsheviks who had taken over after the 1917 Revolution. He was sent 
to Archangel where he remained with the Expeditionary Force until they were evacuated 
in June 1919. He returned to Ireland and the more humdrum life of parish work, serving 
as curate in a number of parishes before getting his own parish of Kilcullen in 1952. 
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Herbert Farrell, CSSp. john McGlade, CSSp. Canon Laurence]. Furlong 

During his career as a curate, he became famous as the "flying priest", being, at the 
time, the only priest in the country, not only to have a flying licence, but possessing his 
own plane, a single-engine Aeronca built in 1935. At school he had been a good scholar, 
passing his exams with ease and in his final year gaining the Good Conduct medal as well 
as prizes in Latin and French. He was on the SCT in 1908 and 1909. In the latter year, St 
Mary's reached the semi-final against St Andrew's and scored two tries to their one, but 
the Andrew's full-back, Middleton, who later played for England in 1922, won the game 
for them with a conversion and two penalties, 11-6. 

Canon Furlong, as he became in 1967, was a devoted Old Boy, and was so delighted 
with the school's winning of the Leinster Senior Schools Cup in 1966, that he invited the 
whole team to dinner in a hotel. He died in 1971 at the age of 79. 

john McLaughlin 
John McLaughlin arrived in St. Mary's in 1911 at the age of thirteen and gained his Junior 
Grade the following year, and his Senior Grade in 1915. He then left to go to Clonliffe and 
was ordained priest for the Dublin diocese in Maynooth in 1922 by Archbishop Sheehan 
of Sydney. His first appointment was to Rathfarnham, but shortly afterwards he became 
an Army Chaplain, first with the School of Music in Beggars' Bush, and then in Collins 
Barracks, He served 21 years in the army during which time he was closely associated with 
the army boxing team, which produced many European champions in the '20s and '30s, 
and, with the equally famous Garda boxing team, formed an Irish amateur squad that 
has never been equalled, producing European and Golden Gloves champions like Jackie 
Saunders, Garda Hearn and Garda Cooper, who were household names in their day. 

On retiring from the army, Fr McLaughlin became curate in Athy, and finally, in 1956, 
parish priest in Celbridge, where he ended his days in 1966. He was an uncle of the present 
Provincial Superior of the Holy Ghost Fathers in Ireland, Fr Brian Marcus McLaughlin, 
also a past student of St Mary's, and was a brother of Dr Thomas McLaughlin, the Irish 
engineer in charge of the building of the Shannon Electricity Scheme in 1926. 

Ernest Farrell 
One can only say that Ernest Farrell is synonomous with St Mary's. He was born in 
Richmond House, Mt Pleasant Avenue, almost within sight of the college, and never lost 
sight of it throughout his life. He must have known it from his earliest years, because his 
elder brother, Tom, whose career we have alre11dy sketched briefly, left in 1899, the year 
Ernest came to the school. He was a born competitor, in the classroom as in the sporting 
field. He played on the SCT for three years, 1905, 06 and 07, captaining it in his final year, 
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when they reached the semi-final only to be beaten by Blackrock who went on to win 
once again. Although over age for the SCT, he remained on in school for two more years 
before going to Clonliffe College in the footsteps of his brother, who had been ordained 
in 1907. Ernest himself was ordained in 1917 and filled a number of curacies, Haddington 
Rd, Rathdrum, Greystones, University Church, Aughrim St, and Harold's Cross, before 
obtaining his own parish of Finglas and St Margaret's in 1949. In Finglas he enlarged the 
church and built new schools. In 1927, while serving in the University Church, he was 
instrumental, with his brother Tom, in founding the Catholic Boy Scouts of Ireland, 
and was active in its organisation as National Secretary till the end of his life on May 
16, 1955. 

From the day he left school he was an ardent supporter of the Past Students Union and 
everything connected with the school, past and present. He played for the Old St Mary's 
Rugby Club, and was the captain when the club gained senior status in 1912. Probably 
more than any other person, he was desolated at the closure of the College in 1916, and 
the most ardent advocate of its re-opening in 1926. He lost no time in identifying once 
more with all things "Mary's", and was in the van in the efforts to revive the Union, the 
Rugby Club, the Cricket Club, and in founding the Tennis Club. There is no doubt that 
he was the "father" of the revived union and all its activities, serving as president on two 
occasions. His death was an irreparable loss to the college, past and present. 

Seven other students of that era went for the church, this time in various, religious orders. 
Henry O'Neill, Henry Brodie and Austin Tierney joined the Passionists in Mount Argus. 
Gerard Cussen joined the Dominicans. Francis Russell became a Redemptorist, Joseph 
Byrne joined the Canons Regular of the Lateran in Launceston, Cornwall, Conal Murphy, 
the Jesuits, while Edwin Russell joined the diocese of Plymouth in England. 

Henry Brodie 
Henry Brodie was born in Bombay, India, in 1897 and returned to Ireland while quite 
young. He was in St Mary's from 1906 and was a classmate of Patrick Roddy, the school's 
first rugby International. Henry passed his Junior Grade in 1912 with honours and Middle 
in 1913 and Senior in 1914, taking the gold medal in the Mathematical and Science Course, 
and then left for the Passionists. After his ordination in 1921 he went to Wales and later 
he left the Passionists to do parish work and was incardinated into the diocese of Menevia 
and became a parish priest in South Wales where he died. 

Henry O 'Neill 
Henry O'Neill was born in 1901, the son of a builder. He came to St Mary's and played 
on the Junior Cup team. He left in 1914 to join the Passionists whose juniorate at that 
time was in Clermont Rd, Sandymount. He was professed in 1917 and ordained in 
1922 with school-mate Fr Austin Tierney, after his studies in Mount Argus. His first 
appointment was the preaching of retreats in England. In 1925 we went on the staff of 
St Mungo's College in Glasgow and did great work among the down-and-outs of that 
city. In 1929 he was recalled to Ireland and remained based here while giving retreats 
throughout the country, often in company with Fr Austin. In 1955 he was transferred 
to Ardoyne, Belfast, until illness forced him to return to Dublin in 1957 and he died 
that year. 

Austin Tierney 
Francis Joseph Tierney, who took the name Austin in religion, was in the year after Henry 
Brodie and a prize-winner in the Middle Grade in 1914. He was born in Belfast in 1900 but 
the family moved to Dublin while he was still quite young. He came to St Mary's in 1908 
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and gained first place in French in the Preparatory Grade examination. He went on to 
Middle Grade in 1914 before leaving to enter the Passionist Juniorate in Sandymount 
along with classmate, Henry O'Neill. His maternal uncle, Fr McMullen, was a well 
known Passionist and the editor of the Order's magazine, The Cross. Even before he 
left school Francis had won prizes for essays in the magazine. He was ordained in 1922, 
but he had to get a dispensation as he was under the canonical age for ordination. He 
was appointed assistant to the editor of The Cross and four years later he was appointed 
as editor of this prestigious Passionist magazine, a post which he held for six years before 
engaging in his first love, the preaching of retreats, at which he was an outstanding success 
for thirty-five years. He also led many pilgrimages, including national ones, to Lourdes 
and Rome, including the inaugural Garda Sfochana Lourdes Pilgrimage, which went to 
on become an annual event. Early in 1959 he fell ill and spent six months in Our Lady of 
Lourdes Hospital, Dun Laoghaire, but was discharged in seeming good health. He was 
well enough to conduct three retreats for nuns but soon his voice failed and cancer in the 
upper chest was diagnosed and he died in August, 1960. 

Donal K. Murphy 
As far as we can ascertain, Conal Murphy is the only past pupil who became a Jesuit. Born 
in January 1902, he went to Synge St CBS before coming to St Mary's in 1910 and remained 
until the school closed down in 1916. After school he went to St Patrick's Training College 
in Drumcondra where he became a qualified primary school teacher. He taught in St 
Peter's, Phibsboro, until he entered the society of Jesus as a novice in March 1929. He 
completed a B.Sc. in UCD, did philosophy in Tullabeg and Theology in Milltown Park 
before his ordination in 1939. After his one-year Tertianship in Rathfarnham, he became a 
chaplain in the British forces where he spent World War II until 1946, serving in England, 
Scotland, Algeria, Tunisia, Sicily, Italy, Syria, Egypt and Austria. On his return to Ireland, 
he was appointed to Crescent College, Limerick, for five years and then to Milltown Park 
for 16 years as director of retreats and missions. In 1967 he transferred to Manresa House, 
Dollymount, as spiritual director and assistant spiritual director of the spiritual exercises, 
until his death in January 1979. 

Gerard Cussen 
Gerard Cussen attended St Mary's from 1910 till 1916, arriving as an eleven-year old, 
but obtaining with honours his Junior, Middle and Senior Grades in successive years, 
1914-15-16. He joined the Dominicans in Tallaght on leaving school and was ordained 
in 1923. He became Provincial Superior of the Order in Ireland in 1940. 

Ernest Farrell, P.P. Austin Tierney, C.P. 
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Francis Russell 
The Russell boys, Francis, Charles, Edwin and Arthur, came to St Mary's in 1914, and 
when the school closed in 1916 they went to Belvedere. Francis was born in 1900 and he 
was fourteen when he came and he won the prize for Greek in Junior Grade that first year. 
On leaving school in 1918, he joined the Redemptorist Order where he was Professed in 
Mount St Alphonsus, Limerick, before going on to complete his ecclesiastical studies. He 
was ordained in April 1925 and taught philosophy for a couple of years before taking on his 
life-work of preaching throughout Ireland, a task for which he was temperamentally and 
intellectually suited. He was director of the archconfraternity in Clonard, Belfast, for some 
years before resuming his mission work and was appointed director of the confraternity 
in Limerick in 1955, proving himself an efficient organiser, an able preacher, an untiring 
visitor of the sick. On March 17, 1957, returning on his motor-cycle from a late sick 
call, he suffered a brain haemmorhage and was found by a passer-by some time later. 
He died in hospital the following day. His funeral, attended by most of the 9,000-strong 
confraternity, the City Fathers and a huge crowd of mourners, was one of the largest ever 
seen in the city. 

Edwin]. Russell 
Edwin followed his elder brother, Francis, and came to St Mary's in the last years before 
closure and went to All Hallows on leaving schcol. He was ordained for the diocese of 

't Plymouth and filled a number of curacies in that widespread diocese which comprises the 
whole of South-west England. He finally became parish priest of Totnes in Devon where 
he died in 1971. 

Joseph Byrne 
Joseph Byrne was a contemporary of the above and joined the Canons Regular of the 
Lateran on leaving school. At that time they had no house in Ireland and it was to 
Launceston, Cornwall that he went to join them and remained there until transferred 
to London, where he died in 1977. 

Name 
Ernest Farrell 
Herbert Farrell 
Laurence Furlong 
Henry Brodie 
John McGlade 
Henry O'Neill 
Francis Tierney 
Gerard Cussen 
John McLaughlin 
Francis Russell 
Joseph Byrne 
Edwin Russell 

PAST PUPILS UNION 

I900-I9r6 

School 
(1899-10) 
(1902-08) 
(1905-09) 
(1906-14) 
(1907-09) 
(1909-14) 
(1909-14) 
(1910-16) 
(1911-15) 
(1913-15) 
(1913-16) 
(1913-14) 

Ordained 
1917 
1918 
1917 
1922 
1917 
1922 
1922 
1924 
1922 
1922 
1922 
1921 

Career 
Dublin diocese 
CSSp 
Dublin diocese 
C.P. 
CS Sp 
C.P. 
C.P. 
O.P. 
Dublin diocese 
CSsR 
C.R.L. 
Plymouth diocese 

We have already seen that the past pupils organised themselves into a union some time 
before May 1899, having previously formed a cricket ~lub, and then they organised a rugby 
club in 1900. Without a single shred of documentation extant, to our knowledge, we know 
nothing of the activities of the union. The earliest evidence of activity we have, apart from 
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the cricket and rugby clubs, is in the minute book of the Literary and Dramatic Society, 
which tells us of a meeting of past and present students held in the college on December 
19, 1910, under the chairmanship of Fr Thomas O'Hanlon, president of the college. At 
this meeting it was unanimously decided to found a Literary and Dramatic Society, and 
Fr O'Hanlon was elected by acclamation as first president of the society. Messrs Ernest 
Farrell (a seminarian in Clonliffe College) and James B. Magennis (a medical student at 
UCD) were elected joint Hon. Secs. Mr Frank Purcell was elected Treasurer. Messrs R. 
Mulloy, J. C. O'Brien, W. P. Blunden, Fr T. Farrell cc and Fr J. J. O'Reilly cssP were 
elected to the committee. The Vice Presidents elected were: Fr Kingston, Fr P. Walsh 
and Fr T. Pembroke of the college; Dr E. Magennis (father of Jim), M. J. O'Connor, 
J. E. Blunden, Prof. R. P. Joyce, J . J. Dowling, M.A., UCD. After much discussion, it 
was decided to appoint an Auditor, and M. J. O'Connor was elected. The next meeting 
was fixed for January 9, 1911, at which a paper would be read by Mr Robert Mulloy on 
"Professionalism in Sport". Plus ~a change and all that! 

This society flourished until January 1916 and would appear to have died with the 
closure of the school, but while it existed it was most active, first as a purely literary 
and debating group, with debates and papers every three weeks until the end of April at 
which time the 1910-11 session closed. It was unanimously accepted that October to April 
was the best period for meetings. At the first meeting of the 1911-12 session it was decided 
that ladies could be introduced as honorary members for the purpose of filling female roles 
in dramas. A sub-committee was appointed to undertake the production of a play. Up to 

sixty-four members attended the meetings which at times were purely social gatherings at 
which the members did the entertaining with songs, recitations, monologues etc. 

One interesting item on the agenda of that meeting of April 15, 1912, was the proposal 
from the Blackrock College Union that the St Mary's union should merge with them, and 
they were willing to change their name to accommodate this. When the proposition was 
put to the meeting, as being representative of the past pupil body, not one single member 
was in favour of such an amalgamation. At the following, and final, meeting of the session, 
held on May 5, 1912, it was proposed, and passed unanimously: "That a deputation wait 
on the College Council to discuss the best means of the immediate formation of a Union". 
The depu ta ti on consisted of Fr Tom Farr ell, Pat Hayden, John Meade and Vincent Becker. 
It would appear from this move that the union formed in 1899 had died somewhere along 
the way, although the rugby and cricket clubs continued to flourish. Unfortunately, there 
does not seem to have been any follow-up to the deputation. The subject was not discussed 
at the next meeting, which did not take place until October 14, 1912. If there was any 
concrete sequel to it, the L & D Society must have considered it outside their frame of 
reference. Debates continued to be held and papers read every three weeks during 1912-13. 
One departure was the holding of the AGM in May instead of in the following Autumn, 
which gave the Officers of the Society more time to plan their agenda. It is noteworthy 
also that until April 1913, it was the custom to end the meetings with the singing of Auld 
Lang Syne. At the December 2 meeting, it is noted that the meeting terminated with 
the singing of A Nation Once Again. What influence the General Strike of 1913 or the 
founding of the Irish Volunteers had on this is conjectural, but it became the unvarying 
practice from then on. 

The next intimation that dramatics were really a part of the society's activities came in 
the meeting on 29 October, 1914. Among the offices for which elections were held was 
that of Theatrical Director, which James C. O'Brien assumed. He was already teaching 
Elocution in the College, and together with a group of past students, was to play a 
significant part in the development in the theatre in Dublin for more than a decade. At 
the meeting of December 8, Frank Purcell asked if any move had been made with regard 
to the dramatic side of the society, to which the Chair (M. J. O'Connor) replied that an 
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announcement would be made shortly. On January 26, 1915, the question was again asked 
by Frank Purcell and he was told that the committee was looking for a suitable play and 
had decided not to produce any big play that session. Plays are not mentioned again in 
the minute book which closes with the January 1916 meeting. 

This is all very intriguing, since we know from other sources that the Literary and 
Dramatic Society of St Mary's College was very active in the actual production of plays 
at this time. In his history of the Irish Theatre Company, called Drama in Hardwick Street, 
Professor William Feeney lists St Mary's as one of those amateur groups on which the Irish 
Theatre Company depended for its success. He said that St Mary's College, Rathmines, 
had a lively dramatic society in which students and alumni participated. Elsewhere he 
notes: "Acting is a popular avocation in Dublin. There is no reluctance in the most 
elegant circles to appear on the stage ... Finding persons of the right temperament and 
some theatre know-how was what mattered". These traits were obviously found among 
the past students of St Mary's. 

Professor Feeney goes on to say that: 

One of the most important Irish Theatre connections, the Literary and 
Dramatic Society of St Mary's College, Rathmines, performed J. M. Barrie's 
The Professor's Love Story at the Abbey Theatre on 19 May, 1914. It was 
preceded by the premiere of Henry B. O'Hanlon's Her Second Chance. An 
alumnus of the College, O'Hanlon was a solicitor by profession, playwright 
by avocation, disciple of Ibsen and a friend of Edward Martyn. 

The Irish Times of May 20 published a lengthy review of the production, in which the 
acting was praised above the playwriting: 

The acting was marked by genuine merit: Mr J.B. Magennis, a distinguished 
product of the society, struggled hard to make the part of Callaghan ... 
convincing. He was well supported by Mr P. J. Hayden ... As the old 
retainer, Mr F. A. Purcell did his best with a gloomy character. 

Another critic condemned the play as too talky, but thought it had echoes of Riders to 
the Sea. He said that F. A. Purcell was a success ... and resembled Frank Fay in similar 
roles. Hayden, Purcell and Magennis were also in the Barrie play. 

Feeney mentions that Magennis was the personal physician and friend of Edward 
Martyn, who had started the Irish LiteraryTheatre in 1899 with Lady Gregory and William 
Butler Yeats, which became in 1904 the Irish National Theatre or Abbey Theatre. Martyn 
split with his partners later over policy, and in 1914 he joined forces with Professor Thomas 
MacDonagh and Joseph Plunkett, both signatories of the Easter Week Proclamation, to 
found the Irish Theatre Company, which eventually found a home in the murky hall 
in Hardwick St until 1920, where non-peasant plays were produced, particularly of 
European origin, to complement what was going on at the Abbey. Plunkett provided 
the hall, which belonged to his father, Count Plunkett; Martyn provided the plays and 
the money; MacDonagh the active management. They did not have an acting company 
as such, but instead called upon gifted amateurs. Eight St Mary's men in particular were 
associated with the Theatre, Dr Jim Magennis, Pat Hayden, Frank Purcell, John Gogan, 
Joseph O'Connor ("Frank Jeffs") and Colm O'Lochlainn as actors, James C.O'Brien as 
Actor/Producer, and Henry O'Hanlon as writer. 

Feeney mentions that the St Mary's plays were produced by James O'Brien, the teacher 
of elocution at the school, who occasionally acted, didjmpressions of Dickens' characters, 
and served as producer for little theatre and musical groups. O'Hanlon was an Ibsen fan 
and devoted to the The Theatre of Ideas. He likes those on the stage to sit down and 
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talk, says one critic. Five of his plays were produced, of which the most successful was 
The All Alone. Besides the two Easter Week signatories, MacDonagh and Plunkett, John 
Gogan and Colm O'Lochlainn took part in the Easter Rising and were interned, John 
Gogan in Kilmainham Jail and later in Wakefield Prison, England. After the execution 
of MacDonagh and Plunkett, John MacDonagh, Professor Tom's brother, who had some 
acting experience in America, took over as Director of the Irish Theatre Co. and wrote 
plays and directed them. He had been in Jacob's with his brother during Easter Week, 
arrested and condemned to death but the sentence was commuted to life imprisonment. 

Jim Magennis, one of the leading medicos in the city, seems to have had boundless 
energy. He held office in the Literary & Debating Society from its inception throughout 
its existence, contributing papers and to the debates regularly, and was probably the most 
active amateur actor in Dublin. Feeney has him playing in Martyn's An Enchanted Sea 
at the Abbey in April 1904. He was a boy of fifteen at the time and still attending St 
Mary's, but the part of Guy Font called for a schoolboy actor and J. B. had had 
considerable experience in the school's Shakespearean productions. In 1913 he played 
in James Stephens' Marriage of Julia Elizabeth and Joseph Plunkett's Dance of Osiris. 
He played with Una O'Connor (who later went to Hollywood and appeared in dozens 
of movies, including The Informer and The Plough and the Stars) in Dream Physician, 
and toured the West of Ireland with her in 1915 in O'Hanlon's Norah's Birthday. In 
1916 he played the title role in J. S. Millington's The Uplifting of Eugene Demayne at the 
Abbey, with J. C. O'Brien as producer. Apart from these more "professional" outings, 
he was indefatigable in giving of his time and talent to any worthy cause, and appeared 
in countless benefit performances. For instance, on October 28 and November 1 he gave 
impressions of Svengali, the mesmeric figure in George du Maurier's novel, Trilby, in 
the Theatre Royal, for the benefit of the Holy Ghost Missions. J. C. O'Brien was the 
producer and John Gogan and Frank Purcell took part. The following year, on October 
31, a variety show was presented for the same cause. Jim Magennis and Elizabeth Young 
played an excerpt from the Third Act of Hamlet. Two other St Mary's men, Jimmy O'Dea 
and Pat Hayden also contributed their talents. 

Frank Purcell and Pat Hayden, both of whom had been prominent in dramatics while at 
school, maintained this interest after school. Both held office in the L & D throughout its 
life and both performed with the Irish Theatre Co. They, also, were indefatigable in placing 
their talents at the service of worthy charities, and, as we shall see, with Jim Magennis and 
J. C. O'Brien, continued their acting careers well into the 1930s under a revived Literary 
& Dramatic Society in the college. In an era when outstandingly talented amateurs graced 
the theatrical scene in Dublin, Joseph O 'Connor stood out. A solicitor by profession, he 
was quite simply a born entertainer, straight or comic actor, singer of humorous or serious 
music, all under the pseudonym of "Frank Jeffs", and appeared in a number of the early 
Irish efforts to establish a film industry, which featured fellow past students, Jimmy O'Dea 
and Donal McCarthy, with whom he also featured in a number of radio plays on 2RN, the 
Irish Broadcasting Station. 

An interesting indirect link with St Mary's is provided by another member of the Irish 
Theatre Co, the actress Helena Carter, the stage name of Mrs Fred Cogley . Born in Paris of 
Irish parents, Daisy Bannard studied opera at the Paris Conservatoire before she married 
journalist/playwright Fred Cogley. She pursued an active career in singing and acting in 
Dublin after her marriage, appearing in all the main theatres, and in later years devoted 
herself to the teaching of drama and singing as Madame Bannard Cogley . She was one 
of the founders, along with Hilton Edwards and Micheal MacLiamm6r, of the Dublin 
Gate Theatre in 1927. She was the mother of Mitchel Cogley , noted sports journalist, and 
grandmother of Fred Cogley of RTE Sports, a past student of St Mary's, former President 
of the PPU and father of more past students. 
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